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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Recent developments in phonology show that people can learn fine-grained, probabilistic generalizations about their language (e.g. Bybee & Moder 1983; Prasada & Pinker 1993; Albright & Hayes 2003). A central debate in research on phonological learning concerns how this type of statistical learning interacts with other language-specific learning biases. One view holds that phonological learning can be explained by a domain-general ability for statistical learning. In fact, statistical learning has a lot of explanatory power and is often sufficient to explain speakers’ phonological intuitions (Section 1.1.1). On the other hand, there is also growing evidence that learning can be constrained by various synchronic learning biases (analytic biases; Moreton 2008). Such biases are argued to be specific to the language faculty, or at least grounded in human cognitive mechanisms, and therefore reflect principles of Universal Grammar (UG).

In recent years, extensive experimental work has been done to tease apart the effects of statistical learning and competing biases, including studies of child language acquisition and adult nonce-word experiments (i.e. wug tests). Since Kiparsky (1965, 1978, et seq.), it has also been recognized that language change serves as a robust “natural laboratory” for understanding how children learn and mislearn patterns outside the constraints of a laboratory setting.

In this dissertation, I adopt the latter approach and probe into how statistical learning interacts with learning biases by looking at a type of language change called reanalysis, where morphophonological paradigms are remade over time. Existing models of reanalysis (and more generally of morphophonological learning) predict that learners rely only
on statistical regularities within a paradigm. As a preview of the results, I find that reanalysis in three languages—Malagasy, Samoan, and Māori—cannot be explained entirely by this type of local statistical learning, and is also sensitive to markedness effects external to the paradigm. I also argue for a restricted view of markedness bias, where markedness effects present in reanalysis must already be active in the stem phonotactics of a language.

1.1 Frequency-matching vs. learning biases

1.1.1 Frequency-matching

In phonological learning, speakers are known to use statistical properties of the input data to make predictive generalizations. In particular, when speakers are faced with variable patterns in a morphophonological paradigm, they frequency-match, applying these patterns in a way that matches the proportion at which they occur in the data. For example, Ernestus & Baayen (2003) study Dutch final devoicing, where final obstruents are devoiced, results in voicing alternations such as in (1).

(1) Dutch voicing alternations

\[ \text{[vɛrˈʋɛit]} \quad \text{[vɛrˈʋɛiden]} \quad \text{‘widen’ (t~d)} \\
\text{[vɛrˈʋɛit]} \quad \text{[vɛrˈʋeiten]} \quad \text{‘reproach’ (non-alternating)} \]

When we look at the Dutch lexicon, rates of voicing alternation are partially predictable from statistical tendencies. For example, final [p] is non-alternating around 90% of the time in the lexicon. Conversely, final [f] alternates with [v] around 70% of the time. Ernestus & Baayen (2003) find that when speakers are told to provide the suffixed form of wug stems, they apply voicing alternations in a way that aggregately matches these distributional patterns.

Frequency-matching has been found to predict adult linguistic behavior in various other experiments, including: Eddington (1996, 1998, 2004); Coleman & Pierrehum-
bert (1997); Berkley (2000b); Zuraw (2000); Bailey & Hahn (2001); Frisch & Zawaydeh (2001); Albright (2002b); Albright & Hayes (2003); Hayes & Londe (2006); Hayes et al. (2009); Pierrehumbert (2006); Jun & Lee (2007). Sociolinguistic studies also demonstrate that children frequency-match adult speech patterns (Labov 1994, Ch. 20).

Note that while there is extensive evidence for frequency-matching in adults, there is also evidence that children over-regularize patterns instead of frequency-matching (Hudson Kam & Newport 2005, 2009; Schumacher & Pierrehumbert 2021). Experimental evidence shows that when learners overgeneralize, they tend to do so towards the more frequent pattern, but sometimes also converge towards the minority pattern (Schumacher & Pierrehumbert 2021).

Why might both frequency-matching and overregularization be observed? One possible explanation is that the choice between the two depends on input size (or, the size of the learner’s lexicon). That is, when given very little evidence for a pattern, learners initially overregularize gradient patterns. As they receive more input, they become better at frequency matching. Various studies have found empirical support for this learning trajectory (e.g. Levelt et al. 2000; Gnanadesikan 2004; Jarosz 2010).

Notably, frequency-matching predicts change to be preservatory (i.e. maintaining the statistical distributions of the input), while overregularization predicts reanalysis towards the more frequent variant. However, where reanalysis is not predicted by statistical distributions within a paradigm, neither approach can provide a complete picture of the factors driving reanalysis.

1.1.2 Learning biases

In many cases, such as with the Dutch voicing alternations discussed above, frequency-matching (and more generally statistical learning) is sufficient to explain speakers’ phonological intuitions. On the other hand, there is growing evidence that learning is also constrained by various learning biases. Evidence for bias comes from cases where speakers
fail to frequency-match, and instead over-learn patterns (reflecting a bias for the target pattern; e.g. Kuo 2023) or under-learn them (reflecting a bias against the target pattern; e.g. Hayes et al. 2009). Broadly speaking, two types of bias are seen. These are i) synchronic preferences towards acquiring some phonological patterns over others (analytic bias; Moreton 2008), and ii) channel bias, or factors in the production or perception of speech that affect the faithful transmission of speech sounds over time.

One view of biased phonological learning, which Hayes et al. (2009) call the ‘strong UG’ approach, holds that learners have an innate universal constraint set (or a set of rules). Phonological patterns that cannot be derived by these constraints are simply unlearnable. This approach is taken up by Becker et al. (2011), who use a nonce-word study to test whether Turkish speakers have learned the lexical statistics of consonant laryngeal alternations (examples in (2)).

Corpus studies show that word length, place of articulation, and preceding vowel quality (height/backness) are all significant predictors of rates of laryngeal alternation in Turkish. In a wug test, Turkish speakers were found to be sensitive to length and place of articulation, but not preceding vowel quality.

Becker et al. (2011) argue that this is because constraints which encode interactions of vowel height/backness with consonant voicing are not available to learners (i.e. not in the universal set of constraints), making the Turkish vowel-consonant interactions unlearnable.

(2) *Turkish laryngeal alternations (Becker et al. 2011, p. 85)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BARE STEM</th>
<th>POSSESSIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-alternating</td>
<td>atʃʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>anatʃʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃ~dʒ</td>
<td>gytʃʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amatʃʰ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to this stronger approach, I assume that learning biases are a ‘soft’ preference: linguistically unnatural patterns are harder to learn, but can still be learned given
sufficient evidence. I adopt the soft bias approach for several reasons: typologically, there is substantial evidence that phonological patterns are not always natural; some examples can be found in Hellberg (1978), Bolognesi (1998), Ito & Mester (2003), Hansson (2007), and Odden (2007). Experimental work on bias learning has also shown that speakers can learn unnatural patterns. For example, Hayes et al. (2009) conduct a wug test on Hungarian vowel harmony and find that when given enough evidence, speakers can learn unnatural patterns present in the lexicon. Artificial Grammar Learning experiments also suggest that both infants and adults can learn unnatural phonological patterns; see for example Seidl & Buckley (2005) on infant learning and Wilson (2006) and White (2013, 2017) on adult learning.

Two types of bias have been discussed in the literature: 1) complexity bias, or a bias against formally complex patterns (Moreton & Pater 2012a) and 2) substantive bias, or a bias against phonetically unnatural patterns, where phonetic naturalness includes factors such as perceptual similarity and articulatory ease (Moreton & Pater 2012b).

Within the literature on substantive bias, most recent work has focused on perceptual similarity bias, or a preference for alternation patterns that involve perceptually smaller changes (e.g. Steriade 2001; Wilson 2006; White 2013; Glewwe 2019). For example, in an AGL study, Wilson (2006) found that participants trained to palatalize velars before [e] generalized palatalization to apply before [i] (/ke/∼[tʃe] generalizes to /ki/∼[tʃi]). On the other hand, those trained to palatalize velars before [i] did not generalize to the [e] context (/ki/∼[tʃi] ↛ /ke/∼[tʃe]). This asymmetry is argued to be rooted in a perceptual similarity bias: speakers prefer [k]∼[tʃ] alternation before [i] because [k] and [tʃ] are perceptually more similar before [i] than before [e].

Another possibility, which is the empirical focus of this dissertation, is a so-called markedness bias, or a bias against output forms that are harder to produce or perceive. Whereas perceptual similarity bias looks at the mapping between related forms (e.g. input-output, output-output), markedness bias targets the surface output form.

For example, intervocalic stops are cross-linguistically dispreferred and often the tar-
get of lenition processes at morpheme boundaries (e.g. Jun 1994 on Korean; Hayes 2011 on English; Wheeler 2005 on Catalan). They are also argued to be dispreferred from an articulatory point of view (Kirchner 1998). It is therefore conceivable that learners are biased against output forms like [pəti] relative to [pəri], where the former is dispreferred because it has an intervocalic [t].

1.2 Reanalysis and modeling reanalysis

One way to understand the interaction between frequency effects and bias is to see how learners deal with conflicting data patterns in morphophonological paradigms. For example, Albright & Hayes (2003) look at past tense formation in English, where there are sometimes conflicting generalizations on how to derive the past tense for a given word.

The data in (3) gives an illustrative example; the generalizations given here come from Albright & Hayes (2003), who use data from the CELEX database (Baayen et al. 1996). In this case, a hypothetical nonce word gleed [glid] has at least four possible past tense forms, each associated with statistical generalizations of varying strength. In other words, to form the past tense for gleed, learners must choose one of multiple competing options.
Rules for forming the past tense of *gleed* (Albright & Hayes 2003, p. 128)\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Adjusted Confidence ((\hat{p}))</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gleeded</td>
<td>(\emptyset \rightarrow ad {/d, t} _)</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>want, need, start, decide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gled</td>
<td>(i \rightarrow \varepsilon {/l,r} _d)</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>read, lead, bleed, breed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glode</td>
<td>(i \rightarrow o {C}[+cons])</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>speak, freeze, weave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gleed</td>
<td>no change / (_{d, t})</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>shed, spread, put</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More generally, given a bare stem, if a learner has never heard the past tense form, they must choose between several possible options. Albright & Hayes (2003) (and many other studies) probe at how learners resolve this type of paradigm ambiguity using nonce-word experiments. Another way to understand speaker intuitions is to see how they mislearn real words. In particular, the challenge posed by conflicting data patterns can cause children to mislearn words. For example, children often mislearn the past tense of *go* as *goed* (cf. *went*).

**Reanalysis**, which is my empirical focus, refers to when innovative variants such as *goed* are adopted into speech communities and passed down to the next generation of speakers. In essence, ambiguity in one slot of a paradigm causes other slots of the paradigm to be reanalyzed, resulting in a type of language change. Some examples of reanalysis in English past tense are given in (4).\(^2\)

(4) **Reanalyses in English past tense formation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>help</td>
<td>halp→helped (1300, OED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dive</td>
<td>dived→dove (1800, OED)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\)Generalizations here are based off of the Albright & Hayes (2003) Minimal Generalization Learner (MGL), though in principle similar generalizations could be found using other approaches. Note that the MGL calculates an adjusted confidence value, which accounts for not just how accurate a rule is, but also how much evidence there is for the rule (i.e. the number of forms the rule could apply to). For simplicity, this table presents only adjusted confidence.

\(^2\)In some cases, such as *dived* vs. *dove*, there is still variation, and both variants are observed.
Reanalysis is closely related to analogical change. Analogy describes when a word is changed on the basis of perceived similarity to another word, but has also been more broadly defined as any changes to a word that cannot be explained by regular sound changes. In fact, much work on change in morphophonological paradigms uses the term analogy (e.g. Hare & Elman 1995; Albright & Hayes 2003; Albright 2008, and many more). I use the term reanalysis to emphasize that I am focusing on systematic changes shared by multiple words in the same paradigmatic relationship. In contrast, analogy has traditionally been used to describe associations between individual words.

Moreover, in probabilistic models of morphophonology, the term ‘analogy’ also has theoretical implications, and can refer to specific exemplar-based implementations (e.g. Analogical Modeling of Language; Skousen 1989) which contrast with rule-based (or constraint-based) frameworks. The term reanalysis is more neutral, and less tied to exemplar-based frameworks.

The rest of this section discusses early work on analogical change and ties this to more recent work that focuses on modeling reanalysis in probabilistic grammars.

1.2.1 Analogy as associative proportions

Historical linguists of the late 19th century defined analogy as an associative process in language change, where individual words become the model for change in other words. For example, a famous analogy in the history of Latin eliminated a stem-final contrast between [r] and [s] (Hock, p. 179-190; Kiparsky 1997; Albright 2005, etc), as shown in (5). This process of analogical leveling was described in terms of the four-part proportional analogy in (6), where words like [honoːs] were influenced by non-alternating stems like [soror] ‘sister’ (Hock 1991, pp. 179-190).
Analogy was used to account for apparent irregularities in language change (in contrast to regular sound change). As such, although it was generally recognized that analogical changes results from the collective influence of many words, analogy was often discussed in terms of individual cases. Scholars of the time pointed out various tendencies about the direction of analogy. For example, Kuryłowicz & Winters (1947) and Mańczak (1957) listed guiding principles on the direction of analogical change, citing factors like markedness and frequency. However, there wasn’t much work on analogical change as a probabilistic phenomenon, and guidelines did not make concrete, language-specific predictions about the direction and outcome of analogy.

### 1.2.2 Analogy (and reanalysis) as regularization

Kiparsky’s (1965; 1988; 2012, et seq.) seminal works redefined analogy as regularization, or the reduction of unmotivated grammatical complexity and idiosyncrasy. More concretely, the direction of analogical change is governed by principles such as bleeding/feeding ordering and reduction of rule opacity. Under this approach, analogy is closer to what I refer to as reanalysis, encompassing not just exemplar-based changes (i.e. associative proportions), but also systematic changes which require consideration of the grammar and lexicon as a whole.

Kiparsky’s approach also shifted the focus away from looking at analogy as a purely diachronic phenomenon. Instead, diachronic changes and synchronic morphophonology
are enforced using the same principles. In subsequent years, there have been various attempts to formalize analogy/reanalysis in a more systematic way. The idea of reanalysis as regularization (or more specifically the idea that paradigms tend to be uniform) has been formalized in Optimality Theory as constraints like PARADIGM UNIFORMITY, LEVEL, and UNIFORM EXPONENTENCE (Kenstowicz 1996, 1997; Steriade 1997; Kager 2000, and more). For example, Kenstowicz (1996) analyzes the [honoːs] > [honor] change as the promotion of a constraint which requires uniformity in noun paradigms.

Kiparsky formalizes the idea of regularization in language change using constraint-based frameworks, but he notes that the same arguments can be made in rule-based frameworks. In fact, subsequent work, such as by Dresher (1980; 1985; 2015, etc.), argues for an approach in which both diachronic change and synchronic grammars are viewed through the framework of rule-based generative phonology.

For example, Lahiri & Dresher (1999) use this rule-based approach to explain seeming inconsistencies in the history of English vowel length alternations. Middle English underwent two processes, Open Syllable Lengthening (OSL) and Trisyllabic Shortening (TSS), defined in (7) and (8), which interacted to result in vowel length alternations. However, these processes are not reflected consistently in present day English; there is considerable variation the length of vowels that should have undergone OSL and TSS (Minkova 1982). Moreover, OSL is expected to have resulted in vowel length alternations in English singular/plural nominal paradigms, but such alternations are largely absent from present-day English.

(7) Open Syllable Lengthening (OSL): A short stressed vowel in an open syllable must be long.

(8) Trisyllabic Shortening (TSS): A long stressed vowel followed by two unstressed syllables must be short.
Lahiri & Dresher (1999, p. 698) propose that this is because OSL interacted with another process—the loss of schwas in inflected forms—resulting in an opaque alternation pattern. This is demonstrated in §1.2.2; what used to be a phonologically regular alternation became unpredictable. The addition of plural /s/ variably leaves the vowel length unchanged, shortens a long vowel, and even lengthens a short vowel. Learners, faced with this opacity, are argued to have leveled the length alternation.

(9) Expected singular-plural pairs in Middle English, from Dresher (2015, p. 28)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before loss of schwa</th>
<th>After loss of schwa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stōn</td>
<td>stōnes (OSL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bōdi</td>
<td>bodies (TSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>god</td>
<td>gōdes (OSL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bēver</td>
<td>beveres (TSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singular Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stōn</td>
<td>stōns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bōdi</td>
<td>bodis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>god</td>
<td>gōds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bēver</td>
<td>bevers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this example, a better understanding of English length alternations was achieved by considering how lengthening and shortening interacted with other phonological processes in the synchronic grammar. In general, like Kiparsky’s approach to analogical change, this generative analysis put a greater focus on reanalyses not as isolated processes, but as motivated by grammar-wide principles. Moreover, the division between regular sound change and analogy is less drastic, as both are formulated in terms of generative rules.

1.2.3 Probabilistic models of reanalysis

Recent research on reanalysis/analogy has become increasingly centered around capturing speakers’ detailed statistical knowledge about regularities (and subregularities) in morphophonology. Various computational implementations of reanalysis have been developed to explain this type of statistical knowledge.

Formal implemented models of reanalysis face two challenges. First, they must be powerful enough to capture gradient and probabilistic data. In particular, experimental
evidence suggests that people can make very fine-grained generalizations about morphophonological alternations (Bybee & Moder 1983; Prasada & Pinker 1993; Albright & Hayes 2003). Going back to English past tense formation as an example, sub-generalizations such as “i → \(\Lambda/\_\_\text{ŋ}[^{\text{+past}}]\)” (corresponding to fling/flung, sting/stung, etc) co-exist with a more general suffixation rule.

On the other hand, models of reanalysis should also be restrictive. Evidence from language change and child errors show that attested reanalyses only account for a small fraction of the logically possible changes (e.g. Simões & Stoel-Gammon 1979; Clahsen et al. 2002; Kang 2006; Albright 2010). A model of reanalysis should be able to explain why speakers don’t generalize some properties of the input data.

Most quantitative models of reanalysis have focused on the first challenge of capturing probabilistic patterns in the data. These models include neural networks (Rumelhart & McClelland 1987; MacWhinney & Leinbach 1991; Daugherty & Seidenberg 1994; Hare & Elman 1995), Analogical Modeling of Language (AML; Skousen 1989), symbolic analogical models (Tilburg Memory-Based Learner Daelemans et al. 2004), the Generalized Context Model (Nosofsky 1990, 2011), and decision-tree-based models (Ling & Marinov 1993). For example, Hare & Elman (1995) use a connectionist model (essentially a shallow neural network) to model reanalysis of English past tense inflection, which changed from a highly complex system in Old English to the more regular system found in today’s English.

1.2.4 Probabilistic rule-based models (Albright 2002b)

While earlier work focused on developing models powerful enough to capture gradient subregularities in morphophonology, Albright (2002b,a, 2008, 2010, et seq) focuses on the second problem of developing a sufficiently restrictive model. In my work, I adopt Albright’s assumptions, with some differences that will be pointed out here and expanded on in Chapter 2.
STRUCTURED SIMILARITY. This is the idea that word-forms must share the same structural description to be the basis for reanalysis. Structured similarity contrasts with exemplar-based views of reanalysis/analogy, in which any form that shares some similarity with the target word can be the basis of reanalysis (even if they don’t all share the same structural description).

Albright formalizes the requirement for structured similarity by using a rule-based framework. For example, a rule like “\( ɪ \rightarrow \lambda / _{-ɪŋ}[+_\text{past}] \)” describes past-tense formation in singular-past pairs like fling/flung, sting/stung, cling/clung. Crucially, it also captures the fact that these word-pairs all share the same structural description, where the bare stem ends in [ɪŋ].

In the rest of this dissertation, I also assume structured similarity, but encode this using constraints (in variants of Optimality Theory; Prince & Smolensky 1993). As will be further discussed in Chapter 2, I adopt an Optimality Theoretic approach because I am looking at markedness effects which are essentially generalizations about the output (product-oriented generalizations), rather than about input-output mappings. Product-oriented generalizations are easily captured using markedness constraints in OT, but are less straightforwardly accounted for in rule-based frameworks.\(^3\)

SINGLE-BASE HYPOTHESIS. Albright also proposes that reanalysis is always from one paradigm slot, and it is the maximally informative one. This paradigm slot serves as the so-called ‘base’ of reanalysis. In cases where two slots are of similar informativeness, other factors like token frequency and a preference for morphologically simple bases might come into play (Albright 2008).

In my dissertation, I am looking at case studies where reanalysis can only occur from one paradigm slot, so in some sense, this restriction for a single base is vacuously satisfied. However, most of the cases I look at actually involve reanalysis from the less informative

\(^3\)In reality, work by Bybee and colleagues suggests that speakers form both source-oriented generalizations (which capture input-output relations) and product-oriented generalizations (Bybee & Slobin 1982; Bybee & Moder 1983; Bybee 2003).
base (i.e. the one where contrasts have been neutralized). This suggests that base informativeness may be less of a hard restriction, but rather one of the many factors that affects the direction of reanalysis.

Notably, all the models discussed so far assume reanalysis to be in the direction of the statistically most probably outcome, given the distribution of sounds within a paradigm. In other words, they are all frequency-matching. However, I am arguing, on the basis of the case studies discussed below, that statistical distributions alone is not always sufficient for predicting the output of reanalysis. Instead, models of reanalysis must also account for markedness effects, or a pressure to reduce the markedness of output forms.

1.3 Active vs. universal markedness

The term “unmarked” has a broad meaning, and has been used to describe output forms that are simpler, more common, easier to produce, acquired earlier, etc. In general, markedness has come to refer to the universals of language (e.g. Jakobson 1963; Greenberg 1966), determined by Universal Grammar (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Kean 1975, and many others following them).

When we consider markedness effects in reanalysis, it is also important to consider how such effects are constrained—in other words, what is the range of markedness effects that are able to influence reanalysis (and more generally, morphophonological learning)? One view, which I refer to as “universal markedness”, is that all possible markedness constraints as defined by Universal Grammar can affect reanalysis. Another view, which I call “active markedness’, is more restrictive, and predicts that markedness constraints can only affect reanalysis if they are already active in the lexicon in the form of stem phonotactics.

The active markedness proposal is attractive because it ties into existing theories of acquisition and empirical findings about the relationship between phonotactics and morphophonology. Typologically, similar phonological generalizations tend to hold within
morphemes and across morpheme boundaries; in other words, alternations are consistent with stem phonotactics (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Kenstowicz 1996). This is especially true once we consider gradient effects; Chong (2019) shows that even in cases of apparent mismatch between phonotactics and alternations, there is often some gradient phonotactic support for an alternation pattern. Additionally, alternations that are not supported by phonotactics tend to be under-attested.

Theoretically, a tight connection between phonotactics and morphophonological is built into classical Optimality Theory, where within-morpheme and cross-morpheme generalizations are modelled using the same mechanism (i.e. the same markedness constraint and constraint ranking). Another related view, held by many theories of learning and acquisition, is that phonotactics and alternations tend to be closely related because phonotactics are learned earlier, and aid in the later learning of alternations (Hayes 2004; Jarosz 2006; Tesar & Prince 2003; Yang 2016).

There is also some experimental work supporting the idea that phonotactics aids in alternation learning. For example, Pater & Tessier (2005) find that English speakers learn a novel alternation pattern better when it is supported by English stem phonotactics. In an AGL experiment, Chong (2021) trains speakers both a novel phonotactic pattern and novel alternation patterns. Results suggest that speakers draw on phonotactics to resolve ambiguities in morphophonological alternations. There is also work showing that phonotactics are easier to acquire than alternations; phonotactic generalizations are acquired earlier by children (e.g. Zamuner 2006), and can be acquired by adults even with limited input (Oh et al. 2020).

In work on compound formation, Martin (2011) also finds similar effects of active markedness. In particular, Martin presents evidence from Navajo and English that the same phonotactic constraints present within morphemes are also active in compound formation, albeit as a weaker, gradient effect. In other words, there is evidence that speakers generalize phonotactic constraints across morpheme boundaries. Given Martin’s findings, it is conceivable that stem-internal phonotactics could also constrain cross-morpheme al-
ternation patterns.

Within work on language change, findings from Garrett (2008) support the idea that markedness-motivated paradigm reanalyses are a product of language-specific factors rather than a direct manifestation of UG. While Garrett’s focus is on semantic (rather than phonological) markedness patterns, his findings still provide support for the idea that reanalysis is driven by markedness effects already present in the language.

For these reasons, I propose that markedness bias is restricted to active markedness effects. In other words, speakers utilize markedness principles already present in the language’s phonotactics when resolving ambiguities in an alternation pattern. I will show that the case studies presented in this dissertation are all consistent with the active markedness proposal.

1.4 When can markedness-driven reanalysis occur?

My proposal, broadly speaking, is that reanalysis should be phonologically optimizing. The active markedness approach, in particular, predicts that reanalysis will result in a close correspondence between stem-internal phonotactics and cross-morpheme alternations. I also argue that this type of markedness-driven reanalysis only comes into play when there is uncertainty in an alternation pattern. In other words, markedness effects in reanalysis are only observed when there is conflicting evidence for which alternant should surface, and one alternant is less marked than the competing alternants.

This distinction is important because it allows mismatches between phonotactics and alternations to persist if an alternation pattern is predictable. There is crosslinguistic evidence that phonotactics-alternation mismatches can persist in a language. For example, Turkish vowel harmony operates within stems but not across compounds or phonological words (Kabak & Vogel 2001); see also Gouskova (2018) for an overview of similar mismatches. Experimental evidence from Gallagher et al. (2019) also supports the idea that speakers are able to learn different cross-morpheme and morpheme-internal phonotactic
generalizations.

Relatedly, morphophonological patterns which are not phonologically optimizing can also persist if the relevant pattern is predictable. In particular, there is crosslinguistic evidence for \textit{phonologically conditioned suppletive allomorphy}, or cases where allomorphy has clear phonological conditioning but is not output-optimizing (Paster 2005, 2009). For example, in Tzeltal, the perfective allomorph that surfaces (-eh vs. -oh) depends on how many syllables the stem has, in a way that is not output-optimizing.

In summary, although my proposal of markedness-driven reanalysis predicts a strong connection between within-morpheme and cross-morpheme phonotactics, it is also consistent with cases of mismatch because reanalysis occurs only when there is uncertainty in the morphophonology.
CHAPTER 2

Modeling reanalysis

In this section, I outline a model of reanalysis that will be used to quantitatively demonstrate the effects of markedness biases in three empirical case studies. The purpose of modeling is not to generate novel results, but to help us understand the interaction of different variables in a system (Nigg 1994). More concretely, modeling allows us to probe at phenomena that are not directly observable, and also explicitly test intuitions about how certain patterns have arisen. In the current project, the goal of modeling is to understand how different variables affect reanalysis.

In Chapters 3-5, I present case studies where reanalysis is argued to be best explained by the interaction of frequency-matching with a markedness bias. However, it is also important to consider other factors such as types of frequency (type vs. token) and different learning biases (e.g. perceptual similarity bias). Computational models allow us to do just this, by quantifying and comparing the effects of different factors that may contribute to reanalysis in one direction or the other. In the context of language change (and specifically reanalysis), modeling is a particularly helpful tool. This is because reanalysis happens over generations of speakers, and is often inferred from limited historical data. Fine-grained data on all the intermediate stages of a change are rarely available, making it hard (or impossible) to find direct evidence for a hypothesis.

The model that I adopt is based in Maximum Entropy Harmonic Grammar (MaxEnt; Smolensky 1986; Goldwater & Johnson 2003), a probabilistic variant of Optimality Theory. Learning biases are implemented as a Gaussian prior, following the methodology laid out by Wilson (2006) and White (2013, 2017). Finally, to mirror the cumulative
effect of reanalyses over time, the model has an iterative (generational) component, in which the output of one iteration of the model becomes the input for the next. In the rest of this chapter, I will go over each component of the model.

(10) Toy data: final devoicing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUFFIXED (PL)</th>
<th>UR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bet</td>
<td>bed-a</td>
<td>/bed/ ‘cat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mot</td>
<td>mot-a</td>
<td>/mot/ ‘dog’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For illustrative purposes, throughout this chapter I will use a toy example taken from Pater et al. (2012). In this toy language, exemplified in (10), stops are always voiceless word-finally and may alternate in voicing intervocally, in this case when suffixed with the plural /-a/. The classic analysis for a pattern like this is that voicing is contrastive, but neutralized word-finally due to a process of final devoicing. Therefore, the word for ‘cat’ has the UR /bed/, where /d/ is devoiced to [t] in the bare stem. In contrast, ‘cat’ ends in an underlying /t/, so the final consonant is non-alternating.

If a speaker of this language is presented with a stem like [pat] and they have never heard the suffixed form, they must decide if the final [t] will be non-alternating (corresponding to UR /pat/) or alternating (corresponding to a UR /pad/). This ambiguity, illustrated in (11), can result in the learner reanalyzing a stem. For example, suppose that the original plural form of [pat] was [pat-a] (with a UR /pat/). If the language-learning child mis-learned the suffixed form to be [pad-a], and this change was passed down to the next generation of speakers, it would represent reanalysis in the direction of t→d.

(11) Ambiguity in final obstruents

[pat] /pat/  
  /pad/  
  [pat-a] /pat-a/  

Existing probabilistic models of reanalysis predict these changes to be in the direction of the most likely alternant (see Chapter 1 for a review). Suppose that the toy lexicon had
the distribution given in (12), where 70% of final [t]'s are non-alternating. A statistical learning model would predict reanalysis to be mostly in the direction of d→t. On the other hand, if reanalysis happens in the direction of t→d, something other than statistical learning would be needed to explain the data. In this example, one possible cause could be a markedness bias against intervocalic voiceless consonants; such a bias would disfavor outputs like [mota] with an intervocalic [t], but not [beda]. The model I adopt must be able to capture frequency-matching behavior, while also accounting for effects of different learning biases.

(12) Example: distribution of alternants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t→d</td>
<td>[bet]→[beda]</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t→t</td>
<td>[mot]→[mota]</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 A MaxEnt model of reanalysis

Because I am looking at gradient (as opposed to categorical) alternations, I adopt Maximum Entropy Harmonic Grammar (MaxEnt; Goldwater & Johnson 2003; Smolensky 1986), a probabilistic variant of OT which uses weighted (instead of ranked) constraints, and generates a probability distribution over the set of candidate outputs.

In principle, other stochastic models of morphophonological learning may also work as models of reanalysis. For example, the Minimal Generalization Learner (Albright & Hayes 2003), introduced in Chapter 1, uses probabilistic rules, rather than constraints, to encode morphophonological alternations.

I adopt a constraint-based approach for the following reasons. First, I am looking at markedness effects in morphophonology, which I also argue to be restricted by stem phonotactics. OT straightforwardly captures product-oriented generalizations of this type, and more importantly can enforce phonotactics and alternations using the same con-
straints. In other words, phonological effects in morphology can be captured by an output-optimizing approach, where markedness is ranked above faithfulness (McCarthy & Prince 1993). For example, in our toy example above, a bias against intervocalic stops might be formalized in terms of a constraint *VTV, which penalizes both bare stems like [pata] and suffixed forms like [mot-a].

In contrast, rule-based accounts (SPE; Chomsky & Halle 1968) are source-oriented, meaning that are described in terms of the input. While a bias against VTV sequences can be enforced using a rule of intervocalic voicing (t → d/V_V), there is no linking mechanism between stem phonotactics and alternations. In fact, in rule-based generative phonology, alternations are enforced using regular phonological rules, while stem phonotactics are enforced using context-free Morpheme Structure Rules/Constraints prior to the application of phonological rules (Halle 1959; Stanley 1967; Chomsky & Halle 1968). The two are treated as separate even though they often achieve the same goal (Duplication Problem; Kisseberth 1970; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1977).

Work by Bybee and colleagues (Bybee & Slobin 1982; Bybee & Moder 1983; Bybee 2003) suggests that speakers form both source-oriented and product-oriented generalizations. Albright & Hayes (2003) similarly find that while most speaker generalizations about English past tense formation can be formalized as input-output mappings, a subset are better characterized as generalizations on output forms. One potential weakness of my current approach is that compared to rule-based approaches, constraint-based frameworks are less suited to capturing source-oriented generalizations. Nevertheless, as noted by Baković (2007), constraints can be formalized to capture the rule-based generalizations.

---

1 As a caveat, Paster (2005, 2009) finds that some morphophonological patterns cannot be captured using this output-optimizing approach. In particular, phonologically conditioned suppletive allomorphy requires additional mechanisms such as subcategorization constraints.
2.1.1 MaxEnt learning algorithm

In MaxEnt grammars (Goldwater & Johnson 2003), constraints are not ranked, but are instead weighted. Each input-output pair \([x_i, y_{ij}]\) is assigned a harmony \((H_{ij})\), which is the weighted sum of its constraint violations. Harmony is calculated using the equation in (2.1), where \(m\) is the number of constraints, \(w_m\) is the vector of constraint weights, and \(f_m\) is the vector of constraint violations.

\[
H_{ij} = \sum_m w_m f_m(x_i, y_{ij}) \tag{2.1}
\]

Harmony is more broadly a property of the family of Harmonic Grammars which use weighted constraints (Smolensky & Legendre 2006). In MaxEnt, harmony is mapped onto probabilities, where \(p(y_{ij}|x_i)\) (the probability of an output \(y_{ij}\) given an input \(x_i\)) is calculated by taking the negative exponential of the harmony and normalizing this value by input as in (2.2).

\[
p(y_{ij}|x_i) = \frac{1}{Z_i} e^{H_{ij}} \quad Z_i = \sum_j' e^{H_{ij}'} \tag{2.2}
\]

The tableau in (13) illustrates how constraint evaluation works using our toy language. Final devoicing is enforced using a constraint NOFINALVOICE. Because NOFINALVOICE strongly outweighs the competing faithfulness constraint IDENT[voice], voiced stops are devoiced word-finally. This is shown for the input /bed/; candidate (a) is faithful but violates NOFINALVOICE, and is therefore assigned a higher harmony score. This in turn translates to a lower probability (\(P \approx 0\)). For ease of reading, predicted probabilities under \(10^{-3}\) will be written as 0 in all following tableaux.

When /bed/ is suffixed, the faithful candidate (c) [beda] incurs no markedness violations. In contrast, candidate (d), which undergoes a voicing alternation that actually in-
creases violations of *VTV, is assigned a higher harmony and correspondingly a near-zero probability. Finally, given an input such as /mot-a/, the faithful candidate (e) violates a markedness constraint *VTV, which penalizes voiceless intervocalic stops. However, because *VTV has zero weight, it does not affect harmony, and candidate (e) still has a predicted probably of around 1.

(13)  **Tableau: final devoicing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NOFINALVOICE</th>
<th>IDENT[voice]</th>
<th>*VTV</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>e^−H</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>P = e^−H/Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obs</td>
<td>12 6 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bed/</td>
<td>a. [bed] 0 1 12 6.1×10^{-3} 2.5×10^{-3} 3.35×10^{-4}≈0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. [bet] 1 1 6 2.5×10^{-3} 2.5×10^{-3} 0.999≈1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bed+/a/</td>
<td>c. [beda] 1 0 0 ≈1 ≈1 ≈1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. [beta] 0 1 1 6 2.5×10^{-3} ≈1 ≈0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mot+/a/</td>
<td>e. [mota] 1 1 0 ≈1 ≈1 ≈1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f. [moda] 0 1 6 2.5×10^{-3} ≈1 ≈0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike classical OT, where strict ranking ensures that losing candidates never surface, all candidates in MaxEnt grammars receive some probability. However, if constraint weights are sufficiently different, MaxEnt produces results that are functionally very similar to classical OT, where the winning candidate gets near-perfect probability. In fact, Johnson (2002) shows that as there is a finite limit on the number of constraint violations, there is a corresponding MaxEnt analysis for any classical OT analysis (of categorical data). When constraint weights are similar to each other, the model will predict variation and assign multiple candidates non-negligible probabilities.
The tableau in (13) uses hand-fitted weights, but in practice the learning problem of MaxEnt is to find weights that maximize the probability of the observed data $Pr(D)$. This value, also known as likelihood, is essentially the joint probability of all outputs $y_{ij}$ given their respective inputs $x_i$. The equation for calculating likelihood is given in (2.3), where $p(y_{ij}|x_i)$ is the conditional probability of each output candidate $y_{ij}$ given its input $x_i$, while $n$ is the observed frequency of each input-output pair.

$$Pr(D) = \prod_i \prod_j p(y_{ij}|x_i)^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

Because probabilities are being multiplied in (2.3), $Pr(D)$ will become extremely small as the number of possible output forms increase. In practice, it is therefore computationally easier to optimize the log likelihood given in (2.4), which is the sum of the logs of each $p(y_{ij}|x_i)$. The log function is monotonic, so minimizing log likelihood achieves the same result as minimizing likelihood.

$$\log(Pr(D)) = \sum_i \sum_j n \log(p(y_{ij}|x_i))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

To summarize, MaxEnt optimizes an objective function, which in this case is the log likelihood of the observed outputs given in (2.4). The search space of log likelihoods is convex and therefore the optimal set of weights can be found by any standard optimization algorithm (Berger et al. 1996). The resulting model is will match rates of alternation in the lexicon and predict frequency-matching behavior.

In this dissertation, constraint weights were learned using the R package maxent.ot (Mayer et al. 2022), which uses the Limited-memory BFGS optimization algorithm (Malouf 2002) implemented in the optim function from the R-core statistics library. Constraint weights are also restricted to finite, non-negative values.\(^2\)

\(^2\)Nearly identical results are found using other gradient-based optimization methods such as the Excel Solver (Fylstra et al. 1998), which uses the Conjugate Gradient Descent method.
2.1.2 Learning biases in MaxEnt

In addition to log likelihood, the objective function in MaxEnt can also include a regularizing bias term, often referred to as a Gaussian prior. The prior is defined over each constraint weight, defined in terms of a mean $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma$:

$$\text{prior} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{(w_i - \mu_i)^2}{\sigma_i^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

In a model which takes into account the prior, the objective function is the log likelihood subtracted by the prior, as given in (2.6). The goal of learning is now to both maximize the log likelihood and minimize the prior.

$$\text{objective function} = \sum_i \sum_j n \log(p(y_{ij}|x_i)) - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{(w_i - \mu_i)^2}{\sigma_i^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

The numerator of this prior term is the squared difference of each constraint weight and its associated $\mu$ value. Consequently, as a constraint weight deviates from its $\mu$, the penalty imposed by the prior increases. We can therefore think of the $\mu$ for each weight as its a priori preferred weight.

The other parameter, $\sigma$, determines how strongly each constraint weight is tied to its $\mu$. When $\sigma$ is large, the denominator will be large, meaning that deviations from $\mu$ will only incur a small penalty. In contrast, when $\sigma$ is small, a greater penalty will be incurred when weights deviate from their $\mu$. In other words, the smaller $\sigma$ is, the more data is required to move weights away from $\mu$ during learning.

When the prior is uniform (i.e. $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the same for all constraints), the model prefers grammars where weight is even distributed among constraints. For this reason, Gaussian priors are often used in MaxEnt models as a way to prevent overfitting (e.g. Goldwater & Johnson 2003; Martin 2011).

$^{3}$The prior is Gaussian in the sense that when converted to a probability space, it is a Gaussian distribution with mean $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma$
Following the approach developed by Wilson (2006), I use a non-uniform prior to implement bias. In principle, bias can be implemented by varying either $\sigma$ (e.g. Wilson 2006) or varying $\mu$ (e.g. White 2013, 2017). I follow White (2013) and implement bias by varying $\mu$ values while keeping $\sigma$ at a constant, relatively low value. More concretely, constraints with high $\mu$ values will prefer to have high weight, while those with low $\mu$ will prefer to have lower weight. This is demonstrated for our toy devoicing example in (14). The tableau is mostly identical to (13), with the added difference that each constraint is now associated with a $\mu$ and $\sigma$. Crucially, $^*\text{VT}V$ is assigned a higher $\mu$ value than competing faithfulness constraints. As a result, the model is biased to learn a higher weight for $^*\text{VT}V$ and ends up slightly disferring candidates like (e) (/mot-a/ $\rightarrow$ [mota]), which violate $^*\text{VT}V$.

(14) Tableau: final devoicing with a markedness bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\text{NOFINVOICE}$</th>
<th>IDENT[voice]</th>
<th>$\text{VT}V$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{H}$</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bed/</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. [bed]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [bet]</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bed/+a/</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [beda]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [beta]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mot/+a/</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. [mota]</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. [moda]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This method of implementing bias as a prior term predicts that as the amount of input data increases, learners become less sensitive to learning biases. This is because
the objective function has two terms, the log likelihood and the prior. Log likelihood will increase as the number of observed input-output pairs increase, while the prior term will not (since it is a function of constraint weights rather than inputs). All else staying equal, this means that log likelihood will become more influential relative to the prior as the amount of training data increases.

I argue that this is a desirable consequence in line with findings from acquisition. Many theories of acquisition predict that markedness plays a stronger role in early learning, while frequency-matching becomes more prominent as the learner’s lexicon increases; examples include the Tolerance Principle (Yang 2016) and Frequency Hypothesis (Levelt & Van de Vijver 1998/2004; Levelt et al. 2000). Various studies have also found empirical support for this learning trajectory (e.g. Levelt et al. 2000; Gnanadesikan 2004; Jarosz 2010).

In this dissertation, I look specifically at how phonotactic markedness effects can influence the learning of paradigms. A large body of work shows that children acquire phonotactics earlier than morphophonological alternations, and are moreover able to acquire fine-grained statistical generalizations about the phonotactics from an early age (for a review, see Sundara et al. 2022). It is therefore plausible that learners rely more on phonotactics in the early stages of paradigm learning. As their evidence for a morphophonological paradigm increases, they become better frequency-matchers.

2.2 Reanalysis as UR inference

In morphophonemic learning, learners must acquire both underlying representations and a phonological grammar mapping from these URs to surface representations. In other words, learners must concurrently learn Input-UR-SR mappings, where the Input is something like meaning or intent, typically encoded as morphosyntactic features. Various work has tackled this problem, including: models that use ranked constraints with error-driven learning (e.g. Tesar et al. 2003; Apoussidou 2006; Merchant 2008), maximum
likelihood learning in probabilistic frameworks (e.g. Jarosz 2006; Pater et al. 2012; Nelson 2019; Tan 2022), distributional learning with metrics such as Minimum Description Length constraints (Rasin & Katzir 2016), rule-based frameworks (e.g. Rasin & Katzir 2020), and Bayesian Program Synthesis with ordered rules (Ellis et al. 2022).

The issue at hand is slightly different: when learners already possess a morphophonological grammar, they must be able to use it to infer URs from incomplete paradigms. Reanalysis happens precisely because learners, when given incomplete paradigms, sometimes infer a UR that differs from that of the previous generation of speakers. In particular, such changes enter the lexicon and result in language change, which is only possible if innovative URs can be inferred and listed in the lexicon. Results from wug testing also show that people are able to synthesize novel forms from incomplete data (e.g. Zuraw 2000; Ernestus & Baayen 2003; Hayes et al. 2009; Zuraw 2010a; Becker et al. 2011; Kawahara 2012; Gouskova & Becker 2013, and many more).

Existing models of Input-UR-SR learning assume that learners have access to complete paradigms, and therefore do not straightforwardly extend to this task. Where learning models have been tested against wug data or used to predict reanalysis (e.g. Albright & Hayes 2003; Ernestus & Baayen 2003; Calderone et al. 2021), they do not make use of URs.

In this section, I outline a procedure for UR inference, then discuss a few alternatives, each rooted in different assumptions about whether and how learners infer URs for stems with incomplete paradigms. In the context of the work described in this dissertation, the choice among these models is not essential; all alternatives can be used to model the interaction of frequency effects with a markedness bias.

### 2.2.1 UR inference

Again, I make the assumption that learners have already acquired a morphophonological grammar which includes a lexicon of URs, a procedure for building URs from complete
paradigms, and a phonological grammar mapping from URs to SRs. The main task of the learner in reanalysis is instead to infer URs when faced with structural ambiguity. For example, suppose that a speaker of the toy devoicing language would like to produce the plural form of [pat] ‘rabbit’, but they have never heard it before. They must then decide whether rabbit has a UR /pat/ or /pad/.

I suggest that this UR inference system is only deployed as needed, when the speaker has to infer a missing paradigm slot for a given input. When learners have access to a complete paradigm (or enough entries in a paradigm to resolve any structural ambiguity), they instead call on their morphophonological grammar to build URs.\footnote{In §2.2.5, I discuss how speakers might resolve competing URs in the case where they infer a UR but subsequently receive inputs which contradict this UR.}

In many ways, an UR inference system resembles typical OT accounts, with key differences in the choice of input and output candidates. In UR inference, the input is not a phonological UR, but rather something like a lexical entry that includes meaning (encoded as morphosyntactic features) and associated phonetic realizations. This idea of an input that has no phonological material has been explored in various prior work, including Russell (1995a), Boersma (1998), Zuraw (2000), Wolf (2008), Pater et al. (2012), and Smith (2015). For example, to derive the suffixed form of ‘rabbit’, the input would be |RABBIT, [pat]| + |PL, [a]|. Note that I give inputs in vertical brackets (e.g. |CAT, [bet]|), URs in slash brackets (e.g. /bed/) and derived SRs in square brackets (e.g. [bet]). Additionally, where it is not relevant, I omit phonetic realizations from the input (e.g. |RABBIT + PL|).

The candidate set consists of UR-SR pairs, where UR→SR mappings are already decided by the learner’s existing phonological grammar. The table in (15) shows examples of candidate URs inferred from the input |RABBIT + PL|. I specifically show UR inference for the \textit{plural suffixed} form because again, by assumption, UR inference is only active when speakers are resolving structural ambiguity in a specific paradigm slot. In our toy language, this means suffixing environments which force speakers to “undo” word-final voicing neutralization.
For RABBIT+PL, two obvious candidate URs are /pat-a/ and /pad-a/ (see Section 2.2.2 for further discussion of the candidate set). The right-hand column of (15) shows the SRs derived from each UR. In cases where words show no within-item variation, each UR has only one corresponding SR determined by the phonological grammar (i.e. UR→SR mapping). For example, given a UR like /pad-a/, the SR [pata] is ruled out because in the lexicon, underlying /d/ never devoices to [t] intervocalically (e.g. /bed/ ‘cat’ is never observed with suffixed form [beta], which is presumably ruled out by faithfulness constraints).

(15) Possible derivations of RABBIT-SUFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR inference</th>
<th>Phon. grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input→UR</td>
<td>UR→SR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RABBIT-PL→/pat-a/</td>
<td>[pata]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RABBIT-PL→/pad-a/</td>
<td>[pada]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Much like a typical phonological grammar, UR inference can be modeled in MaxEnt. To do this, I first introduce UR Inference constraints, defined in (16), which require surface realizations to mapped be to a particular UR. These UR Inference constraints can be context sensitive. For example, a constraint specifying that final [t] should be underlying /t/ can be written as “[t] = /t/ , _#”, or in shorthand as [t#] = /t/.

(16) UR Inference constraint

[a]→/b/, C_D: Assign one violation for every phonetic realization [a] in the input that does not correspond to UR /b/ in context C_D.

This constraint formulation is very similar to UR constraints, which have been proposed in work such as Zuraw (2000) and Pater et al. (2012). The key difference is that UR constraints are lexically specific mappings of word meaning to URs (e.g. |CAT|→/bed/), rather than mappings of surface phonetic realizations to URs (e.g. [t]→/d/). UR inference constraints also resemble cue constraints (Boersma 2007; Boersma & Hamann 2009;
Apoussidou 2006). However, cue constraints formalize the relation between auditory forms and phonological surface forms, while UR inference constraints map between surface forms and phonological underlying representations.

The model is trained on SR→UR pairs which parallel the environment where learners have to infer URs. In our toy examples, speakers have to infer URs when deriving a suffixed form from an unsuffixed form. The input is therefore UR-SR pairs such as \([\text{mot}] + [\text{a}] \sim /\text{mot-a/}.\)

For example, we can assume the simplified lexicon in (17), consisting of lexical items with complete stem/suffix paradigms, input into the model as SR-UR pairs. 10 words are potentially alternating; of these, 7 words are underlyingly /t/-final, while 3 words are underlyingly /d/-final. The lexicon also contains words with final consonants that never alternate; for example, final [m] is always /m/ in the underlying representation. Finally, there are also words showing that medial [t] always corresponds to /t/.

(17) Toy lexicon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>final [t]→/t/</td>
<td>[mot] + [a]</td>
<td>/mot-a/</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[pit] + [a]</td>
<td>/pit-a/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final [t]→/d/</td>
<td>[bet] + [a]</td>
<td>/bed-a/</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[hat] + [a]</td>
<td>/had-a/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[m] is always /m/</td>
<td>[kom] + [a]</td>
<td>/kom-a/</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medial [t] is always /t/</td>
<td>[patar] + [a]</td>
<td>/patar-a/</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This training data can be evaluated on UR inference constraints as demonstrated in tableau (18). It is essential under this approach that candidates are not just URs, but rather URs paired with SRs, where the SR is the one derived by each UR (based on the learner’s phonological grammar). This reflects the empirical results of the current dissertation, where reanalysis is found to be sensitive to markedness effects. In other words, learners appear to consider the well-formedness of the derived surface form when inferring new URs.

Tableau (18) contains both general UR inference constraints (e.g. \([t] = /t/\) and positional ones (e.g. \([t#] = /t/\)). The model learns a relative weighting of UR inference constraints that predicts frequency-matching behavior. First, \([t] = /t/\) has a much higher weight than \([t] = /d/\); this rules out candidates like (h) and (i), ensuring that medial \([t]\) always corresponds to /t/. The context-specific constraint \([t#] = /d/\) has some weight, but is still smaller than \([t] = /d/\). This ensures that final \([t]\) will sometimes be underlying /d/, but is still \(/t/ \approx 70\%\) of the time. Additionally, \([t] = /t/\) and \([t#] = /d/\) gang up to rule out unobserved SR-UR mappings such as \([t] \rightarrow [m]\) in candidate (c).

A UR inference model can also include markedness constraints that evaluate the derived SR corresponding to each UR. Tableau (18) includes one markedness constraint \(^*_{VTV}^5\). The model learns zero weight for \(^*_{VTV}\), but a markedness bias can be implemented so that the model will preferentially learn a higher weight for \(^*_{VTV}\).

---

\(^5\)As discussed in Chapter 1, I argue that markedness constraints are restricted to active markedness effects already present in stem phonotactics. Additionally, subsequent chapters show how such constraints could be learned directly from a phonotactic model.
This is demonstrated in (19), which shows predictions of a model that was run with the same inputs and constraint set as (18), but has the addition of a prior term. To implement a bias against intervocalic [t], *VTV can be assigned a higher $\mu$ than competing constraints. In this model, $\mu = 3$ for *VTV, $\mu = 0$ for all other constraints, and $\sigma = 5$ for all constraints.

The resulting model is similar to the one in (18), except that it learns a non-zero weight ($w = 1.4$) for *VTV. As a result, the model slightly over-predicts rates of [t]~[d] alternation ($P = 0.33$ vs. $P = 0.30$). Inclusion of a bias term can therefore account for UR inference that is not frequency-matching. Additionally, even though the inclusion of a bias results in just a small difference in predicted probability of different candidates (3% in this example), such changes can accumulate over generations of reanalysis; I discuss how such cumulative effects are modeled in the following section.

---

(18) **UR inference model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(CVt) + [a]</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>[t#] = /t/</th>
<th>[t#] = /d/</th>
<th>[t] = /t/</th>
<th>[t] = /d/</th>
<th>[m] = /m/</th>
<th>*VTV</th>
<th>$\mathcal{H}$</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /CVt-a/ [CVta]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /CVd-a/ [CVda]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /CVm-a/ [CVma]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(CVm) + [a]</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>[CVm] + [a]</th>
<th>[t#] = /t/</th>
<th>[t#] = /d/</th>
<th>[t] = /t/</th>
<th>[t] = /d/</th>
<th>[m] = /m/</th>
<th>*VTV</th>
<th>$\mathcal{H}$</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d. /CVm-a/ [CVma]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. /CVd-a/ [CVda]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. /CVt-a/ [CVta]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(VtV) + [a]</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>[VtV] + [a]</th>
<th>[t#] = /t/</th>
<th>[t#] = /d/</th>
<th>[t] = /t/</th>
<th>[t] = /d/</th>
<th>[m] = /m/</th>
<th>*VTV</th>
<th>$\mathcal{H}$</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g. /VtV-a/ [VtV-a]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. /VdV-a/ [VdV-a]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. /VmV-a/ [VmV-a]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The resulting trained model can then be used to infer URs for words with incomplete paradigms. To form the UR for |RABBIT+PL|, the learner samples from possible candidates across probability distribution. This means that, given the grammar in (19), they have a ≈67% chance of selecting /pat/ to be the UR.

### 2.2.2 Candidate set (Input URs)

In the tableau given so far, I assume a relatively small candidate set of URs. The candidate set of URs could potentially be much larger. For example, given the surface form [pat], possible URs could include /pat/ and /pad/, but also candidates like /pak/ (which diverges further from the observed surface form) and /paD/ (where D is an abstract phoneme that is never realized faithfully in the surface form). This notion of UR abstractness is formalized by Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1977, Ch. 1), who set up a taxonomy of UR-SR distance.

Deciding the level of UR abstractness—or how much URs can diverge from their SRs—is not central to the UR inference system. This is because I assume that learners have acquired a morphophonemic grammar that includes mappings of URs to their allophonic variants. As shown above in tableau (18), SR-UR mappings such as [t] = /m/ are ruled out.
by the UR inference grammar, in the same way that unobserved candidates in a traditional phonological grammar are eliminated via constraint weighting or ranking.

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that increasingly, findings from language change and learning experiments support a more restrictive view of URs, where URs are constrained to be closer to their surface realizations. For example, Kiparsky (1965, 1982) finds evidence that patterns which are amendable to abstract UR analyses tend to be unstable, and are often removed by subsequent language change. Recent experimental work supports this view, showing that such “abstractness-friendly” patterns may be learnable, but are harder to learn (e.g. White 2017).

### 2.2.3 What is the base of UR inference?

In the example discussed so far, I assume that only one paradigm slot (the bare stem) serves as the base of UR inference. In principle, however, any paradigm slot available to the learner can be a base for UR inference.

In a situation where multiple possible paradigm slots are available to the speaker, there are several possibilities for how speakers choose between them. Speakers may preferentially select the bare stem due to its privileged unmarked status (e.g. Kuryłowicz & Winters 1947; Mańczak 1957). They might also select the member of the paradigm with the highest token frequency (Mańczak 1980, p. 284-285).

Following Albright (Albright 2002a,b, 2010, etc.), I propose that learners select the (available) member of the paradigm that is most informative. A paradigm slot is informative in the sense of being able to predict other paradigm slots with high accuracy, on the basis of statistical regularities. Where available paradigm slots are equally informative, other factors (such as frequency and markedness) may then come into play; this idea is discussed in Albright (2008).
2.2.4 Probabilistic UR-SR mappings

Throughout the examples discussed so far, I have assumed that each UR has just one corresponding SR, so learning probabilities over observed surface forms is equivalent to learning probabilities over URs.

In tableau (9), for example, each UR has just one corresponding SR. This is true for the devoicing example and more generally for the case studies I consider in the following chapters. However, languages often have gradience that causes the same underlying sound (in the same context) to have variable surface realizations (e.g. see Zuraw & Hayes 2017 for three case studies). In other words, the phonological grammar generates a probability distribution over SRs for each UR.

When there are variable surface realizations for the same UR, learning becomes more complex. For example, supposed that a in our toy language, underlying intervocalic /d/ sometimes surfaces as [t]. Model inputs would look like in (20); this tableau is the same as (19) except for the addition of candidate (b), where underlying /d/ is realized as [t]. This candidate violates standard IO-faithfulness constraints such as IDENT-IO[voice], and also incurs violations of the relevant UR Inference constraints.

(20) UR inference model: multiple SRs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[CVt] + [a]</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>t# = /t/</th>
<th>t# = /d/</th>
<th>t = /t/</th>
<th>t = /d/</th>
<th>IDENT[voice]</th>
<th>VTV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /CVt-a/</td>
<td>[CVta]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /CVd-a/</td>
<td>[CVta]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /CVd-a/</td>
<td>[CVda]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. /CVm-a/</td>
<td>[CVma]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model still learns probabilities over observed SRs, but now these values are summed over multiple UR candidates. In particular, the SR [CVta] can correspond to either can-
didate (a) or candidate (b). The resulting hidden structure means that the search space is no longer convex and optimization is not guaranteed to converge on the optimal solution.

2.2.5 Sources of competing URs

UR inference occurs only when learners have incomplete access to a paradigm. Presumably, learners can then list the newly inferred UR and use it for deriving surface forms. However, this process implies that learners could end up with multiple listed URs.

For example, a learner could infer a UR that differs from the one adopted by the general speech community. They may therefore receive subsequent input that resolves structural ambiguities in a paradigm, but conflicts with the listed UR. For example, a learner might infer a UR \(/pat/\) for rabbit, but then hear the suffixed form \([pada]\), which tells them that the UR is in fact \(/pad/\). As a result, the learner’s grammar now has two competing listed URs.

UR inference is also tied to the paradigm slot that the speaker is trying to produce, and to the markedness properties of the derived output form in that paradigm slot. As a result, model predictions may differ depending on the paradigm slot that a learner is trying to produce. For example, suppose that our toy language has two suffixes, respectively vowel-initial \(/-a/\) ‘PLURAL’ and consonant-initial \(/-ka/\) ‘DIMINUTIVE’. If a speaker were trying to infer a UR for \(|RABBIT + PL|\), the non-alternating candidate \(/pat-a/ [pata]\) would violate *VTV. If they were instead inferring the UR for \(|RABBIT + DIM|\), the non-alternating candidate \(/pat-ka/ [patka]\) incurs no violations of *VTV.

The consequences of this contrast is illustrated in tableau (21). This current tableau shows model predictions for two inputs, \(|pat + a|\) and \(|pat + ka|\). The model was trained on our toy lexicon, with a bias towards high weight for *VTV; constraint weights are taken from (19). Crucially, candidate (a) and (d) both have an underlying stem-final \(/t/\), but (a) incurs a violation of *VTV while (d) does not. Because *VTV has non-zero weight, candidate (a) is assigned a lower predicted probability than candidate (d).
(21) Predicted URs across different suffixal environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t#</th>
<th>/=t/</th>
<th>t#</th>
<th>/=d/</th>
<th>*/TV</th>
<th>$\mathcal{H}$</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RABBIT,[pat]</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>PL,[a]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /pat-a/ [pata]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /pad-a/ [pada]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /pam-a/ [pama]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RABBIT,[pat]</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>DIM,[ka]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d. /pat-ka/ [patka]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. /pad-ka/ [padka]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. /pam-ka/ [pamka]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One way to account for competing listed URs is to encode each UR with a gradient ‘memory strength’. This idea is explored in Moore-Cantwell & Pater (2016). Essentially, each UR is associated with a representational strength, which in MaxEnt can be encoded as the weight of a lexically-specific UR constraint (e.g. RABBIT = /pat/ and RABBIT = /pad/). The memory strength of each UR decays over time, but will increase if the learner encounters input data associated supporting this UR. For our ‘rabbit’ example, if the learner encounters the diminutive form of rabbit more than the plural, they might learn a stronger representation for /pat/ than /pad/.

2.2.6 Alternative approaches

The UR inference approach described in this section is able to capture statistical patterns within a paradigm, while also accounting for ‘global’ phonotactic markedness effects via a bias term. In essence, learners infer fully specified URs when undoing structural ambiguity in a paradigm. In this section, I discuss two alternative approaches, where URs are either underspecified or not posited for incomplete paradigms.
As previewed above, the choice of implementation is not central to my arguments; both alternatives are able to capture the interaction of frequency-matching and markedness bias. Nevertheless, I will argue that UR inference is a more accurate reflection of how reanalysis works, and that the two alternatives make undesirable predictions.

The first alternative to a UR inference analysis, formalized by Albright (2002b), is to assume surface representations. In other words, the model is trained on surface forms which serve as the base of reanalysis. The Minimal Generalization Learner (MGL Albright & Hayes 2003) is a rule-based implementation of this idea. Additionally, many models of wug test results (which, like reanalysis, addresses how learners ‘fill’ incomplete paradigms) do not make use of underlying representations, and therefore implicitly assume a surface-base account (e.g. Albright & Hayes 2003; Ernestus & Baayen 2003; Calderone et al. 2021).

In a constraint-based framework, the surface-base approach can be modeled by using a surface slot of the paradigm as the input; candidates are possible allomorphs of the paradigm slot that the learner is trying to derive. In our toy language, the input would be forms like [bet] ‘cat’ and [mot] ‘dog’, while candidate outputs are possible suffixed form allomorphs ([bet-a], [bed-a], [mot-a], [mod-a]).

This approach is illustrated in tableau (22). The tableau assumes a simplified 10-word lexicon where [t]∼[d] alternation occurs in 3 forms (i.e. 30% of the time). Therefore, for [t] final input stems (written as [CVt]), the output candidate [CVt-a] has an observed frequency of 3, while [CVd-a] has an observed frequency of 7.

The input and candidate outputs are all surface forms. Faithfulness constraints therefore encode Output-Output relations (Benua 1995); in (22), for example, OO-IDENT[voice] requires the final consonant of the stem and suffixed forms to share the same voicing specification. The relative weights of faithfulness constraints and competing markedness constraints (e.g. *VTV) give rise to probabilistic rates of voicing alternation.
(22) *Predicting voicing alternations under a surface-base approach*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[CVt] + SUFF</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>( \Lambda^V )</th>
<th>( \Lambda^O \cdot \text{ID}[\text{voice}] )</th>
<th>( H )</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. CVt-a</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. CVd-a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surface base grammar can be straightforwardly applied to stems where the suffixed form is unknown (and more generally to any novel items). This is demonstrated in (23) for the input [pat]. Assuming the learner does not have access to the suffixed form, they can derive it using the relative weighting of output-output faithfulness constraints and conflicting markedness constraints.

(23) *Predicting novel suffixed forms in the stem-base approach*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[pat] + SUFF</th>
<th>( \Lambda^V )</th>
<th>( \Lambda^O \cdot \text{ID}[\text{voice}] )</th>
<th>( H )</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. pat-a</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. pad-a</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the surface-base approach makes no distinction between lexical forms and novel forms, and therefore predicts variation in both types of forms. The invariance of known lexical items can be resolved using various approaches to enforcing lexically-specific behavior (e.g. Zuraw 2000, 2010a; Pater 2007, 2008; Becker 2009). This solution would still treat reanalyzed forms as not having a UR, and does not resolve the issue of
how learners acquire a fully specified representation for reanalyzed forms.

The second alternative to UR inference is to underspecify structurally ambiguous parts of a stem. In other words, when learners are given a stem that is potentially alternating, they posit an underspecified UR that encodes only fixed aspects of the potential alternant. In the toy language, URs have fully specified final consonants when the learner has access to the suffixed form (/bed/ ‘cat’ and /mot/ ‘dog’). On the other hand, for the word [pat] ‘rabbit’ whose suffixed form is unknown, the learner might posit the UR /paT/, where /T/ represents a coronal stop that is not specified for voicing.

In this way, words with complete paradigms get fully specified URs and are protected from variation by faithfulness constraints. For underspecified forms, the grammar (i.e. relative weighting of markedness constraints) can then fill in /T/’s voicing specification. This underspecification approach is taken up and fully fleshed out in work such as Inkelas et al. (1997).

The underspecification approach can capture statistical generalizations in reanalysis. However, it is fundamentally problematic because it characterizes reanalyzed forms as patterning differently from other listed forms. Reanalyzed forms are underlyingly distinct from other listed forms (/T/ vs. /t, d/), which implies that have distinct phonological behavior. In fact, underspecification is generally used to capture ternary contrasts for this very reason (Inkelas et al. 1997).

### 2.3 Iterated learning

Models of language change are by no means new, and there are various approaches to doing so. Weinreich et al. (1968) use phonological rules that apply variably to predict change in progress. Other approaches that have been explored include modeling change in dynamical systems (Niyogi 2006), connectionist frameworks (Tabor 1994), as the result of competing grammars (Yang 2000), in exemplar-based frameworks (Pierrehumbert 2002), and more recently in variants of OT (e.g. Boersma 1998; Zuraw 2000, 2003).
To simulate the cumulative effects of reanalysis over time, I assume an agent-based iterated learning model. Under this approach, small changes to an alternation pattern can accumulate over iterations (each corresponding roughly to a generation of speakers), resulting in large-scale reanalyses of a pattern.

![Diagram of iterated learning model]

Figure 2.1: Structure of an iterated learning model, adapted from Ito & Feldman (2022, p. 3). $H_i$ indicates hypotheses of each generation.

In an agent-based iterated model, the output of one model iteration becomes the input to the next iteration. The current study adopts a simplified model in which each generation (or iteration) has just one agent and one learner, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. In the first generation, the agent A1 produces the output language based on their grammatical knowledge (i.e. Hypothesis 1; $H_1$). More concretely, a hypothesis is the speaker’s grammar, represented in this case using MaxEnt, as the probabilistic weighting of Optimality-Theoretic constraints. The learner observes these data, induces the relevant generalizations and forms another hypothesis ($H_2$), which then becomes the basis of the output data presented to the next generation. This process is repeated for many iterations.

When providing input for a learner in the next generation, not all of the information of the language is presented, resulting in a learning “bottleneck” (Brighton 2002; Kirby 2001; Griffiths & Kalish 2007). As a result of this bottleneck, input patterns that are easier to learn should be more likely to pass through this bottleneck, and become more prominent over generations of learning. In the current study, the bottleneck is implemented by having the Agent “forget” some proportion of forms at each iteration. The remembered forms are retained to the next generation, while the forgotten forms are generated from the Agent’s grammar (Hypothesis 1, 2, 3, etc.).

Most iterated learning studies have used artificial languages composed of very few items, and focused on explaining the emergence of broad characteristics of linguistic
structure such as compositionality (e.g. Kirby 2001; Brighton 2002; Griffiths & Kalish 2007). Where iterated learning has been applied to language-specific patterns of change over time, the focus is on predicting largely exceptionless sound changes. Studies that look at the restructuring of morphophonological paradigms are less common, and have almost all looked at the effect of (type vs. token) frequency distributions in driving re-analysis (e.g. Hare & Elman, 1995; Polinsky & van Everbroeck, 2003). As discussed in Chapter 1, these models predict that reanalysis will match distributions of the input data.

To the author’s knowledge, Ito & Feldman (2022) is the only iterated learning study of morphophonological change that implements a bias against frequency-matching. Their study focuses on accent change in Sino-Korean, and specifically on how phonotactics inform analogical change. Like the current study, they find that models which include phonotactic information outperform purely distributional models.

Ito and Feldman’s study differs from the current one in that they look at how a static pattern of word accentation is affected by segmental phonotactics. In contrast, my focus is on how static phonotactics can influence morphophonological alternations. Additionally, whereas I implement bias as a prior in MaxEnt, Ito and Feldman implement a sensitivity to phonotactics by using Bayesian inference.

Note that the iterated learning paradigm I adopt makes several simplifying assumptions. In particular, I assume just one agent and one learner, when in fact language change takes place at the level of the population. Future work should therefore consider more complex models which incorporate multiple interacting Agents in a way that models the speech community. Baker (2008) finds that such multi-agent models produce more empirically accurate results, and are also able to model sigmoidal progression of change.

I also do not consider how learning changes in adulthood. A more complex model may include an update algorithm for adult grammars, and also account for the stronger effect of markedness bias in early learning (when speakers have a relatively impoverished input).
2.3.1 Rate of change

The literature on lexical diffusion suggests that change often occurs non-linearly in an ‘S-shaped curve’ (i.e. sigmoidal function; Kroch 1989; Blythe & Croft 2012; Denison 2003; Hayes 2022). In the context of reanalysis involving two alternants A and B, this means that at first, alternant A is rarely used and its use increases slowly. Then, as A and B approach equal rates of alternation, alternant A will gain ground more and more quickly. Past this point of inflection, the rate of change slows down again.

My current approach predicts a more gradual trajectory for markedness-driven reanalyses. To understand why, consider first a baseline model with no markedness bias. In the iterated learning model setup, speakers fill in incomplete paradigms by sampling from the probability distribution generated by their MaxEnt model. Because MaxEnt is inherently frequency-matching, a model with no bias will, when averaged over multiple iterations, predict equal rates of each alternant over time. For a more concrete example, we can look at the devoicing example again; Fig. 2.2 shows the predicted proportions of each alternant (/t/ vs. /d/) over 50 iterations. Because random sampling introduces variation, values are the average of 30 model runs. The grey intervals indicate standard error, where a larger standard error indicates more variation between runs of the model.

In the left-hand unbiased model, we see that predicted rates of each alternant are generally stable over time (i.e. the model is frequency-matching). When a bias term is introduced, rates of alternation will change gradually, shifting by a roughly equal magnitude in each iteration. This is shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 2.2, which shows predicted results when the model is given a strong markedness bias against intervocalic stops.

Future work should therefore consider how to model rates of language change in a way that better match the S-shaped trajectory. One potential solution is to adopt more complex models which have multiple Agents, interacting in a way that models the speech community. For example, Baker (2008) finds that multi-agent models can predict a sigmoidal
progression of change if a speaker’s probability of adopting the change is proportional to the prevalence of the change in the speech community.

### 2.3.2 Parameters in iterated learning

The iterative learning model has two parameters: forgetting rate and number of iterations. The forgetting rate is the proportion of forms forgotten and relearned in each iteration; in all subsequent studies, I test 5 forgetting rates (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25).

In the simplest version of the model, words are sampled on a flat distribution so that every word has an equal probability of being forgotten. A more realistic model would factor in token frequency, such that high-frequency words are less likely to be forgotten. This builds on extensive work showing that words with high usage/token frequency resist reanalysis (e.g. Moder 1992; Bybee 1995; Polinsky & van Everbroeck 2003). In Chapter 3, I consider a model which accounts for token frequency.

In setting the number of iterations, I follow Ito & Feldman (2022) in equating each iteration to roughly one generation of speakers, where a generation lasts 25 years. Therefore, a change that occurred over around 100 years would take four iterations ($25 \times 4 = 100$).
Forgetting rate and the number of iterations are closely related; in general, when the forgetting rate is low, rate of change over time is slower, but this can be offset by increasing the number of iterations. However, increasing the forgetting rate has the additional effect of increasing variation between different runs of the model. This is because as forgetting rate increases, the input data for each model iteration becomes more variable. The effect of varying forgetting rate is demonstrated in Fig. 2.3, which shows predictions of the markedness-biased model when forgetting rate is varied; this figure uses the same devoicing example as Fig. 2.2 above. When the forgetting rate is very low, the model behaves similarly to the baseline model and is roughly frequency-matching. As forgetting rate increases, the strength of markedness effects in each iteration also increases. Notably, variation between model runs also increases, as evidenced by the higher standard error (i.e. wider grey interval in the figures).

Figure 2.3: Predictions of a markedness-biased model over different forgetting rates
2.3.3 Iterative modeling and the choice of $\sigma$

In modeling reanalysis, superficially similar outcomes can be achieved by setting $\sigma^2$ to a lower value and reducing the number of iterations. A lower $\sigma^2$ allows the bias to have a stronger effect, so that the model predicts a greater magnitude of change per iteration. In other words, a low-sigma model can converge on nearly identical results as a high-sigma model within fewer iterations. Fig. 2.4 shows the model fit over 50 iterations for the markedness-biased model when $\sigma^2$ is varied and $\mu$ values are held constant. Both the high-sigma model ($\sigma^2 = 1$) and low-sigma model ($\sigma^2 = 0.1$) converge on similar outcomes, but the low-sigma model does so much faster, plateauing after less than 10 iterations.

![Figure 2.4: Effect of varying sigma on predicted proportions of alternants](image)

Although a low-sigma model achieves the same outcome as a high-sigma model, I argue that the high-sigma model, which takes more iterations to converge on the same result, is preferable for the following reasons. First, it is conceptually more plausible that reanalysis happens over many generations of speakers, instead of just 1-2 generations. A high-sigma model also predicts more randomness and variation. In my implementation, variation is introduced by randomly sampling the winning candidates that become the input to the next model iteration. In a high-sigma model, the effects of the bias are weaker, so there is more variation how winning candidates are sampled. In a low-sigma model, the markedness bias is so strong that the model will almost always select the
markedness-reducing candidate.

Fig. 2.5 compares 12 individual model runs of the markedness-biased when sigma is high ($\sigma = 1$, top figure), and when sigma is low ($\sigma = 0.1$, bottom figure). In the low-sigma model, there is almost no variation between model runs, and the model always converges on the same result after a few iterations. In the high-sigma model runs, reanalysis generally happens in the direction of the markedness-reducing alternant. However, in a subset of model runs (e.g. Runs 5 and 6), the model predicts a smaller magnitude of change. In some runs (e.g. Run 11), the model also predicts roughly equal rates of alternation for both alternants, with no clear shift towards the markedness-reducing alternant. This type of variation matches how language change happens in reality, where markedness bias may affect different languages to a different degree, and the same language will undergo dialect divergence.
Figure 2.5: Individual model runs in low-sigma model (top) vs. high-sigma model (bottom)
CHAPTER 3

Case study 1: Malagasy weak stem alternations

In this chapter, I present a case study of reanalysis from Malagasy, an Austronesian language spoken in Madagascar. Malagasy has inflectional and derivational morphology, much of which involves morphophonological alternations. In a subset of so called weak stem consonant alternations, the expected alternant (based on historical evidence) often does not match the observed alternant, suggesting that substantial reanalysis has occurred.

As a preview of the results, I find that for Malagasy, most weak stem alternations are predictable from statistical distributions within the paradigm. For one set of alternations, however, the direction of reanalysis contradicts the predictions of frequency-matching models. I propose that reanalysis in Malagasy can only be explained by a model which incorporates both frequency and markedness effects. Additionally, I will show that the Malagasy data is consistent with principles of active markedness.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: §3.1 presents background on Malagasy phonology and descriptive generalizations about the Malagasy weak stems. In §3.2, I present results of a corpus study comparing historical Malagasy forms with modern Malagasy data, to show that reanalysis has occurred in a way that cannot be predicted by purely frequency-matching models of reanalysis. In §3.3, I show that a model which incorporates a markedness bias outperforms frequency-matching alternatives.
3.1 Background

Malagasy, the national language of Madagascar, is an Austronesian language belonging to the South East Barito subgroup of the Western Malayo-Polynesian subfamily (Rasoloson & Rubino 2005). The term Malagasy really refers to a macro-language that covers many dialects distributed throughout Madagascar (Lewis et al. 2014). This chapter uses data from Official Malagasy (OM), which is the standardized, institutional dialect that is based on the Merina dialect spoken in the capital city Antananarivo. All subsequent descriptions and analysis will assume data from OM.

Malagasy phonetics and (morpho)phonology is relatively well-documented. The phonetic system is described by Howe (2021). Additionally, I take descriptive generalizations of the morphology and phonology from Erwin (1996), Keenan & Polinsky (2017), and O’Neill (2015) (who documents the closely related Betsimisaraka dialect). Formal analyses of Malagasy phonology, including of weak stem alternations, have been done in both generative rule-based frameworks (Dziwirek 1989) and OT (Albro 2005). Additionally, as will be described below, I base statistical generalizations about the Malagasy lexicon off of data from the Malagasy Dictionary and Encyclopedia of Madagascar (MDEM; de La Beaujardière 2004), which compiles dictionary data from multiple Malagasy dictionaries.

Moreover, the history of Malagasy can be traced in some detail through the work of Austronesianists (e.g. Dahl 1951; Mahdi 1988; Adelaar 2013). Historical comparative data is also available in the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (ACD; Blust & Trussel 2010).

In the rest of this section, I provide a descriptive account of Malagasy phonology and weak stem alternations, based on work by Keenan & Polinsky (2017) and Howe (2021).
3.1.1 Malagasy phonology

Malagasy words have a strict (C)V syllable structure, where codas are not allowed. Word stress is generally penultimate, with the following exceptions. A small set of disyllabic words have final stress; these are generally loans ([diˈte] ‘tea’ < French du thé) or native roots (especially demonstratives) ending in a diphthong [iˈzai] ‘there/COMPARATIVE’. Among longer roots (3+ syllables), a subclass of words called ‘weak stems’ have antepenultimate stress; these will be discussed in the following section.

Malagasy has five phonemic monophthongs /i e a o u/. /o/ is considered to be non-phonemic (or marginally phonemic) in many descriptions of Malagasy (e.g. Rasoloson & Rubino 2005; O’Neill 2015). However, it has become much more common as a result of /ua/ and /au/ sequences merging to /o/ in OM (Howe 2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>labiodental</th>
<th>dental</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>retroflex</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plosives</td>
<td>p, b</td>
<td>t, d</td>
<td>k, g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m,p, m,b</td>
<td>n,t, n,d</td>
<td>n,k, n,g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affricates</td>
<td>ts, dz</td>
<td>tʂ, dʐ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ãts, ãdz</td>
<td>ñtʂ, ñdz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>(ŋ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trills/flaps</td>
<td>r~ɾ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>f, v</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lat. approximants</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Malagasy consonant chart

The consonants of Malagasy are given in Table 3.1. /ŋ/ is given in parentheses because although it is non-phonemic in OM, it is phonemic in many dialects of Malagasy.

All subsequent examples are presented in IPA, with the following caveats. Prenasalized obstruents are written as nasal-obstruent sequences (e.g. mb corresponds to /m̩b/). /tʂ/ and /dʐ/ are generally realized as retroflex, but can vary in production between speakers (Howe 2021), and have been described in prior work as post-alveolar (e.g.
Keenan & Polinsky 2017). In addition, [r] is a short alveolar trill in most dialects including OM, but is often realized as a tap [ɾ] in casual speech (Howe 2021). Additionally, medial [h] is pronounced in careful speech, but otherwise often elided. Unstressed vowels are also often devoiced or deleted (Howe 2021).

3.1.2 Weak stems

Malagasy has a class of forms that Keenan & Polinsky (2017) refer to as weak stems. Weak stems always end in one of the three ‘weak syllables’ /ʈʂa/, /ka/, or /na/. Additionally, they have antepenultimate stress when they are at least three syllables long, and otherwise have penultimate stress. When weak stems are suffixed, the consonant of the weak syllable ([ʈʂ], [k], or [n]) may alternate with another consonant. Patterns of alternation are summarized in Table 3.2, using the active and passive forms of verbs. Note also that weak stems account for a significant portion of the lexicon; a survey of the MDEM shows that around 53% (n = 1302/2424) of active-passive pairs are weak stems.

Here, ‘passive’ refers to verbs which select a genitive complement, and are built by directly affixing roots (Keenan & Polinsky 2017). The passive suffix has two allomorphs /-ana/ and /-ina/; the distribution of /-ana/ and /-ina/ is said to be lexically specified (i.e. not phonologically predictable), and many verbs have both an /-ina/ and /-ana/ passive. Additionally, many roots have stative passive meaning, and suffixation indicates an action that has not reached its natural cumulation point (e.g. [faⁿtaʈʂa] ‘known’ vs. [fan'tar-ina] ‘is (becoming) known’ (Keenan, pc).

In addition to these alternants, the lexicon also contains a few minority patterns, such as stems where final [ʈʂa] alternates with [s]. I exclude these because they are so low in frequency that they do not affect my analysis. In the suffixed forms, the final vowel of the

---

1 The final vowel of weak stems is often devoiced or reduced; this falls out from the general tendency of unstressed vowels to devoice (Howe 2021).

2 In addition, as will be noted below, some roots surface with an epenthetic ‘thematic’ consonant under suffixation, e.g. [funu]~/[funusina] ‘be enveloped’.
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weak stem is not present, leaving the alternating consonant at a morpheme boundary. As demonstrated in these examples, suffixation also shifts stress one syllable to the right.

Malagasy has three suffixes which trigger weak stem alternations: the passive (/-ina, -ana/), the passive imperative (/i/, -u/), and the active imperative (/a/) (Parker 1883). For example, weak stems alternations are observed before the passive imperative suffix in forms like [ˈvahuʈsa]∼[vaˈhur-i] ‘perplexed’. All weak stem alternants included in this study are listed with at least two of these suffixes. In general, weak stem alternations are consistent across the entire morphological paradigm. In other words, weak stem alternations are triggered by suffixation in general and are not restricted to specific suffixes. For simplicity, throughout this chapter, I will use the active and passive forms as representative examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pattern</th>
<th>active (m + stem)</th>
<th>passive (stem + ana)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>na ∼ n</td>
<td>manˈɖʐavina</td>
<td>andʒəˈvina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>maˈnandʒana</td>
<td>aˈndʒāmana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka ∼ h</td>
<td>maˈngataka</td>
<td>angˈatahana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>maˈnahaka</td>
<td>anaˈhafana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʈʂa ∼ r</td>
<td>miˈànaʈʂa</td>
<td>ianārana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>maˈnandʒatʃa</td>
<td>anaˈndʒatana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>maˈndʒakuʈʂa</td>
<td>andʒəˈkufana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Patterns of consonant alternation in Malagasy weak stems

3.1.3 A phonological analysis of weak stem alternations

The weak stem alternation pattern can be characterized as consonant neutralization in unsuffixed forms. For example, the two stems in (24) have contrastive pre-suffixal consonants in the passive form ([ʈ] vs. [ɾ]), but both consonants neutralize to [ʈʂ] in the unsuffixed form. Notably, the alternating consonant is prevocalic in both the unsuffixed and suffixed forms; consonant neutralization in this type of prevocalic environment is unusual cross-linguistically, as neutralization typically targets word-final positions (Hayes

---

3 Allomorphy of the passive imperative (/i/∼-u/) is completely predictable, with /i/ surface as /i/ after stems containing [u] unless a front vowel intervenes (Zymet 2020).
2011). As discussed in the next section, weak stem alternations make sense if we look at the diachronic changes leading to their development. In this section, I present the standard formal analysis adopted for weak stem alternations.

(24) **Weak stem alternations as neutralization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PASSIVE</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ˈesuʈsa</td>
<td>eˈsur-ina 'remove, take away'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ˈevuʈsa</td>
<td>eˈvut-ina 'bounce back, retract'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard analysis for weak stems is that they are underlyingly consonant-final (Erwin 1996; Albro 2005). Final consonant neutralization, followed by vowel epenthesis to remove surface codas, are used to derive the weak stem pattern. For example, the stem in [m-iˈanaʈʂa]~[iaˈnar-ana] would have the stem UR /ianar/, with surface forms derived as in (25).

(25) **Rule-based derivation of ʈsa weak stems.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/m-ianar/</th>
<th>/ianar-an/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penultimate stress assignment</td>
<td>miˈanar</td>
<td>iaˈnaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final C neutralization (/r/→ʈʂ/ _)</td>
<td>miˈanaʈʂ</td>
<td>iaˈnaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel epenthesis (∅→a/C _)</td>
<td>miˈanaʈʂa</td>
<td>iaˈnarana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>[miˈanaʈʂa]</td>
<td>[iaˈnarana]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, all words are assigned penultimate stress (which is the dominant stress pattern in Malagasy). Following this, the stem-final consonant is neutralized to [ʈʂ], [k], or [n]. In example (25), /r/ neutralizes to [ʈʂ] word-finally, but is preserved in the suffixed form, where /r/ is medial and therefore protected from neutralization. Finally, an epenthetic /a/ is added to resolve the violation against codas, counterbleeding final-C neutralization.

Antepenultimate stress falls out naturally from the rule ordering, since penultimate stress assignment precedes vowel epenthesis. As discussed in Albro (2005), weak stems also behave differently from “true” vowel-final stems in compounds; the analysis of weak stems as underlyingly consonant-final can explain these differences. Note that, as will
become clear in the following section, the analysis just given is in fact a recapitulation of the historical development of weak stem alternations.

In modeling Malagasy weak stem reanalysis (§3.3), I adopt this account. Therefore, weak stems are assumed to be underlyingly consonant-final. The URs corresponding to each alternation pattern, taken from Albro (2005), are given in (26). Note that I assign both ʈʂa~f and ka~f forms underlying /f/; the distinction between the two must therefore be made through additional mechanisms such as lexical listing or indexation. Another approach, taken up by prior analyses, is to posit abstract phonemes. For example, Albro (2005) and O’Neill (2015) both analyze ʈʂa~f forms as ending in /ʃ/, which surfaces as [f] in suffixed forms but to [ʈʂ] word-finally.

(26) **Summary of weak stem URs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pattern</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>na~n</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>[m-anˈɖʐavina]~[anɖʐaˈvin-ana] /andʐavin/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na~m</td>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>[m-an'andʐana]~[ana'ndʐam-ana] /andʐavin/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka~h</td>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>[m-a'ngataka]~[anga'tah-ana] /angatah/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka~f</td>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>[m-a'nahaka]~[ana'haf-ana] /anahaf/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʈʂa~r</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>[ miánaʈʂa]~[ianár-ana] /ianar/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʈʂa~f</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>[m-a'nandʐatʈʂa]~[ana'ndʐat-ana] /anandrʈʂat/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʈʂa~f</td>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>[m-a'ndʐakuʈʂa]~[andʐakuf-ana] /andʐakuf/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.4 **Historical development of weak stem alternations**

In this section, I describe the regular sounds changes which led to the development of weak stems in Malagasy. This description summarizes findings from a large body of scholarship on the history of Malagasy, including Dahl (1951), Hudson (1967), Mahdi (1988), Adelaar (2012), and Adelaar (2013).

Malagasy weak stem alternations started as a series of relatively common final consonant neutralizations, which were subsequently obscured by a process of final vowel epenthesis. Vowel epenthesis was motivated by a phonotactic restriction against codas
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which developed around 400AD, when speakers of proto-Malagasy migrated from Kalimantan into the Comoro Islands. Contact with Bantu during this migration significantly influenced Malagasy grammar, and is thought to have caused the development of final open syllables in Malagasy. For most final consonants, epenthesis of a final vowel removed final codas, resulting in the weak stems of modern-day Malagasy.

The development of Malagasy from Proto-Austronesian (PAn) can be broadly be split into three stages: Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP), Proto-Southeast Barito (PSEB), and Proto-Malagasy (PMLg). The examples in (27) and (28) trace a subset of weak stems through these stages, to illustrate the historical development of some weak stem alternations.

(27) *Historical basis of final *tsha alterations; changes relevant to the consonant alternation are given in parentheses.*

a. *tsha~t alternation*  
PMP *yawut *piyawutan  
PSEB *awut *piawutan  
PMLg *biawut *piawutan (Final affrication, *t > -tʃ)  
Mlg *bιawut *piawutan 'to uproot'

b. *tsha~r alternation*  
PMP *bukiD *bukiD-ən  
PSEB *wukit *wu'kiDən (Final devoicing, *D > *-t)  
*Mlg *wukit *wu'kirañ (Lenition, *D, *d > r)  
PMLg *wukitʃ *wu'kirañ (Final affrication, *t > *-tʃ)  
Mlg *wuhiʃa *wu'hirina 'to make convex'

---

4 Stress becomes non-contrastive and uniformly penultimate in PSEB; later on, epenthesis of a final vowel resulted in forms with antepenultimate stress, making stress contrastive.

5 Protoforms use the orthographic conventions established by Dyen (1951). The phonetic value of *R is thought to be [r], *C to be [cç], *y to be [j], *D to be [d].
Example (27a) illustrates the development of a t̥a~t alternating weak stems, which historically end in voiceless coronal stops, in this case *t. Final *-t neutralized to *-t̥ in PMlg; this affected the non-suffixed forms, while stem-final [t] was preserved in suffixed forms. Following this, epenthesis of a final vowel resulted in the current t̥a~t alternation.

In (27b), on the other hand, the PMP stem ends in *D, which is thought to be phonetically [ɖ]. In the non-suffixed form, this final consonant devoiced to *-t, and then neutralized to *t̥s. In the suffixed form, *D lenited to [r] due to regular sound change (*D>r); Adelaar 2012). Following this, final vowel epenthesis took place, resulting in the Malagasy t̥a~r alternation pattern. Note that while final devoicing (*-D>-t) and lenition (*D>r) are both thought to have taken place in PSEB, devoicing must have preceded lenition for the observed alternations to be possible.

Examples (28a-28b) provide similar illustrative cases for ka-final alternations. First, in PMlg, historical *k spirantized to h intervocally (before the epenthesis of final vowels). This resulted in ka~h alternations, as shown in (28a). The development of ka~f alternating follows from a similar process, given in (28b). First, *-p and *-k neutralized to -k word-finally. This was followed by spirantization of *p>f.

(28) Historical basis of final ka alternations.

a. ka~h alternation
   PSEB *ˈtətək *təˈtək-ən
   PMlg *ˈtetek *teˈtehen (spirantization, *k > h/_V)
   *ˈteteka *teˈtehena (Final V epenthesis)
   Mlg ˈtetika teˈtehina ‘to cut into small pieces’

b. ka~f alternation
   PMP *heyup
   PSEB *ˈtiup *pi-tiˈup-an
   PMlg *ˈtiuk *pitiˈupan (Final stop neutralization, *-p >*-k)
   *ˈtiuka *fitsiˈufana (Final V epenthesis; spirantization, *p > f/_V)
   Mlg ˈtsiuka fitsiˈufana ‘to lick’
Table 3.3: Weak stem alternants and corresponding historical consonants

Table 3.3 summarizes all the expected weak stem alternants in Malagasy, given the historical final consonants in PMP. In general, the historical origin of weak stems are well-understood, and the observed alternants in modern Malagasy are expected to correspond to specific historical final consonants.

As a caveat, most consonant-final PMP forms reflect as weak stems in Malagasy, but there are a few exceptions. First, PMP *s, *q, *h were deleted in all environments in PSEB, so do not result in consonant alternations. Additionally, PMP glides *w, *y [j] deleted or coalesced with the preceding vowel in final position, and hardened to *v and *z elsewhere. Stems with a historic final glide therefore reflect as $\emptyset$-$C$ alternations in modern Malagasy (e.g. [ˈlalu∼la'luv-ana] $<$*lalaw, ‘pass without stopping’). Additionally, in a few words, final *-n and *-f deleted, which also resulted in $\emptyset$-$C$ alternations (e.g. [ˈteni∼te'nen-ina] ‘to be spoken to’). Finally, *s in early Malay loanwords were deleted word-finally, but retained in other positions. These forms have $\emptyset$-$s$ alternation in modern Malagasy (e.g [mi'lefa∼le'fas-ana] $<$*lapas (Malay) ‘gone, escaped’). The reflexes of different PMP final consonants are summarized in Table 3.4.

It should be noted that these $\emptyset$-$C$ alternating forms are much less common than weak stems in modern-day Malagasy; they account for around 7% (n = 169/2425) of attested stem-suffix pairs in the MDEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stem-final</th>
<th>alt.</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>PMP/PAn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>'ankina∼a'nikin-ina</td>
<td>$&lt;*$n, *ŋ, *j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>a'mpirina∼amp'rim-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>'ampatra∼a'mpar-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$r, *j [g'], *d, *D [d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>'haratra∼ha'rat-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$t, *C [cç]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>'diditra∼di'dif-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$p, *b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ba'liaka∼ibali'ah-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$k, *g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>'hirika∼hi'rif-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$p, *b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stem-final</th>
<th>alt.</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>PMP/PAn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ba'liaka∼ibali'ah-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$k, *g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>'hirika∼hi'rif-ana</td>
<td>$&lt;*$p, *b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 3.4: Malagasy reflexes of stem-final PMP consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coda resolved by</th>
<th>PMP cons.</th>
<th>Mlg alternation</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowel epenthesis</td>
<td>*-k, *-g</td>
<td>ka~h</td>
<td>ba'liaka~ibali'ah-ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*-p, *-b</td>
<td>ka/ʈʂa~f</td>
<td>'hrika~ hi'rif-ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*-t, *-c</td>
<td>ʈʂa~t</td>
<td>'haratra~ ha'rat-ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*-d, *-D, *-j</td>
<td>ʈʂa~r</td>
<td>'ampatra~ a'mpar-ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*-n, *-ŋ, *-l</td>
<td>na~n</td>
<td>'ankina~a'nkin-ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*-m</td>
<td>na~m</td>
<td>a'mpirina~ampi'rim-ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion/coalescence</td>
<td>*-y [j]</td>
<td>∅~z</td>
<td>'alu~a'luz-ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*-w</td>
<td>∅~v</td>
<td>'lalu~la'luv-ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>*-s (loan)</td>
<td>∅~s</td>
<td>mi'lefa~le'fas-ana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Reanalysis in weak stems

Although the historic basis of weak stems is relatively well-understood, there are many mismatches between the observed and expected alternants in Malagasy (given the historic PMP consonant), suggesting that substantial reanalysis has occurred. In the following section, I discuss the predicted outcome of reanalysis under a frequency-matching approach, and show that reanalysis in Malagasy differs from these predictions.

Reanalysis of weak stems in Malagasy always results in the suffixed forms being changed. However, reanalysis may still vary in terms of which alternants are more likely to be reanalyzed, and which alternants are the preferred output of reanalysis.

For example, final [ʈʂa] can alternate with [t], [r], or [f] in the suffixed form. Given these possible alternants, one possible direction of reanalysis is t→r, where a ʈʂa~t alternating stem is reanalyzed as r-alternating. Conversely, reanalysis could happen in the opposite direction, where a historically ʈʂa~r alternating stem becomes t-alternating. (29) summarizes the possible outcomes of reanalysis, given the hypothetical ʈʂa-final weak stem ['pakuʈʂa].
Possible directions of reanalysis for ṭsa-final weak stems (example stem: [ˈpakuṭsa])

- **Direction** passive (stem + ana)
  - t → r pakut-ana → pakur-ana
  - t → f pakut-ana → pakuf-ana
  - r → t pakur-ana → pakut-ana
  - r → f pakur-ana → pakuf-ana
  - f → t pakuf-ana → pakut-ana
  - f → r pakuf-ana → pakur-ana

Existing work on Malagasy weak stems suggests that in modern Malagasy, the identity of a weak stem’s alternant depends not just on the historical consonant, but also various phonological tendencies. Mahdi (1988), in one of the most comprehensive studies of Malagasy weak stems, notes the following generalizations. First, na-final weak stems usually alternates with [n], but may alternate with [m] if the stem-final consonant was historically *m.

Final ka usually alternates with [h], but may alternate with [f] if the historical stem-final consonant was labial, or if the nearest consonant in the stem is [h]. In other words, alternation in ka-final weak stems is partially driven by a dissimilative pattern.

For final [ʈsa], Mahdi again finds a dissimilative effect. Specifically, the preferred alternant is [r], but that the alternant may be [t] if the stem-final consonant is historically [t], or if there is an [r] somewhere in the preceding stem. Finally, there are also a few words in which -ʈsa alternates with [f]; these stems all historically end in *p or *b.

Mahdi’s findings (and existing work on Malagasy weak stems) have noted the connection between Malagasy alternants and their historical consonant. However, they have not focused on exactly what direction reanalysis happened in, or why there is so much mismatch between the historical consonant and observed alternant in modern-day Malagasy. In this section, I build on Mahdi’s work and examine the directions of reanalysis in Malagasy weak stems in detail.

Evidence for reanalysis comes from comparison of historical and modern Malagasy
data. Historical data is taken from the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (ACD; Blust & Trussel 2010) and Adelaar (2012). Protoforms were excluded if they had less than 6 cognates, and if they didn’t reconstruct back to PMP or PAN (i.e. forms were excluded if they were only reconstructable back to Proto-Western Malayo-Polynesian). Additionally, PAN protoforms were only included if they had PMP reflexes.

Modern Malagasy words are taken from the Malagasy Dictionary and Encyclopedia of Madagascar (MDEM; de La Beaujardière 2004), which is an online dictionary that compiles data from multiple Malagasy dictionaries.6

§3.2.1 will discuss the distribution of final obstruents in PMP, and what this predicts about the direction of reanalysis in Malagasy. These predictions are compared to the actual observed directions of reanalysis in §3.2.2. §3.2.3 provides additional indirect evidence on how reanalysis has occurred using data from modern Malagasy.

3.2.1 Predicted reanalyses under a frequency-matching approach

In a purely frequency-matching model of morphophonological learning, reanalysis will tend to be in the direction of the more frequent alternant (subject to phonological conditioning). The alternants predicted under this approach can be approximated by looking at the distribution of final consonants in PMP, before extensive reanalysis had taken place.

Table 3.5 shows the distribution of all PMP protoforms with final consonants which would be reflected as weak syllables in Malagasy (n=805). Results are organized by which alternant each PMP final consonant would correspond to.

There is one complication when [f] is the alternant. Historically, final *-p and *-b neutralized to either *-k or *-t, with a slight bias towards *k (Dahl 1951; Adelaar 2012). Consequently, PMP forms ending in a labial stop tend to reflect as ka-final weak stems, but also often reflect as tsa-final weak stems. In Table 3.5, all PMP forms ending in labial stops

6The primary dictionaries that the MDEM sources from were all published from 1885-1998; more details can be found in https://en.mondemalgache.org/bins/sources.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>alternant</th>
<th>count</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Predicted reanalysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>h (&lt;*k)</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>f → h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f (&lt;*p, *b)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>m (&lt;*m)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>m → n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (&lt;*n, *ŋ)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʃa</td>
<td>r (&lt;*j, *r, *d, *ɖ)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>r → t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t (&lt;*t)</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Expected distribution of Malagasy weak stem alternants, based on the distribution of PMP final consonants.

are assumed to correspond to ka-final weak stems in Malagasy. This simplification should not impact the analysis, since tʃa→f alternating forms make up a very small proportion of tʃa-final weak stems (n = 7, ≈2.4%).

From this data, we see that ka-final weak stems have more h-alternating forms, na-final weak stems have more non-alternating forms, and tʃa-final weak stems have more t-alternating forms. A frequency-matching approach predicts that reanalysis should generally be in the direction of these more frequent alternants. For example, reanalyses of tʃa-final stems should be in the direction of r→t, rather than t→r. Predictions are summarized in the rightmost column of Table 3.5.

Mahdi’s (1988) findings on dissimilatory effects in weak stems are also partially replicated in the PMP data. Consider (30), which summarizes the protoforms corresponding to tʃa-final stems by whether or not there is a preceding (non-final) [r]. PMP *r, *d, and *j (in non-final position) are coded as corresponding to Malagasy [r], but excluded if they occurred as the first consonant in a CC cluster. This is because consonant clusters were historically simplified in PMP by deleting the first consonant (e.g. vavaʃa, <*bajbaj).

From this data, there appears to be evidence for r-dissimilation. Out of the 28 protoforms coded as containing a preceding [r], only one would reflect as [t]-alternating in Malagasy. In other words, of the 52 forms where the expected alternant is [r], only one was coded as containing a preceding [r].
Does stem have \([r] (<r, d, ɖ, j>)\)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>alternant</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For ka-final weak stems, however, the evidence for a dissimilatory pattern in PMP is weaker. If dissimilation were present, we would expect the proportion of stems with an immediately preceding \(*k\) (corresponding to [h] in modern Malagasy) to be smaller when the expected alternant is [h]. When the expected alternant is [h], around 8% (\(n = 13/147\)) of protoforms have a preceding \(*k\). When the expected alternant is [f], 22% of forms (\(n = 13/60, 22\%\)) have a preceding \(*k\). In other words, there is a slight dissimilatory pattern, but it is weaker than the r-dissimilation pattern observed in (30).

\[
\text{(31) does stem have h} (<*k)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>alternant</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.2 Observed directions of reanalysis

In this section, I discusses form-by-form comparisons of PMP stems to their weak stem reflexes. Where there is a mismatch between PMP and Malagasy, the direction of reanalyses can be inferred. The ACD contains 143 protoforms that reflect as productive suffixed forms in Malagasy. 56 were removed following the exclusionary criteria discussed above, leaving 87 forms to be analyzed. The data is also supplemented with 49 Malay and Javanese loanwords from the World Loanword Database (WOLD; Adelaar 2009) and Adelaar (1994). These are all early loans, introduced to Malagasy before the development of weak stems (Adelaar 1989). Tables 3.6-3.8 summarize whether the alternant observed in Malagasy matches the expected one given the historical consonant (or in the case of loanwords, the final consonant of the source word).
Table 3.6 shows the results for na-final weak stems. The column named ‘PMP’ shows the expected alternant given the PMP protoform, while the column named ‘Mlg’ shows the actually observed alternant in Malagasy. Mismatches between PMP and Mlg indicate that a reanalysis has occurred. Overall, there are relatively few reanalyses (n=3), but most are in the direction of m→n (e.g. ['lalina~lal’in-ina] <*dalem ‘inside, deep’). This is in line with the predictions of an inductive approach.

Table 3.6: Expected (PMP) vs. observed (Malagasy) alternant of na-final stems, based on known protoforms/loanwords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMP</th>
<th>Mlg</th>
<th>Match?</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>no (m→n)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>no (n→m)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the stems expected to be n-alternating, only one has been reanalyzed in the direction of n→m (1/39, 3%); the reanalyzed stem is ['tenon measurable loanword] (<*tenun) ‘to weave/be woven’. Given the lack of data, it is hard to tell what the cause is. Overall, comparisons for the na-final weak stems are tentatively in line with a statistical learning approach.

Table 3.7 shows the reanalyses for ka-final weak stems. Once again, there are relatively few cases of reanalyses (n=2). However, both case of reanalysis are in the direction of f→h (e.g. ['atšika~fia'ʃeh-ana] <*qadep ‘face, facade’), in line with the predictions of a frequency-matching approach. In contrast, there are no reanalyses in the direction of f→h.

Note that the data did not contain any stems where the immediately preceding consonant is [h]. As such, it is unclear whether a dissimilatory effect was active in the reanalysis of ka-final weak stems. However, one item, which was excluded because it

---

7This change of n→m does not seem to be from a dissimilatory effect, since there was no nasal dissimilation found in either PMP or modern Malagasy. However, nasal dissimilation is documented the Betsimisaraka dialect of Malagasy (O’Neill 2015)
Table 3.7: Expected vs. observed alternant of ka-final stems, based on known proto-forms/loanwords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMP</th>
<th>Mlg</th>
<th>Match?</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td>no (f→h)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>no (h→f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was only reconstructed to PWMP (Proto-Western Malayo-Polynesian), shows reanalysis in the direction of h→f that could potentially be attributed to h-dissimilation. This word, ['lauka∼la'ufana] (<PWMP *lahuk) ‘meat/relish eaten with rice’, historically had a preceding [h] which was subsequently elided in PSEB.

Table 3.8 shows results for tʃa-final weak stems. The rightmost column, ‘has r?’, indicates, for each row, the number of forms which had an [r] in the stem. For tʃa-final stems, extensive reanalysis has occurred towards [r]. Of the stems that were historically expected to have [t] as the alternant, over half (23/40, 57%) have been reanalyzed in the direction of t→r (e.g. ['hudiʃa~hu'dir-ina] <*kulit, ‘skin, hide’). In contrast, when the expected alternant is [r], there is only one case of reanalysis (n=1). Moreover, the one case of reanalysis in the tʃa∼f alternating forms is in the direction of f→r ([’halatʃa~anja'lar-ina] <*alap, ‘theft, robbery’).

Table 3.8: Expected vs. observed alternant of tʃa-final stems, based on known proto-forms/loanwords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMP</th>
<th>Mlg</th>
<th>Match?</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>has r?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7 (41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>no (t→r)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>no (t→f)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>no (r→t)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>no (f→t)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>no (f→t)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>no (f→r)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, r-dissimilation appears to be active in the reanalysis of tʃa-final weak
stems, in that reanalysis to [r] is blocked if the stem has a preceding [r]. As seen in Table 3.8, when the alternant was reanalyzed to be [r], the stem never contained a preceding [r]. In addition, out of the t-alternating stems that were not reanalyzed, a relatively larger proportion (n=7/17, 41%) had a preceding [r] (e.g.[ˈurɪ̃ta]-uˈrɪ̃tana] <*qurit, ‘stroke, line’).

The only example of reanalysis in the direction of r→t is likely also motivated by r-dissimilation. The reanalyzed form [ˈsandʐatʃa-ana'ndʐat-ana] (<sandar, Malay loan) does not have a preceding [r] in modern Malagasy, but [nʐ] sequences are historically [nr], and only affricated to [nɖʐ] in a later stage of PSEB (Proto Southeast-Barito).

The direction of reanalysis in ʈʂa-final weak stems goes against predictions of an inductive approach. Based on the PMP distribution, there should more [t]-alternating forms than [r]-alternating forms. However, reanalyses are overwhelmingly towards the less frequent alternant, in the direction of t→r.

### 3.2.3 The result of reanalysis: weak stem alternations in modern Malagasy

This section describes the distribution of weak stem alternants in modern Malagasy, using 1893 stems taken from the MDEM. This data supplements the above results, by providing indirect evidence for the direction of reanalysis that has taken place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ending</th>
<th>alternant</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>668 (94.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>35 (5.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>2 (0.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>580 (97.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>13 (2.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>1 (0.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʈʂa</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>231 (70.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>89 (27.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>7 (2.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2 (0.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9: Proportion of alternants for modern Malagasy weak stems
Table 3.9 summarizes the distribution of weak stem alternants in modern Malagasy. The na-final weak stems are overwhelmingly non-alternating, where 97.7% of the sampled forms are non-alternating. This distribution suggests that reanalyses have been in the direction of m → n, increasing the relative frequency of non-alternating na-final weak stems. Note that one na-final weak stem, [ˈbiana] ~ [biˈanina, biˈafina], has two listed alternants [n] and [f]. This form is labeled ‘other’ in Table 3.9.

![Figure 3.1: Distribution of alternants in ka-final weak stems](image)

Figure 3.1: Distribution of alternants in ka-final weak stems

For ka-final weak stems, [h] is overwhelmingly the preferred alternant, accounting for 94.8% of the sampled forms. Again, this distribution is consistent with the finding that reanalyses have been in the direction of f → h.

In addition, recall that Mahdi (1988) finds evidence for h-dissimilation in ka-final weak stems. A weak potential effect of h-dissimilation was found in PMP. Consistent with this, h-dissimilation does seem to be present in modern Malagasy. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, which shows the distribution of alternants for ka-final stems by whether the consonant nearest to the alternant is [h]. When there is an immediately preceding
Figure 3.2: Distribution of alternants in [sa-final weak stems

[h], the observed alternant is always [f]. In contrast, when the stem does not have a preceding [h], only 3% (n=21/689) stems have [f] as the alternant. Based on these results, h-dissimilation could have affected reanalyses of ka-final stems. However, results are tentative because there are very few f-alternating stems, and also very few stems which contain a preceding [h].

The data in Table 3.9 shows that for [sa-final stems, there is a general preference for alternation with [r] (relative to [t] or [f]), such that around 70.2% (231/329) of relevant stems are r-alternating. Fig. 3.2 shows the proportion of alternants, organized by whether or not there is a preceding [r] somewhere in the stem. From here, it is evident that in modern Malagasy, there is a strong f-dissimilation pattern.

Specifically, final [sa never alternates with [r] if there is already an [r] in the stem. In contrast, when the stem has no preceding [r], there is a strong, near-exceptionless preference for alternation with [r]. As seen in the ‘no r’ condition in Fig. 3.2, once dissimilatory effects are accounted for, [sa-final weak stems alternate with [r] around

69
94% of the time (n = 231/247). Overall, the distribution of alternants in modern Malagasy supports the finding that reanalysis in ʈsa-final weak stems has been in the direction of t→r, except when blocked by r-dissimilation.

3.2.4 Markedness effects on the reanalysis of ʈsa stems

For the ʈsa-final weak stems, reanalysis in the direction of t→r cannot be explained by a frequency-matching approach. Additional factors are needed to explain this direction of reanalysis.

I propose that reanalysis towards [r] is the result of a markedness bias in Malagasy against intervocalic stops. There is support for the presence of this constraint internal to the Malagasy lexicon. Historically, Malagasy underwent intervocalic lenition which affected all stops except for *t (*b>v, *p>f, *d,*q>r, *k,*g>h) (Adelaar 1989, 2012). As such, it’s likely that there were very few intervocalic stops at some point in an earlier stage of Malagasy.

A constraint against intervocalic stops is also independently motivated cross-linguistically. Studies have found phonetic support for intervocalic lenition, from both an articulatory (Kirchner 1998) and perceptual (Kaplan 2010; Katz 2016) point of view. There is also sizeable typological support for intervocalic lenition being extended across morpheme boundaries, including (among many other examples) Sanskrit stop voicing (Selkirk 1980), English phrasal tapping (Hayes 2011, p. 143-144), Korean lenis stop voicing (Jun 1994), and Catalan fricative weakening (Wheeler 2005, p. 163). Malagasy ʈsa~r alternation fits into this typology, and can be characterized as stop lenition at morpheme boundaries.

The fact that only ʈsa-final stems, and not other weak stems, have undergone reanalysis in a direction not predicted by distributional information, follows naturally from this markedness-based account. For ka-final stems, the possible alternants are [f] and [h]; both are fricatives and would not violate a constraint against medial stops. For na-final stems, the attested alternants are [m] and [n]. Both violate a constraint against medial
stops, so are equally marked if all else is held equal. Existing surveys of lenition also find that intervocalic nasals are more stable than their obstruent counterparts, and therefore presumably less marked (Kirchner 1998; Lavoie 2001).

In Chapter 1, a distinction was made between ‘active’ and ‘universal’ markedness, where active markedness effects are already present in the phonology of the language, namely as stem phonotactics. I proposed that the markedness effects present in reanalysis are restricted to such active effects. As will be discussed in §3.3.5, it turns out that the Malagasy data is consistent with this proposal, as constraints penalizing intervocalic stops are active in the stem phonotactics.

Finally, it is worth noting that the pattern of r-dissimilation, though already present in the distributional information, also has typological support. Suzuki (1998), in a typological study of dissimilation, finds multiple examples of tap dissimilation. More generally, liquid dissimilation is also crosslinguistically attested, both as a phonotactic tendency and in active phonological processes (e.g. French and Spanish; Colantoni & Steele 2005).

### 3.2.5 Other conditioning factors

Existing work on paradigm learning, discussed in Chapter 1, shows that learners are sensitive to statistical sub-generalizations within paradigms; this idea is built into some rule-based models (e.g. Albright & Hayes 2003), and is also implied in analogical models (e.g. Ernestus & Baayen 2003; Nosofsky 2011). For example, English speakers learn a general rule of English past tense formation, but also learn sub-generalizations for words such as *dive/dove* and *strive/strove*.

One possibility, not considered so far, is that reanalysis in Malagasy is actually the result of speakers extending certain subgeneralizations to the data. If this is the case, then in modern Malagasy, the distribution of t- and r-alternating forms should be conditioned by phonological factors within the weak stem paradigm. Here, I explore two possible factors—identity of the preceding vowel and the passive allomorph that a stem selects—
and show that neither are strong predictors of tra-final weak stem alternants in modern Malagasy.

First, Table 3.10 shows the distribution of alternants ([t] vs. [r]) for the ʈʂ-a-final weak stems, based on the identity of the vowel immediately preceding the weak syllable. We can see that across each vowel category, the distribution of alternants is relatively even, with /t/ occurring around 73-85% of the time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final V</th>
<th>alternant</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>['sulaʈʂa]~[su'larana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>['faraʈʂa]~[fa'ratana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>['feʈʂa]~[fe'rana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>[pa'ɾareʈʂa]~[para'retina]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>['vusiʈʂa]~[vu'sirana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>['uritra]~[u'ritana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>[hu'suʈʂa]~[hu'surana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>[uruʈʂa]~[u'rutana]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10: Distribution of ʈʂ-a weak stem alternants by vowel

Recall also that passive suffix has two allomorphs /-ana/ and /-ina/, whose distribution is described as being unpredictable. I also compare the distribution of alternants ([t] vs. [r]) against the choice of allomorph (/-ana/ vs. /-ina/), and find no clear pattern. The results, shown in Table 3.11, show that for both suffix allomorphs, /r/ is the observed alternant around 74-79% of the time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Alt</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ana</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ina</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.11: Distribution of ʈʂ-a weak stem alternants by passive allomorph
3.2.6 Alternative accounts

In this section, I describe two alternative explanations for why reanalysis of ťʂa-final stems has been in the direction of t→r. Both will also be considered in Section 3.3, where a quantitative model of reanalysis is implemented.

PERCEPTUAL SIMILARITY. One alternative explanation is that speakers are driven by a perceptual similarity bias, rather than a markedness bias (Steriade 2009; Wilson 2006; White 2013). This is the idea that learners prefer perceptually less salient alternations. That is, if [ʈʂ] has a smaller perceptual distance to [r] than to [t], reanalysis towards [r] could be explained as the result of a bias towards perceptually similar alternations.

Although there have been no studies on perceptual distance of Malagasy phonemes, there is indirect evidence from English that [ʈʂ] is perceptually closer to [t] than to [r]. If this is true, than a perceptual distance account predicts that [ʈʂ]~[t] alternation is preferred over [ʈʂ]~[r] alternation. English does not phonemically have [ʈʂ] and [r], but Warner et al. (2014) have found that for English, [tʃ] is perceptually closer to [t] than to [r]. If we use [tʃ] and [ɾ] respectively as proxies for Malagasy [ʈʂ] and [r], this would suggest that [ʈʂ] is perceptually more similar to [t] than to [ɾ]. This assumption is not unreasonable because Malagasy [ʈʂ] is variably realized as postalveolar, and [ɾ] is realized as a tap in fast speech (Howe 2021).

TOKEN FREQUENCY. There is a large body of evidence showing that type frequency, rather than token frequency, is a much better predictor of frequency-matching behavior in morphophonological learning (Bybee 1995, 2001; Pierrehumbert 2001; Albright & Hayes 2003, etc.). The model I adopt (and existing probabilistic models like Albright’s MGL) are trained on types rather than tokens. However, token frequency can still play an important indirect role in learning. In particular, token frequency can determine what

---

8There is also evidence of low discriminability between retroflex and coronal affricates ([ʈʂ] vs. [ts]; [ʈʂʰ] vs. [ʦʰ]) in Mandarin Chinese, where the two places of articulation are phonemically contrastive (Cheung 2000; Tsao et al. 2009).
data a learner is likely to encounter; forms with higher token frequency are more likely to be encountered, and can potentially have a larger effect on the grammar.

In the case of Malagasy, we could imagine a scenario where tra~r alternating forms have much higher token frequency than tra~t forms. As a result, they would be more likely to be learned by speakers, and therefore be represented more in the type frequency. In other words, reanalysis of t→r could potentially be explained by statistical learning, if tra~r forms are generally higher in token frequency. In the following section, I explore this possibility, and show that it does predict t→r reanalysis, but at a magnitude that is too small to match the Malagasy data.

### 3.2.7 Interim summary

Comparison of PMP protoforms with Malagasy suggests that reanalysis of weak stems is driven not just by distributional probabilities of the lexicon, but also by additional markedness effects. Findings of this section are summarized in Table 3.12. On one hand, reanalysis of na- and ka-final weak stems is largely predictable from distributional probabilities.

For the ka-final stems, there is also tentative support for h-dissimilation both in the PMP distribution and in modern-day Malagasy. However, the lack of evidence makes this pattern harder to confirm. For this reason, I do not consider the effects of h-dissimilation in the rest of this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Frequency-matching?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>m→n</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>f→h</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h-dissimilation</td>
<td>yes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʂa</td>
<td>t→r</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r-dissimilation</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.12: Summary: directions of reanalysis in Malagasy
For the ʈʂa-final stems, there was distributional evidence in PMP for (i) t-alternation, and (ii) r-dissimilation. Although the r-dissimilation pattern holds true in modern Malagasy, reanalysis has generally occurred in the direction of t→r, which is the opposite of what is predicted by lexical statistics. In other words, a purely frequency-matching model of reanalysis would fail to predict the direction of reanalysis found in Malagasy.

Instead, reanalysis of ʈʂa-final stems is argued to be driven by a markedness constraint against intervocalic stops. In the following section, I outline a model of reanalysis that incorporates a markedness bias, and show that it better captures the Malagasy data than an unbiased frequency-matching model.

The rest of the chapter will focus on markedness effects in ʈʂa-final weak stems, where the effects of markedness are most pronounced.

3.3 Modeling reanalysis with a markedness bias

In this section, I test the predictions of the previous section (that reanalysis in Malagasy is driven by both distributional and markedness effects) using a quantitative model of reanalysis. As a preview, results in this section explicitly demonstrate that both distributional and markedness effects are needed to explain the direction of reanalysis found in Malagasy.

3.3.1 Components of a model of reanalysis

The model architecture is detailed in Chapter 2, and briefly summarized in this section. The model has three main components. First, it uses MaxEnt (Goldwater & Johnson 2003; Smolensky 1986), a probabilistic variant of Optimality Theory. Additionally, to mirror the effect of reanalyses over time, the model has an iterative (generational) component, in which the output of one iteration of the model becomes the input for the next (see §2.3 for details). Finally, to incorporate markedness effects, a bias is implemented as a
Gaussian prior, following the methodology of Wilson (2006) and White (2013, 2017). This biased model will be compared to control models that do not have a markedness bias.

For explanatory ease, tableaux used to demonstrate the effect of different constraints will be shown in classic strictly ranked OT. However, for the actual model, constraints are weighted and the model output is a set of candidates, each with a predicted probability.

### 3.3.2 Inputs

In Malagasy, reanalysis happens when speakers do not know the suffixed form of a stem. In other words, they must infer what a stem is underlyingly while faced with structural ambiguity. Reanalysis can therefore be modeled as UR inference, which I describe in detail in §2.2.

Under this approach, the candidate set is UR-SR pairs. For example, suppose that the learner hears a new word ['vukiʃa], and want to produce the passive form. The candidate set would include items like “/vukit-an/ [vu'kitana]” and “/vukir-an/ [vu'kirana]”. UR inference constraints enforce specific UR-SR mappings. For example, a constraint like [ʃa#] = /t/ penalizes a final [ʃa] which is not underlyingly /t/.

The model was trained on 1270 nonce weak stem-suffixed pairs, designed to represent historical Malagasy, presumably before extensive reanalysis had occurred. Relative frequencies of ka, ŵa, and na stems match that of the MDEM corpus. The relative frequency of each alternant was based on the distribution of final consonants in the historical PMP data. Nonce stems are used in place of actual PMP stems because the number of available PMP forms is too few.

The candidate set is constrained to only include UR-SR mappings that are observed in the lexicon. For example, given the input ['vukiʃa] + [ana], a candidate like /vukip-an/ [vu'kipana] is excluded because ʃa~p alternation is never observed in the lexicon. In addition, ʃa~f alternating forms and irregular alternants (e.g. na~f alternating forms)
are excluded because they are very low-frequency; when included, they do not influence model outcomes. The input data is summarized in Table 3.13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>['vuki[ṣa] + [ana]</td>
<td>/vukiṣ-an/~[vu'kiṣana]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/vukir-an/~[vu'kirana]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/vukit-an/~[vu'kitana]</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>['vuri[ṣa] + [ana]</td>
<td>/vuriṣ-an/~[vuriṣan]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/vurir-an/~[vu'rirana]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/vurit-an/~[vu'ritana]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>['vukika] + [ana]</td>
<td>/vukik-an/~[vu'kikan]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/vukih-an/~[vu'kihan]</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/vukif-an/~[vu'kifan]</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>['vukina] + [ana]</td>
<td>/vukin-an/~[vu'kinan]</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vukim-an/ [vu'kimana]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.13: Sample inputs to the Malagasy model of reanalysis

In this implementation, reanalysis is always from a non-suffixed allomorph. An unsuffixed form must serve as the base of reanalysis, since if speakers knew the suffixed form (where the weak stem alternant surfaces), there would be no ambiguity that could result in mis-learning of the weak stem alternation pattern. As noted in Chapter 1, a similarly restricted approach is taken by Albright (2002a; 2010, etc.), who argues that the base of reanalysis is fixed, and is always a single slot of a morphological paradigm.

Albright also argues that the base should be the most **informative** allomorph, which has the most contrastive information. The Malagasy base appears to contradict this hypothesis, since it is the suffixed forms that are more informative, and retain contrastive information about weak stem consonant alternations. The Malagasy data may lead us to slightly rethink Albright’s hypothesis that informativeness always determines the base of reanalysis. In particular, the base of reanalysis is generally the most informative one (per Albright’s hypothesis). However, if learners only have access to limited paradigm slots, reanalyses may still occur from these paradigm slots even if they are not the most informative.

Token frequency may also affect how learners select the base of reanalysis to some
degree. Albright (2008) suggests that when one slot of the paradigm is used with much higher frequency than others, it may be preferred as the base of reanalysis. However, Keenan & Manorohanta (2001) find, based on written corpora, that actives (unsuffixed) and passives (mostly suffixed) occur at roughly equal rates, making this explanation less likely. Another possible factor is the tendency for bases to be isolation stems or other shorter, ‘unmarked’ forms (Vennemann 1972; Kuryłowicz 1945).

3.3.3 UR inference and faithfulness constraints

UR inference constraints guide the mapping of SRs to URs. This is demonstrated in (32), which derives the suffixed form of a ʈsa-final weak stem. Candidate (a), where surface [ʈsa#] is mapped to /t/, violates the constraints ‘[ʈsa#] = /r/’ and ‘[ʈsa#] = /ʈʂ/’. In contrast, candidate (b) violates ‘[ʈsa#] = /t/’ and ‘[ʈsa#] = /ʈʂ/’. Finally, the candidate (c), which is non-alternating, violates the two constraints which enforce alternation, ‘[ʈsa#] = /r/’ and ‘[ʈsa#] = /t/’.

(32)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR inference constraints for ʈsa-final weak stems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ˈvuliʈʂa] + [ana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. /vulit-an/ vulitana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /vulir-an/ vulir-ana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /vuliʈʂ-an/ vuliʈʂ-ana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in this model, alternation is enforced by UR inference constraints. For example, in the above tableau, the constraint [ʈsa#] = /r/ motivates the learner to posit the UR /vulir/, which corresponds to a ʈsa~r alternating weak stem.

Derived surface forms can also be in a correspondence relationship with the stem SR (Benua 1995) (i.e. output-output correspondence). To encode these output-output relations, I use the *MAP family of faithfulness constraints instead of classical feature-based faithfulness constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1995). *MAP constraints, proposed by Zuraw (2010b, 2013), assess violations between pairs of surface forms. A constraint *MAP(a, b)
assesses a violation to a candidate if $a$ is mapped to a corresponding $b$. The corresponding segments $a$ and $b$ can differ more than one feature. For example, a constraint like $^\star$MAP(k,f), where segments [k] and [f] differ in multiple features ([continuant], [LABIAL], [DORSAL]), is allowed.9

The tableau in (33) demonstrates how $^\star$MAP violations are assessed for a $\text{ʈʂa}$-final weak stem; this tableau is the same as (32) above, with the addition of two $^\star$MAP constraints. Candidate (a), where [ʈʂ] alternates with [t], incurs a violation of $^\star$MAP(ʈʂ, t). Candidate (b), where the alternant is [r], incurs a violation of $^\star$MAP(ʈʂ, r). The faithful candidate (c), on the other hand, incurs no output-output faithfulness violations.

(33)  

\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{[ˈvuliʈʂa] + [ana]} & [ʈʂa#] = /t/ & [ʈʂa#] = /r/ & $^\star$MAP(ʈʂ, t) & $^\star$MAP(ʈʂ, r) \\
\hline
\text{a. /vulit-an/ vulitana} & * & * & * & * \\
\text{b. /vulir-an/ vulir-ana} & * & * & & * \\
\text{c. /vuliʈʂ-an/ vuliʈʂ-ana} & * & * & & * \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

$^\star$MAP constraints are more powerful than traditional faithfulness constraints, but are also constrained in substantive terms. Specifically, Zuraw assigns $^\star$MAP constraints a default weighting (or ranking) based on the p-map. The p-map, proposed by Steriade (2009), is a language-specific perceptual map which encodes the perceptual distance between all segment pairs in all contexts. $^\star$MAP constraints which ban changes that cover a larger perceptual distance are assigned a default ranking higher (or weighted more) than constraints banning smaller changes.

In an inductive model of Malagasy, traditional output-output identity constraints actually do just as well as $^\star$MAP constraints in frequency-matching the input data. However, the current study adopts $^\star$MAP constraints because they more straightforwardly allow different types of learning bias to be incorporated. In particular, they have been successful

---

9Zuraw also permits $^\star$MAP constraints to include contexts. For the present paper, context-free $^\star$MAP constraints suffice.
at modeling phonetic similarity bias in prior work (Wilson 2006; Hayes & White 2015). This is important because although my focus is on markedness bias, I also consider an alternative model which incorporates a phonetic similarity bias in §3.3.7.

Alternation of weak stems falls out from the relative weighting of UR Inference constraints and output-output faithfulness constraints. In (33) above, if the UR inference constraints outweigh (or outrank) *MAP constraints, the [ʈʂ] of a weak stem will always alternate with [t] or [r]. On the other hand, if *MAP constraints have higher weights, the grammar will prefer the non-alternating candidate (c).

3.3.4 Markedness constraints

In a typical OT model, alternation is enforced by ranking markedness above faithfulness. However, as described above, in the current model, alternation is enforced by UR inference constraints.

The frequency-matching model of Malagasy reanalysis needs just one additional markedness constraint. This constraint, *r...r], is used to enforce dissimilation of [r] at the right edge of morpheme boundaries.

Reference to morpheme boundaries is necessary because within stems, r...r sequences are allowed (e.g. ['raraka] ‘spilled’, [bu'tera] ‘weak, limp’, ['rirana] ‘edge’). This approach is similar to the one taken by Pater (2007) and Chong (2019) to explain morphologically-derived environment effects (MDEEs), where static phonotactic patterns mismatch the alternations allowed at morphological boundaries. The effect of *r...r] is demonstrated in tableau §3.3.4, where the input stem has a preceding [r]. In this tableau, highly ranked *r...r] rules out the r-alternating candidate (b).

(34) **Effect of *r...r]***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Stem</th>
<th>*r...r]</th>
<th>*MAP(ʈʂ,t)</th>
<th>*MAP(ʈʂ,r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. vurit-ana</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. vurir-ana</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The model laid out so far is able to match the input data perfectly ($R^2 = 1$). However, the goal of the model is not to fit the input data. Instead, given input data that represents Malagasy before reanalysis, it should predict the correct direction of reanalysis, and match the distribution of alternants in modern Malagasy. The current inductive model will not be able to do this, as it predicts reanalysis to be in the direction of high frequency alternants ($r \rightarrow t$, $f \rightarrow h$, $m \rightarrow n$). This makes the wrong prediction for $\text{ʈʂa}$-final stems, where reanalysis is in the direction of $t \rightarrow r$.

### 3.3.5 Learning additional markedness constraints

The central argument of this chapter is that reanalysis in Malagasy is partially driven by markedness effects that cannot be learned from frequency distributions within a paradigm. Instead, speakers are also sensitive to more general lexicon-wide markedness effects. In this section and the subsequent section, I outline a process for incorporating this markedness component to the model.

To test whether the relevant constraint is present in Malagasy phonotactics, I constructed a phonotactic model of Malagasy stems using the UCLA Phonotactic Learner (Hayes & Wilson 2008), which learns a grammar of n-gram constraints that fits the distribution of natural classes in a set of learning data. The grammar was restricted to learning maximally trigram-length constraints. The UCLA Phonotactic Learner also allows the user to specify different projections that encode long-distance dependencies. The Malagasy phonotactic grammar included two projections, a vowel tier ([+syllabic]) and consonant tier([-syllabic]).

The input to the grammar was 3800 Malagasy stems selected randomly from the MDEM. Completely reduplicated forms were automatically removed (e.g. [pakapaka]), but partially reduplicated forms still remain. Only non-suffixed stems were used; suffixed allomorphs were not included because the alternants of weak stems reflect the distribution of the lexicon after reanalysis, while the phonotactic grammar is supposed to approximate
patterns already present in Malagasy pre-reanalysis.

The resulting grammar included four constraints, given in (35), that penalize intervocalic stops and specifically favor [r] over [t] as the alternant for ṭsa-final weak stems. Note that because Malagasy has no codas (and by extension final consonants), a constraint *[+ syll]C (where C is any consonant) is equivalent to *[+ syll]C*[+ syll]. The constraints listed here all motivate reanalysis of t → r. Crucially, they also do not affect the relative preference for different alternants in ka- or na-final weak stems.

(35)  **Phonotactic constraints penalizing intervocalic stops**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Violations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[+ syll][-cont,-vc][+ syll]</td>
<td>V{p,t,ts,dz,ʈʂ,k}V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ syll][-son,-cont][+ syll]</td>
<td>V{p,b,t,d,ts,dz,ʈʂ,ɖʐ,k,g}V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ syll][-tap,-nasal,+coronal]</td>
<td>V{t,d,ts,dz,ʈʂ,ɖʐ,s,z,l}V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ syll][-son,-cont,-labial]</td>
<td>V{t,d,ts,dz,ʈʂ,ɖʐ,k,g}V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For simplicity, I added only the constraint *[V[-cont,-voice]V to the model. Although the phonotactic grammar found multiple constraints which penalize intervocalic stops, I included only one because all four constraints have the same violation profile with respect to the candidates in weak stem reanalysis. *[V[-cont,-voice]V is assigned a bias towards higher weight following the method described in Chapter 2. Specifically, σ² is set to 1 and μ is varied to implement different learning biases. For example, a markedness bias is implemented by assigning *[V[-cont,-voice]V a higher μ than competing faithfulness constraint(s). As a result, *[V[-cont,-voice]V will be biased to have a higher weight than the relevant faithfulness constraints. In §3.3.7, I provide the specific μ values used for the markedness-biased model, as well as the μ values of baseline control models.

Note that alternation in ṭsa-final weak stems is also driven by a strong r-dissimilation constraint. The phonotactic grammar did not learn this constraint in the consonant tier; other projections that were tested, such a CORONAL tier, also did not learn a constraint for r-dissimilation. Constraints on dissimilation of larger classes of segments (e.g. approximants) were also found to be non-significant. As such, r-dissimilation differs from
lenition in that it is a markedness constraint learned from the local distribution of weak stem alternants, and does not receive additional phonotactic support.

In other words, although *r...r] and *V[-cont,-voice]V look similar on the surface, they have different underlying mechanisms. Reanalysis driven by *V[-cont,-voice]V is motivated by stem phonotactics. In contrast, reanalysis driven by *r...r] is better characterized as frequency-matching of patterns within the weak stem paradigm. As discussed in §1.4, markedness-driven reanalysis only arises when there is uncertainty in an alternation pattern. As shown in §3.2.1, even in the PMP input, r-dissimilation is already a near-exceptionless pattern (with only one exception). Because there is strong distributional evidence for r-dissimilation within the paradigm, speakers obey this generalization even in the absence of phonotactic support.

3.3.6 Iterated learning parameters

As described in §2.3, the iterated learning component of the model simulates reanalysis over time by having the output of one generation become the input for the next. At each generation, some proportion of suffixed forms are randomly sampled and forgotten. The Agent learns a grammar based on the remembered forms, and use this to generate new suffixed forms (replacing the forgotten forms). Two parameters can be set in the iterated learning component of the model: forgetting rate (i.e. the proportion of suffixed forms forgotten in each generation) and number of generations.

As discussed in §2.3, increasing the forgetting rate will in general increase the magnitude of markedness effects in each iteration. I tested 5 forgetting rates (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25) and ran the model for 50 generations. In the interest of clarity, and because the model trended in the same direction across all five forgetting rates, the rest of this chapter will only present models with a forgetting rate of 0.2.

The number of iterations was chosen to reflect the maximal span of time in which reanalyses of weak stems could have occurred. The sound changes that resulted in weak
stem alternations took place around 6-7th century AD, while the modern Malagasy data starts around the 1800s. Therefore, reanalysis must have occurred within the span of around 1200 years. This corresponds to roughly 50 generations, assuming that each generation is 25 years. 50 generations is meant as a conservative estimate, since in reality, reanalysis of the ʈʂa-final weak stems may have happened in a much shorter span of time. Note that if reanalysis did in fact occur over a shorter time span, the model can be modified to reflect this by varying parameters such as forgetting rate (see §2.3 for a full discussion of the relevant parameters).

Because random sampling causes each iteration of the model to vary slightly, all subsequent models were run 20 times, and predicted probability values are the mean of these 20 trials.

### 3.3.7 Model comparison

This section compares markedness biased models against controls (reflecting the alternative analyses discussed above) to evaluate the effect of markedness in improving model predictions.

Four models are compared: BASELINE (flat/uniform prior), P-MAP, TOKEN FREQUENCY, and MARKEDNESS. The priors assigned to each condition are explained below and summarized in Table 3.14 below. All conditions except for TOKEN FREQUENCY assume that inputs have uniform token frequency, and are therefore equally likely to be sampled (i.e. forgotten) at each generation. The sampling procedure for the TOKEN FREQUENCY condition is discussed below.

The BASELINE model represents a frequency-matching grammar with no learning biases.\(^\text{10}\) The P-MAP model incorporates a perceptual similarity bias, while the TOKEN FREQUENCY assumes a lexicon where ʈʂ~r forms have higher token frequency than ʈʂ~t

\(^{10}\text{Although, note that this model has a smoothing term which serves only to prevent model overfitting. The smoothing term penalizes models with a few closely-fitted constraints, and instead prefers for weight to be more evenly distributed across constraints.}\)
forms. These models are included to confirm that a markedness bias improve model predictions more than alternative accounts which have been substantiated by prior research (Hare & Elman 1995; White 2013, 2017). If reanalysis is in fact driven by a markedness bias in Malagasy, then the MARKEDNESS model should outperform the other three models.

**BASELINE condition (flat-prior).** The BASELINE model (labeled BASE in Table 3.14) assigns each constraint the same $\mu$ of 0.

**MARKEDNESS condition.** The MARKEDNESS condition (labeled M in Table 3.14) assigns a uniform prior, $\mu = 0$, to all constraints except for the relevant markedness constraint. The markedness constraint *V[-cont,-voice]V is assigned a high prior ($\mu = 5$). This value is higher than the $\mu$ assigned to the competing faithfulness constraint *MAP(ʈʂ,r), but is otherwise arbitrary. This condition differs from the BASELINE condition only in the $\mu$ value assigned to *V[-cont,-voice]V; the two models are otherwise identical. Note that *r...r] is not given a bias towards high weight despite being a markedness constraint because, as described in §3.3.5, *r...r] does not have support from stem-internal phonotactics.

**P-MAP condition.** The p-map condition (labeled P in Table 3.14) has a bias towards higher-weighted faithfulness constraints, scaled by perceptual similarity. The $\mu$ of *MAP constraints is higher for mappings between perceptually dissimilar sounds, and lower for mappings between perceptually similar sounds. In addition, all markedness constraints are assigned $\mu = 0$.

To approximate perceptual similarity, I adopt White’s (2013; 2017) method of using confusability as a measure of perceptual similarity, where the confusability of two speech sounds is determined according to the results of standard identification experiments.\(^{11}\) As there are no confusability experiments for Malagasy, I use results from Warner et al.

---

\(^{11}\)Specifically, confusability values are used to train a separate MaxEnt model, whose weights become the priors for the main model. Details of implementation are given in (White 2013, 2017).
(2014), a study of consonant confusability in English, as a proxy. I use Warner et al. (2014) because unlike other studies of English consonant confusability (e.g. Wang & Bilger 1973; Cutler et al. 2004), it includes [ɾ] as a stimulus item. English [ɾ] is used in place of Malagasy <r> [r~ɾ]. Additionally, English does not have a retroflex affricate (except allophonically when [t] precedes [ɾ]), so [tʃ] is used as a substitute for [ʈʂ].

**Token frequency condition.** In this condition, constraints are assigned a uniform prior, so the model structure looks in essence identical to the BASELINE condition. However, words are sampled according to token frequency, where the higher the token frequency, the more likely a form is to be remembered.

![Figure 3.3: Distribution of inputs by token frequency (log)](image)

Token frequency data is not available for Malagasy. Instead, I simulate a lexicon in which ʈʂa~r words are generally more frequent than all other word types. Words are assigned a token frequency on a Zipfian distribution (Zipf 1999). Following this, a log function was applied to raw frequencies. This is to capture the intuition that in acquisition, a difference between high-frequency words is less likely to be relevant (e.g. n = 1000 vs. 1010), while a difference between low-frequency words matters much more (e.g. n = 1 vs. 10) (Marcus et al. 1992; Jackson & Cottrell 1997; Polinsky & van Everbroeck 2003). The token frequency distribution of ʈʂa~r inputs vs. other weak stem types is given in Fig. 3.3.
Table 3.14: Constraints and bias terms by condition (P = p-map condition, M = markedness condition, FREQ = Token frequency condition)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>$\sigma^2$</th>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[s]*V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[k]*V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[n]*V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>[r...r]</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>MAP(tr,r)</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>MAP(tr,t)</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>MAP(n,m)</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>MAP(k,f)</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>MAP(k,h)</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[V[-cont,-vc]*V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.8 Model results

After 50 iterations, the markedness model clearly outperforms the other models. This is seen in Table 3.15, which shows the proportion of variance explained ($R^2$) and log likelihood (L̂) for each model after 50 iterations, where the model predictions are fit to the modern Malagasy distribution. Additionally, Fig. 3.4 compares the model fit ($R^2$) in the four conditions over iterations (again, fit to the modern Malagasy data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>L̂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-9273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-MAP</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-9618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOKEN FREQUENCY</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-7233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKEDNESS</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-5960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.15: Results after 50 iterations: Proportion of variance explained ($R^2$) and log likelihood (L̂), of model predictions fit to modern Malagasy

For the two control models (BASELINE and P-MAP), model fit does not improve over iterations ($R^2 \approx 0.6$). The TOKEN FREQUENCY model does better, achieving a higher likelihood and model fit ($R^2 = 0.89$). In comparison, the MARKEDNESS model achieves the highest log-likelihood and is able to account for over 98% of the variation in the observed Malagasy data ($R^2 \geq 0.98$). It does so after around 30 iterations.
A more detailed examination of model predictions shows that the bulk of improvement in model fit is driven by changes to ŭşa-final weak stems. Consider Fig. 3.5, which plots the change in predicted probabilities over model iterations, for ŭşa-final weak stems. Rates of alternation in the input data (PMP) and modern Malagasy (Mlg) are given at the endpoints of the x-axis for reference. The candidates labeled with “(r...)” have a preceding [r] in the stem; for example, “(r...)ţʂ~t” refers to input-output pairs like [ˈvuɾiţša]~[vuˈritana]. Recall that for these words, the observed alternant is exceptionlessly [t]. A model of Malagasy reanalysis must predict reanalysis of t→r, while also preserving the exceptionless r-dissimilation pattern. The non-alternating candidates, ‘ţʂ~ţʂ’ and ‘(r...)ţʂ~ţʂ’, are omitted for ease of interpretation, since they are assigned zero or near-zero probability by all models.

In the condition with a markedness bias, the model successfully predicts an increase in the ŭʂ~r alternating candidate (labeled ŭʂ~r), and almost matches the Malagasy distribution by 50 iterations. At the same time, the model also correctly predicts ŭşa~r alternation for candidates with a preceding [r].
The **TOKEN FREQUENCY** model has inputs which were designed to purposefully favor reanalysis towards /r/ (as r-alternating stems were given overall higher token frequencies). As such, this model actually predicts change in the right direction. However, it predicts reanalysis towards /r/ at a magnitude that is too small to match the modern Malagasy distribution even after 50 iterations.

In fact, even when the input is unrealistically skewed towards giving ŭسا~r forms higher token frequencies, model predictions do not match the magnitude of reanalysis found in Malagasy. Fig. 3.6 below shows the **MARKEDNESS** and **TOKEN FREQUENCY** conditions compared against one extra condition, labeled here as **TOKEN FREQUENCY (SKEWED)**. In this new condition, ŭسا~r alternation forms have higher token frequency than all other forms. In addition, ŭسا~t alternating forms are assigned lower token frequency than all ka- and na-final weak stems (as with before, frequencies are in
a Zipfian distribution). We see that although the model with highly skewed token frequencies predicts a greater magnitude of reanalysis towards [r], it still does not perform as well as the MARKEDNESS model.

Figure 3.6: Different token frequency distributions vs. markedness condition (50 iterations, mean of 20 trials)

For ka- and na-final weak stems, all four model conditions perform similarly well. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8, which respectively plot model predicted probabilities (over 50 iterations) for ka- and na-final weak stems. All four conditions assign high probabilities to the h-alternating candidate for ka-final weak stems, and the non-alternating candidate for na-final weak stems. These results show that a markedness-biased model is able to predict frequency-matching in environments where markedness is neutral (i.e. where all alternants are equally marked).
Figure 3.7: Predicted probabilities of candidates over 50 iterations for ka-final weak stems (mean of 20 trials).

Figure 3.8: Predicted probabilities of candidates over 50 iterations for na-final weak stems (mean of 20 trials).
3.3.9 Iterated learning and dialect divergence

The figures presented so far show model results averaged over multiple trials. When we instead consider individual runs, there is some variation in model predictions. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.9, which shows predictions of the markedness-biased model for ʈʂa-final weak stems, by individual runs. The dotted grey line, which shows model predictions after 25 iterations, is included as a reference point.

Across all trials, the general trend is reanalysis towards ʈʂa~r alternation. However, some trials regularize to r-alternation more quickly; for example, Run 18 predicts near-exceptionless rates of ʈʂa~r alternation after around 25 iterations. On the flip side, some runs also show weaker effects of markedness; for example, Runs 10 and 16 both predict rates of ʈʂa~r alternation to hover around the 50% mark.

This type of variation over model runs could be taken to reflect individual variation, and more broadly dialect divergence. That is, markedness bias may affect different speakers to a different degree, causing the same language to undergo dialect divergence.

3.4 Chapter conclusion

Overall, comparison of PMP and modern Malagasy suggests that reanalysis of ʈʂa-final weak stems has occurred in a way that is not predicted by frequency-matching approaches. Instead, I proposed that reanalysis in the direction of t→r is motivated by a markedness constraint against intervocalic stops. In §3.3, this proposal is confirmed by comparing a frequency-matching model of reanalysis against one with a markedness bias. More concretely, reanalysis of the ʈʂa-final weak stems is not predicted by distributional information within a paradigm, but can be modeled as the effect of a markedness constraint against intervocalic (voiceless) stops. The results for Malagasy are also consistent with the principle of active markedness, as constraints against intervocalic stops were found in a phonotactic grammar of Malagasy stems.
Figure 3.9: Predictions of markedness-biased model by individual runs (tša-final weak stems)
Proto-Oceanic (POc) is the reconstructed ancestor of the Oceanic subgroup of the Austronesian language family. POc allowed final consonants, but many Oceanic languages (including Central Pacific, Western Oceanic, and South-East Solomonic) regularly lost them. In particular, the entire sub-family of Polynesian languages underwent final consonant loss. For these languages, consonants were maintained in suffixed forms, resulting in $\emptyset \sim C$ alternations, where a consonant of unpredictable quality surfaces under suffixation (e.g. POc *inum/*inum-ia → Samoan inu/inu-ia ‘to drink’ and POc *suat/suat-ia→sua/sua-tia). These consonants are traditionally called thematic consonants. The table in (36) gives examples of $\emptyset \sim C$ alternations in Samoan using the ergative suffix; these will be discussed in more detail below.

(36) \textit{Examples of Samoan thematic consonant alternations}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>ERGATIVE</th>
<th>POc</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pulu</td>
<td>pulutia</td>
<td>*bulut</td>
<td>‘to plug up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laka</td>
<td>lakasia</td>
<td>*lakas</td>
<td>‘to step over’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tutu</td>
<td>tuŋia</td>
<td>*tutuŋ</td>
<td>‘to light a fire’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fulu</td>
<td>fulu-a</td>
<td>*pulu</td>
<td>‘to rub, wash’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this point, it should be noted that the consonant which surfaces under suffixation is often a reflex of a historical final consonant. When the historical stem is vowel-final...

---

1While Malagasy (Chapter 2) and the Polynesian languages both underwent sound changes which removed codas, Malagasy achieved this by final vowel epenthesis, while the Polynesian languages achieved this by final consonant deletion.
(or ends in a consonant that has been deleted in all environments due to regular sound change), no thematic consonant should surface (e.g. *fulu/fulu-a, <POc *pulu).

However, the thematic consonant that surfaces under suffixation often does not correspond to the historical final consonant, indicating that reanalysis has occurred. In many cases, languages with thematic consonant alternations have leveled towards a few relatively predictable “default” consonants. In some languages like Hawaiian, consonant alternations have been completely lost and there is just one consonant that surfaces (/ʔ/ for Hawaiian).

Previous works on reanalysis in thematic consonant alternations have opted for a frequency-driven approach. For example, Blevins (2008) finds that where leveling has occurred, it is inconsistent with phonological markedness predictions. Instead, reanalysis tends to be towards the more frequent allomorphs (e.g. towards /tia, ia, a/ in Māori; Hale 1973; Blevins 1994). Where there are exceptions to this pattern, reanalysis is based on factors such as semantics, rather than phonological markedness (e.g. extension of /m/ as the thematic consonant for kinship terms in Manam; Lichtenberk 2001).

However, I argue that a more nuanced view is needed, in which reanalysis can be affected by both frequency and markedness effects. In this chapter and the following chapter, I look at reanalyses of thematic consonant alternations in two languages, Samoan and Māori, and find that both show interacting effects of frequency and markedness. Among the Polynesian languages with ∅~C alternations, Māori and Samoan are particularly informative case studies because both are relatively conservative in maintaining the final consonant contrasts present in Proto-Oceanic. They are therefore suitable for studying intermediate stages of reanalysis (vs. languages like Hawaiian).

This chapter focuses on Samoan. As a preview, Samoan reanalysis is largely towards the more frequent alternants, but in a way that is modulated by markedness effects. Specifically, I find that reanalysis in Samoan is sensitive to transvocalic consonant co-occurrence restrictions (i.e. OCP-place effects; McCarthy 1994). Findings are also consistent with my proposal that markedness effects are restricted to those already present in
stem phonotactics.

The rest of this chapter will be organized as follows. §4.1 will give an overview of Samoan phonology and thematic consonant alternations. While the development of weak stem alternations is relatively straightforward and shared by all Polynesian languages, I will also discuss it briefly in the context of Samoan. In §4.2, I provide evidence that transvocalic consonant co-occurrence restrictions are present in both Samoan stem phonotactics and Proto-Polynesian (which represents an earlier stage of Samoan). §4.3 discusses patterns of reanalysis in Samoan, with a focus on environments where there is a mismatch between historical distributions and the modern Samoan distribution. Finally, in §4.4, I demonstrate that a model of reanalysis which incorporates OCP-place effects outperforms one that is purely frequency-matching.

4.1 Background: Samoan phonology

Samoan is an Oceanic language of the Nuclear Polynesian sub-branch, spoken primarily in the Independent State of Samoa and the United States Territory of American Samoa, with about 370,000 speakers in all countries (Eberhard et al. 2023). There is a sizeable population of speakers living in New Zealand, Hawaii, the United States West Coast, and Australia.

Samoan can broadly be split into two dialects, respectively Western Samoan and American Samoan. The data from this paper (and most linguistic research on Samoan) is from Western Samoan. Though no systematic study has been done, scholars generally agree that within Western Samoan, the degree of geographical dialect variation is small (Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992).

Samoan has two registers of speech, respectively tautala lelei (literary language) and tautala leaga (colloquial and traditional oratory language). The two registers differ primarily in that tautala lelei preserves more segmental contrasts (discussed below), but native speakers are generally cognizant of both levels. All data in this paper are from the
tautala lelei register, as it is the register described in dictionaries and the subject of most scholarly work on Samoan.

Samoan is relatively well-documented. Linguistic descriptions of Samoan date back to missionary texts from the 1800s. Since then, there has been extensive descriptive work, including grammars (e.g. Churchward 1951; Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992) and dictionaries (e.g. Pratt 1862/1893; Violette 1880; Milner 1966). Formal analyses of Samoan have primarily covered syntax and morphosyntax (e.g. Pawley 1962, 1966; Chung 1978; Cook 1988). Work on Samoan phonology is less extensive, but includes Zuraw et al. (2014) on prosody and Alderete & Bradshaw (2013) on stem phonotactics. Moore-Cantwell (2008) was the first work to look at Samoan thematic consonants in detail.

Additionally, the historical subgrouping of Polynesian languages, including Samoan, has been worked on in detail (e.g. Dempwolff 1929; Pawley 1966, 1967; Clark 1973; Greenhill & Clark 2011). Hovdhaugen et al. (1986) has also worked on the sound changes specific to Samoan. Historical comparative data is available in both the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (ACD; Blust & Trussel 2010) and the Polynesian Lexicon Project (POLLEX; Greenhill & Clark 2011).

In the rest of this section, I give an overview of Samoan phonology and details about the historical development of thematic consonants in Samoan. Unless otherwise noted, descriptive generalizations are taken from Mosel & Hovdhaugen (1992).

### 4.1.1 Phoneme inventory and phonotactics

Samoan syllables follow a (C)V(V) structure; no codas or consonant clusters are allowed and onsets are optional. Stress is non-contrastive, falling on final long vowels and otherwise on the penultimate vowel (i.e. moraic trochee at the right edge of the word, Zuraw et al. 2014). Note that suffixation can also shift word stress, but this relationship is dependent on suffix size (Zuraw et al. 2014).

Samoan has five vowels /a, e, i, o, u/, all of which also show a two-way length con-
Vowel-vowel sequences are allowed, both in hiatus and as diphthongs. I follow Zuraw et al. (2014) in assuming that /ai, au, ei, ou/ are diphthongs; in stress assignment, diphthongs behave like long vowels, suggesting that they are distinct from other vowel-vowel sequences. Note that Mosel & Hovdhaugen (1992) propose a larger set of diphthongs that additionally includes /eo, oi, ui/.

The consonant inventory (of the tautala lelei register) is given in (37). /ʔ/ is phonemic, but described by Mosel & Hovdhaugen (1992) as being “unstable in initial position...elided except in very careful speech”. The phonemes given in parentheses (/k, r, h/) are all found only in loanwords or interjections, and not in native words (i.e. words inherited from POc). Additionally, /ɾ/ is often realized as [l] even in careful speech.

(37)  *Samoan consonant inventory (tautala lelei)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABIAL</th>
<th>ALVEOLAR</th>
<th>VELAR</th>
<th>GLOTTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f v</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>(h)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m n</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l (r)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As discussed above, results will focus on the tautala lelei register (in contrast to the colloquial tautala leaga register). The phonological differences between the two registers are given in (38). Essentially, tautala leaga has three phonological mergers; note that of these mergers, two involve loanword phonemes /k/ and /ɾ/, where /ɾ/ is very unstable in both registers.

(38)  *Mergers in tautala leaga* (Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992, p. 24)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tautala lelei</th>
<th>tautala leaga</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/t,k/</td>
<td>→ /k/</td>
<td>/tiː/ “tea”, /kiː/ “key” → /kiː/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n,ŋ/</td>
<td>→ /ŋ/</td>
<td>/ana/ “conduct”, /aŋa/ “cave” → /aŋa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r,l/</td>
<td>→ /l/</td>
<td>/taro/ “taro”, /tatalo/ “prayer” → /(ta)talo/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2 Samoan $\emptyset$~C alternations and their historical development

In Samoan, $\emptyset$~C alternations are observed in a variety of suffixal contexts, listed in (39). Where thematic consonants surface in the examples, they are shown in boldface. Note that the suffix /-(C)i/ is non-productive and doesn’t have a clearly defined function; Mosel & Hovdhaugen (1992, p. 205) describe it as being used to derive words “with a more specific and narrow meaning”. For the rest of this chapter, I focus on just the **ergative suffix**, since it is the most productive of the suffixes in (39).

(39) **Samoan suffixes with thematic consonant alternations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Allomorphs</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominalizer</td>
<td>-ŋa, (C)aŋa</td>
<td>tafe/tafeŋa ‘to flow/current’ inu/inumaŋa ‘drink/draught’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ergative</td>
<td>-a, -ina, -(C)ia, -na</td>
<td>?ini/?initia ‘to pinch’ fuli/fulisia ‘to turn, roll over’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lex</td>
<td>= (C)i</td>
<td>sua/suati ‘uproot/dig up (violently)’ sulu/sului “dried banana-leaf”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensifier</td>
<td>-(C)aʔi</td>
<td>oso/osofaʔi “jump/attack” ufi/ufiaʔi “cover/covered”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ergative suffix has the allomorphs /-a/, /-ina/, /-ia/, /-Cia/, and /-na/, where ‘C’ can be one of consonants /f, m, t, s, l, ŋ,ʔ/. Examples of each allomorph are given in Table 4.1. The two vowel-initial allomorphs /-a/ and /-ina/ are the most frequent, and typically analyzed as the ‘default’ ergative allomorph. They are productively applied to derived words and loans, and the relative distribution of /-a/ and /-ina/ are decided by a combination of phonological factors (discussed in §4.1.3). Note that /-ia/, which is also a vowel-initial allomorph, is non-productive and relatively infrequent in Samoan. The /-Cia/ allomorphs (i.e. ones which preserve a thematic consonant) are also relatively infrequent and non-productive. Nevertheless, they still account for a substantial proportion of the lexicon; out of 527 stems that take the ergative suffix in Milner (1966), 34% (n = 179/527) have a thematic consonant.
As discussed above, thematic consonant alternations developed from the deletion of final consonants, a process which affected all languages in the Polynesian family. For example, POc *inum/inum-a became Proto-Polynesian *inu/inu-mia following the deletion of final *m. For words that have not undergone reanalysis, the suffix allomorph that surfaces should correspond to the final consonant in POc. This is demonstrated in Table 4.1, where each stem is also given with its POc protoform.

Assuming no reanalyses, stems that historically ended in vowels (and in some consonants, as summarized in Table 4.2 below) should take the vowel-initial suffixes /-a/, /-ia/, or /-ina/. Otherwise, the suffix that surfaces is of the form /-Cia/, where /C/ corresponds to are given with their corresponding forms. As a caveat, when the stem historically ended in *n, the suffix that surfaces is either /-ina/ or /-na/, where /-ina/ surfaces after [a]-final stems, and /-na/ surfaces elsewhere. Note that /-ina/ is homophonous with the default allomorph.

The Samoan ergative suffix descends from the Proto-Polynesian CIA suffix. Historical work suggests that allomorphy of this CIA suffix (between /-a/, /-ina/, /-na/, /-ia/, and /-Cia/) can be explained by regular sound changes between POc and Proto-Polynesian (PPn). These changes are summarized in (40); the reader is referred to Pawley (2001) for an overview discussion. In POc, the ergative was originally two suffixes: the short
transitive marker *-i followed by the third person pronominal clitic, which was variably realized as *-a or *-na (e.g. POc *kila-i-a ‘know it’ vs. *POc *tabu-i-na ‘to be banned’). Over time, the suffixes *-a and *-na ceased to be productive, resulting in the development of the Samoan ergative suffixes /-ia/ and /-ina/. Although the consensus is that *-i and *-a/na were separate suffixes in POc, there is some debate about the historic meaning of the second *-a/na suffix. I follow Churchward (1951) and Pawley (1966) in calling the POc *-a/na suffix a pronominal marker, but alternate hypotheses are discussed in Pawley (1966).

(40) Development of the Samoan ergative suffix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suff.</th>
<th>/ia/</th>
<th>/ina/</th>
<th>/a/</th>
<th>/Cia/</th>
<th>/ina/</th>
<th>/na/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POc</td>
<td>*pana-i-a</td>
<td>*tabu-i-na</td>
<td>*tari-i-a</td>
<td>*puat-i-a</td>
<td>*pulan-i-a</td>
<td>*talun-i-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>tali-a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pula-ina</td>
<td>talu-ina</td>
<td>MetathesisB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam.</td>
<td>fana-ia</td>
<td>tapu-ina</td>
<td>tali-a</td>
<td>fua-tia</td>
<td>pula-ina</td>
<td>talu-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘sit’</td>
<td>‘shoot’</td>
<td>‘wait’</td>
<td>‘bear fruit’</td>
<td>‘be bright’</td>
<td>‘forest’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. *i-deletion: *i is deleted after *i,*e. **Note:** Evans (2001) argues that deletion of *i happens after stems ending in all vowels other than *a, but Pawley (1962) proposes that the evidence for deletion after *o and *u is less conclusive, citing forms like [nofo-ia] (<*nofo) ‘to sit’, where *i is maintained after the back vowels.

B. Metathesis of *nia to *ina after *a

Additionally, the POc transitive *-i had phonologically conditioned allomorphy, and was deleted after stems ending in *i and *e (e.g. POc *kani-∅-a ‘eat it’ vs. *kila-i-a ‘know it’). Evans (2001) actually proposes that *i deleted after all non-*a vowels, but Pawley (2001) suggests that the evidence for deletion after *o and *u is less strong. Either way, *i-deletion derives the /a/ ergative allomorph.

Following *n-final POc words, the observed suffix allomorphs are /-ina/ and /-na/, rather than /nia/. /-ina/ arose by metathesis from pre-Polynesian *-nia, mainly when the verb base ended in *a. /-na/ likely also arose from metathesis of *-nia, followed
by deletion of the *i vowel (e.g. POC *aŋin-ia > *aŋiina > Samoan [aŋi-na] ‘blow’). Although, it should be noted that metathesis of *-nia was less consistent when the verb did not end in *a; for these words, /nia/ is the observed reflex in other Polynesian languages (e.g. Fijian, Niuean, Hawaiian).

Based on the historical developments described in (40), /-ia/ and /-a/ should have a phonologically predictable distribution, with /-a/ surfacing generally, and /-ia/ surfacing after [a]-final stems (and occasionally after [o]- and [u]-final stems). In Samoan, however, /-ina/ has generally been extended to the environments where /-ia/ would be expected to surface.

Finally, Table 4.2 summarizes the regular sound correspondences between POc and Samoan. Based on these, we can infer the ergative allomorph that should surface if no reanalysis had taken place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POC</th>
<th>PPn</th>
<th>Sam</th>
<th>Ergative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*p, *pw</td>
<td>*f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>fia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t, *j, *d</td>
<td>*t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>tia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*l, *r, *dr</td>
<td>*l, *r</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>lia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k, *g</td>
<td>*k</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?ia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*m</td>
<td>*m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>mia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n, *ñ</td>
<td>*n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>na, ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ŋ, *mw</td>
<td>*ŋ</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>ŋia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sia²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*c</td>
<td>*h</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>(in)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*q</td>
<td>*ʔ</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>(in)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*y, *R</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>(in)a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1POc also had phonemes *b/*bw and *w, whose Samoan reflexes are [p] and [v]. These are excluded here because they are not found word-finally in POc, and therefore never reflect as thematic consonants. ²POc *s became [s] in Futunan and Samoan, but [h] in other Polynesian languages.

Table 4.2: Samoan reflexes of POc final consonants
4.1.3 Distribution of /-a/ and /-ina/

Throughout the rest of this chapter, I refer to both /-a/ and /-ina/ as the ‘default’ ergative allomorph, originating from historically vowel-final stems. However, it should be noted that in Samoan, the relative distribution of /-a/ and /-ina/ is partially predictable from several factors: stem-final vowel, mora count, and prosodic shape. Although a complete analysis of the phonological conditioning of /-a/ and /-ina/ is not the focus of this chapter, this section will give an overview of these factors.

The data used here is 362 stem-ergative pairs taken from Milner (1966) and Pratt (1862/1893). Note that the ergative forms listed in Milner (1966) can differ from the stem in several ways, detailed in (41). First, as seen in (41a), some words undergo vowel shortening to avoid feet consisting of a long-vowel syllable plus a light syllable (Zuraw et al. 2014). This process of trochaic shortening (Hayes 1995) can result in vowel length alternations between stem and suffixed forms. Stems can also be reduplicated in the unsuffixed form, but not when suffixed as in (41b). The opposite can also be true, as in (41c). Finally, as demonstrated by (41d), the ergative may take a suffix, most commonly the causative /faʔa-/. In all of these cases, I code the prosodic shape and mora count based the base of suffixation in the ergative; for example, [faʔapito-a] is coded as having a 4-mora base.

(41) Stem-ergative pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stem</th>
<th>ergative</th>
<th>gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tusi</td>
<td>tusi-a</td>
<td>‘to write’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. itiiti</td>
<td>iti-a</td>
<td>‘little, reduced’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. eto</td>
<td>etoeto-ina</td>
<td>‘to lick’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. pito</td>
<td>faʔapito-a</td>
<td>‘to be next’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(41a) tusi tuːsi-a ‘to write’ (trochaic shortening)
(41b) itiiti iti-a ‘little, reduced’ (reduplication in stem)
(41c) eto etoeto-ina ‘to lick’ (reduplication in suffixed form)
(41d) pito faʔapito-a ‘to be next’ (prefix /faʔa-/)
The first tendency in the relative distribution of /-a/ and /-ina/ is quantity-sensitivity, such that longer words prefer /-ina/. This is seen in Fig. 4.1, which plots the relative frequency of /-a/ and /-ina/ by the mora count of the base. In words with five or more moras, the suffix is is exceptionlessly /-ina/.

![Figure 4.1: Distribution of /a/ and /ina/ by number of moras in base](image1)

Within words that are less than five moras, the relative preference for /-a/ or /-ina/ is correlated with identity of the final vowel and prosodic shape. As seen in Fig. 4.2, for these shorter words, /-a/ almost never follows [a]-final stems, while /-ina/ almost never

![Figure 4.2: Distribution of /-a/ and /-ina/ by stem-final vowel (<5 moras)](image2)
follows [i]-final stems. This pattern is near-exceptionless, but there are a few exceptions (e.g. [asa-a] ‘wave.ERG’, [tipi-ina] ‘cut.ERG’). This vowel conditioning effect can be explained as the combined pressures of OCP-vowel across morpheme boundaries (e.g. [asa-a] violates *a-a) and a constraint requiring that morphemes have some unique output exponent (e.g. [asaː] would violate such a constraint). de Lacy (2002) adopts a similar analysis for Māori, where passive suffix allomorphy is sensitive to similar constraints.

Finally, prosodic shape also matters; Fig. 4.3 shows the distribution of -a/ and /-ina/ by prosodic shape. This figure includes only the subset of forms that are under five moras and end in [e, o, u]; other stems are excluded because, for reasons discussed above, they have near-categorical behavior. H(eavy) refers to (C)V: syllables, L(ight) refers to (C)V syllables, and D(iphthong) refers to (C)VV syllables (where VV is one of /ai, au, ei, ou/).

The patterns that emerge are as follows: in stems of the shape D, LL, DLL, or HL, the preferred suffix allomorph is /-a/. Following H and LLL stems, the preferred suffix allomorph is /-ina/. For the LLLL stems, there is a roughly even split between /-a/ and /-ina/.

![Figure 4.3: Distribution of /-a/ and /-ina/ by word-prosody (<5 moras, final vowels /e, u, o/)](image)

H = (C)V; L = (C)V, D = (C)VV (where VV forms a licit diphthong)
4.2 Consonant OCP in stem phonotactics

In this section, I provide data showing that Samoan has a gradient dispreference for transvocalic homorganic consonants. In other words, there are effects of the Obligatory Contour Principle on place (OCP-place). Gradient OCP-place effects are well attested in the literature. These effects were first noted in modern linguistics by Greenberg (1950) and McCarthy (1988, 1994) for Arabic, and have since been substantiated by several empirical case studies, including: Muna (Coetzee & Pater 2008a,b), English (Berkley 1994, 2000a), Tigrinya (Buckley 1997), Japanese (Kawahara et al. 2006), and Chol (Gallagher & Coon 2009).

OCP effects have also been documented across multiple Polynesian languages (Krupa 1966, 1967, 1971). Alderete & Bradshaw (2013) conduct a detailed and comprehensive quantitative study of Samoan phonotactics and find gradient OCP-place effects. In particular, they find near-exceptionless OCP-place restrictions for labials (/p, f, v, m/, penalizing words such as *[fuma]). They also find a strong OCP-place effect for coronals that is sensitive to manner, such that OCP-place effects are stronger for coronals which share the same manner of articulation (e.g. *[nula] is marked because [n] and [l] are both coronal sonorants).

Alderete and Bradshaw’s results, while quite comprehensive, run into two potential methodological issues. First, they use Observed/Expected (O/E) as a metric for quantifying phonotactically over- or under-represented sequences. However, Wilson & Obdeyn (2009) show that this method is problematic because it cannot control for the confounding effect of interacting constraints. Additionally, Alderete and Bradshaw discuss but do not control for effects of pseudoreduplicants (i.e. forms like [lalaña] ‘plait, weave’, which may originally have been reduplicated but are now fossilized as a monomorphemic word). Reduplicated forms often do not adhere to the same phonotactic restrictions as other roots (Hayes & Jo 2020). Relatedly, there is a cross-linguistic tendency for identical syllables to be preferred over other syllables (aggressive reduplication; Zuraw 2002). It’s
therefore possible that forms like [lala] are better than [lila] even though both violate
coronal sonorant OCP; this could in turn obscure the effects of OCP-place for identical
segments.

With these points in mind, this section will confirm Alderete and Bradshaw’s results
using two datasets: one that is taken direction from Alderete & Bradshaw (2013) and
one without sequences of identical syllables (e.g. [papa], [ʔoʔo], [fafano]). In addition,
I adopt a MaxEnt phonotactic grammar (Hayes & Wilson 2008; Wilson & Obdeyn 2009)
instead of the O/E method.

4.2.1 Data and basic pattern

The data I use is taken from Alderete & Bradshaw (2013). Their list contains monomor-
phemic headwords from the Milner (1966) dictionary (i.e. unbound roots). Loanwords
and classificatory names (of animals, seafood, plants, etc.) were excluded, resulting in
a list of 1640 roots. I also compile a separate list with (pseudo-)reduplicated forms ex-
cluded; this list has 1,498 roots.

Figures 4.4 shows counts of all transvocalic consonant-consonant sequences (i.e. C1VC2)
in these data, where long vowels and diphthongs also count as an intervening V. Fig. 4.4a
uses Alderete and Bradshaw’s original root list, while Fig. 4.4b uses the smaller list with
reduplicants removed. C1-C2 combinations that never occur are labeled ‘0’, and frequent
ones (n>25) are labeled with their counts.

Qualitatively, we can observe trends consistent with those found by Alderete & Brad-
shaw (2013); there is a strong dispreference for labial-labial sequences and a dispreference
for coronal-coronal sequences which share the same manner of articulation (e.g. [s...t],
[n...l]). In 4.4a, OCP effects appear to hold for similar, but not identical segments. For
example, [v...p] is never attested, but [v...v] is relatively well-attested. However, this
effect is much weaker once we exclude reduplicated syllables, as seen in 4.4b. In general,
along the diagonal outlined in 4.4b, C1-C2 co-occurrences tend to be less frequent.
Additionally, [ŋ...m] and [ŋ...v] are never attested. This could be an accidental gap, and also in part be due to the fact that across Polynesian languages, labials are preferred in initial syllables while dorsal consonants are preferred in non-initial syllables (Krupa 1966).

4.2.2 A statistical model of OCP-place effects

Following Wilson & Obdeyn (2009), OCP-place effects are confirmed using a MaxEnt phonotactic grammar. This method allows for constraint interaction and can therefore control for the lexicon’s baseline (dis)preferences for each consonant (See Wilson & Obdeyn 2009 for a more in-depth discussion of the benefits of MaxEnt relative to the O/E method).

The input was all C1-C2 sequences extracted from the list of roots (after removing reduplicants). The constraint set includes singleton constraints penalizing each consonant in each position (e.g. *p/C1, *p/C2, *f/C1, *f/C2, etc.); these are used to control for the baseline frequency of each consonant. Additionally, I tested the OCP-place constraints listed in (42). Note that this phonotactic model has a relatively simplified input set and
constraint set, meant to clearly demonstrate the effects of OCP-place in Samoan stem phonotactics. In my modeling results in subsequent sections, I also construct a more nuanced phonotactic grammar using the UCLA Phonotactic Learner (Hayes & Wilson 2008).

(42) **OCP constraints**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Example violations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCP-place</td>
<td>pama, tasa, nata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-LAB</td>
<td>pama, pava, vama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-LAB-SON</td>
<td>mama, papa, pafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-COR</td>
<td>tasa, tasa, tala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-COR-SON</td>
<td>nala, lala, tasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-BACK</td>
<td>ŋaʔa, ʔaʔa, ŋaŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-BACK-SON</td>
<td>ŋaŋa, ʔaʔa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literature on OCP-place shows that crosslinguistically, OCP-place restrictions do not apply with equal strength to all sequences of homorganic consonants. Instead, there is often a stronger effect of OCP-place when two segments agree on one of more of a set of non-place features, referred to in the literature as *subsidiary features* (McCarthy 1988; Yip 1989; Padgett 1991a,b; Wilson & Obdeyn 2009). As such, I also tested for the effect of subsidiary features.

Following Coetzee & Pater (2008a), I implement multiple OCP-place constraints, each a combination of place (LABIAL, CORONAL, BACK) and subsidiary features (SONORANT, CONTINUANT, NASAL, VOICE). For example, OCP-COR-SON penalizes all homorganic sequences of coronals that also agree in [sonorant]; this includes sequences like [n...l] (where both segments are [+sonorant] and sequences like [t...s] (where both segments are [-sonorant]. The constraint set show in in (6) is narrowed down from this larger set of OCP-place constraints.

Note that /ʔ/ was historically *k, and that sound change of *k->ʔ occurred relatively recently, sometime between Proto-Polynesian and modern Samoan. Perhaps because of this, phonologically, /ʔ/ still patterns like a dorsal consonant. More importantly, /ʔ/ was
still conceivably realized as [k] during at least part of the reanalyses that resulted in the modern-day pattern. For these reasons, in my model implementation, I treat /ʔ/ and /ŋ/ as belonging to the same natural class, captured under the place feature BACK. Therefore, OCP-BACK penalizes sequences like [ŋ...ʔ].

Table 4.3 shows the constraint weights found by the model for each OCP-place constraint; constraints were tested for significance using the Likelihood Ratio Test, by comparing a maximal model (with all constraints included) against one with the target constraint excluded (Hayes et al. 2012). In the table, \( \Delta L \) shows the improvement in log-likelihood from adding the target constraint (a larger positive value indicates greater improvement in model fit).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>( w )</th>
<th>( \Delta L )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCP-place</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-LAB</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>0.0005***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-LAB-SON</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>n.s. (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-COR</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-COR-SON</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>34.76</td>
<td>7.56\times10^{-17}***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-BACK</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>0.002**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-BACK-SON</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: OCP constraint weights learned by the phonotactic model

Overall, I replicate Alderete and Bradshaw’s (2013) findings, and results are consistent with the qualitative observations from Fig. 4.4. First, the model learned a significant weight for OCP-LAB, showing a general dispreference for homorganic labials, regardless of manner of articulation. OCP-LAB-SON is non-significant, suggesting that for labials, subsidiary features have less influence.

For coronals, the general constraint OCP-COR is non-significant, but OCP-COR-SON is actually strongly significant; it has the highest weight out of the constraints tested, and led to the biggest improvement in log-likelihood. For dorsals, the opposite is true; OCP-DORS is significant, but OCP-DORS-SON is not.

Results confirm that transvocalic consonant OCP effects are active in Samoan root phonotactics. Consistent with the literature on OCP-place, I also find effects of subsidiary
features. Notably, existing work on OCP-place disagrees on how much the effect of subsidiary features should be allowed to vary across places of articulation. Coetzee & Pater (2008b) allow for the weights of subsidiary features to vary across place, while Wilson & Obdeyn (2009) and Frisch et al. (2004) both argue for more restrictive implementations.

A comprehensive comparison of these different theories is beyond the scope of the current study. However, it should be noted that the Samoan results appear to support Coetzee and Pater’s less restrictive approach, since the effect of SONORANT is different across places of articulations and much stronger for coronals.

4.2.3 OCP effects in Proto-Oceanic and Proto-Polynesian

Based on a crosslinguistic study of six languages, Krupa (1971) proposes that OCP-place is a general property of Polynesian languages. Other work, such as Mester (1986) and Coetzee & Pater (2008b), also suggests that OCP-place effects may be a general property of Austronesian languages. Samoan closely resembles Proto-Polynesian and has not undergone place-related sound changes with the exception of *k>*ʔ. This means that if OCP-place restrictions are active in modern Samoan, they were likely present (and therefore able to affect reanalysis) at an earlier stage of the language.

In fact, a survey of Proto-Polynesian (PPn) suggests that the same phonotactic restrictions present in Samoan already existed in an earlier stage of the language. To test for OCP-place effects in PPn, a corpus of PPn protoforms was collected from POLLEX (Greenhill & Clark 2011). This data was filtered to remove reduplicated forms and compounds. Words were also stripped of common affixes (e.g. *faa-, *faka ‘CAUSATIVE, *fe- ‘RECIproCAL’, *ma- ‘STATIVe’, *-Caŋa, *ŋa ‘NOMINALIZER’). The resulting corpus of 1645 PPn protoforms was used to produce Fig. 4.5, which shows consonant-consonant co-occurrences in PPn. For comparability with the Samoan data, consonants are grouped by their reflex in Samoan, rather than the actual PPn reconstructions.

The boxes frame regions where OCP-place effects were found for Samoan, and there-
Figure 4.5: Consonant-consonant co-occurrences in PPn

Therefore C1-C2 pairs are expected to be underrepresented. We can see that in general, the PPn distributions match the Samoan distribution.

This is confirmed using a MaxEnt model with the same structure as in §4.2.2 above. Again, OCP-place constraints were tested for significance using the Likelihood Ratio Test (Hayes et al. 2012). The results, given in Table 4.4, are consistent with the findings for the modern Samoan data. In particular, OCP-LAB, OCP-COR-SON, and OCP-BACK tested as significant, and these were the same three constraints found to be significant for Samoan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>ΔL</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCP-place</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>n.s. (0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-LAB</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>33.83</td>
<td>1.95×10^{-16}***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-LAB-SON</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>n.s. (0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-COR</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>n.s. (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-COR-SON</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>30.15</td>
<td>8.12×10^{-15}***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-BACK</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.005**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP-BACK-SON</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>n.s. (0.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: OCP constraint weights learned by the phonotactic model for PPn
Examination of POc, which represents an even earlier stage of the language, suggests that there might be a mismatch between the OCP-place effects found in Polynesian vs. in the Oceanic languages as a whole. This becomes important in the following section, as it results in a mismatch between stem phonotactics and cross-morpheme phonotactics in Polynesian languages such as Samoan; these mismatches become relevant when we look at patterns of thematic consonant reanalysis later on.

Fig. 4.6 shows consonant-consonant co-occurrences in POc, using data from the ACD (Blust & Trussel 2010). The right-hand figure shows the subset of all C1-C2 pairs after excluding word-final consonants; Proto-Polynesian (PPn) regularly lost all final consonants, so a C1-C2 set which excludes final consonants is likely a closer reflection of PPn stem phonotactics.

![Figure 4.6: Consonant-consonant co-occurrences in POc](image)

In the right-hand figure (with final consonants removed), OCP-place effects appear to be present. In the left-hand figure, which includes final consonants, there appears to be an effect of OCP-LABIAL, but not of the other OCP-place constraints. Taken together, these results suggest that in POc, OCP-place effects were present in earlier parts of the stem, but not when stem-final consonants were accounted for. The subsequent deletion of final consonants in PPn therefore resulted in stronger OCP-place effects.
Thematic consonants originate from POc final consonants. As such, it is conceivable that in Samoan (and other Polynesian languages), there would at some point have been a mismatch in the strength of OCP-place effects within stems and across morpheme boundaries (i.e. in suffixed forms where thematic consonants surface). In fact, this turns out to be the case. In the following section, I show that in an earlier stage of Samoan, there were thematic consonant alternations which violated OCP-place constraints. Over time, these forms were reanalyzed at a higher rate than thematic consonant alternations which did not violate OCP-place, demonstrating the effects of a markedness bias.

4.3 Reanalysis in Samoan

In this section, I present evidence for reanalysis in Samoan. Two types of data are compared: POc protoforms (representing thematic consonants before reanalysis) and modern Samoan stem-suffix pairs (representing the state of Samoan after reanalysis had occurred). §4.3.1 first presents the distribution of final stops in POc and predicted directions of reanalysis.

POc reconstructions are taken from the Austronesian Comparative Dictionary (ACD Blust & Trussel 2010). Protoforms were excluded if they had fewer than six cognates within Oceanic (i.e., not counting cognates from other Austronesian sub-families), resulting in a set of 1023 protoforms.

I also tested a separate, more restricted list of 279 protoforms, which were filtered to include only forms reflected in Samoan. The rest of this chapter will report results from the larger corpus, but note that similar results were found using this smaller set of protoforms.

Modern Samoan forms are taken from the Milner (1966) dictionary and supplemented with forms from Pratt (1862/1893). I focus on stem-ergative pairs, since of all the suffixes that trigger thematic consonant alternations, the ergative is the most productive and has more available forms. The resulting wordlist has 593 stem-suffix pairs.
4.3.1 Distribution of final consonants in POc

Since thematic consonants developed from POc final consonants, looking at the distribution of final consonants in POc can give us insight into the expected distribution of ergative allomorphs, before reanalysis had occurred. Table 4.5 shows the distribution of final consonants in POc and the expected ergative allomorph given this final consonant.

Around 68% of stems were either historically vowel-final, or ended in a consonant that was uniformly deleted by regular sound change (and therefore should not have thematic consonant alternations). More concretely, around 68% of words are expected to take one of the vowel-initial ergative allomorphs (/-a/ or /-ina/). This means that in a frequency-matching model, we should expect reanalysis towards /-a/ and /-ina/.

Table 4.5: Distribution of final consonants in POc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POC</th>
<th>Allomorph</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*vowel,*ʔ,*R,*y</td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*p</td>
<td>fia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*d,*l,*r</td>
<td>lia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*m</td>
<td>mia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n,*ɲ</td>
<td>na, ina</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ŋ</td>
<td>ŋia</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t</td>
<td>tia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k</td>
<td>ʔia</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.7 shows the expected distribution of ergative allomorphs by the immediately preceding consonant, based on data from POc. For ease of reading, vowel-final protoforms (corresponding to suffixes /a/ and /ina/) are ommitted. First, we can observe a strong effect of OCP-place for labials; where the preceding consonant is one of /p, f, v, m/, the expected ergative allomorph is never /fia/ or /mia/. In other words, forms like [lapa-fia] or [tama-mia] are never observed. For coronals and dorsals, the OCP-place effect is weaker. Most strikingly, forms of the type [ila-na], where preceding /l/ is followed by /-na/, are relatively frequent (n = 11).

If reanalysis is predictable from statistical distributions within a paradigm, we might
expect reanalysis to occur in a way that avoids labial-labial sequences, but not sequences of coronal sonorants.

4.3.2 Comparing POc and Samoan

In this section, I compare the distributional patterns of the thematic consonant in POc against modern Samoan data. This comparison provides indirect insight into the direction of reanalysis, where mismatches between POc and Samoan suggest that reanalysis has occurred in a way that is not fully predictable from frequency-matching models. The following section will then provide a form-by-form comparison of reanalysed that have actually been observed.

First, Fig. 4.8 compares the overall distribution of allomorphs in POc and Samoan. In general, the two are closely matched, as predicted by the frequency-matching approach to reanalysis. Note that the modern Samoan data may under-estimate the proportion of stems which take /-a/ and /-ina/, since loanwords and other innovative forms that are omitted from the data will generally take /-ina/. Additionally, Pratt (1862/1893) does
not list passive forms if they end in /-ina/. Even if this is the case, reanalysis would still be towards the majority variants, in line with frequency-based models.

Figure 4.8: Distribution of ergative allomorphs before and after reanalysis

Fig. 4.9 compares the distribution of ergative allomorphs in P Oc and Samoan by identity of the preceding segment; forms which take /-a/ and /-ina/ are omitted. Some distributional patterns present in P Oc are carried over to Samoan. For example, the effect of OCP-labial was exceptionless in P Oc, and this is carried over to modern Samoan. On the other hand, stems of the type [ilo-na] (where the suffix allomorph is [na], and the preceding consonant of the stem is [l]) are never attested in Samoan despite their relatively high frequency in the P Oc data.

I test whether [ilo-na] type stems are underrepresented in Samoan, given the P Oc distribution, using a Monte Carlo test of significance. First, for every P Oc protoform, I extracted the preceding consonant (C\text{prev}) and final consonant (i.e. thematic consonant, C\text{theme}). To limit the number of comparisons, consonants were then collapsed into natural classes based on combinations of place ([LABIAL, CORONAL, DORSAL]) and manner (sonorant vs. obstruent). For example, [COR,SON]-[DORS,SON] covers protoforms like *buliŋ (C\text{prev} = [l], C\text{theme} = [ŋ]) and *baniŋ ‘bait’ (C\text{prev} = [n], C\text{theme} = [ŋ]).

I then randomly recombined the extracted consonants to make new C\text{prev}-C\text{theme} pairs.
This process was repeated 10,000 times to produce the expected chance-level distribution of each $C_{prev}$-$C_{theme}$ pair in POc. The observed count of each $C_{prev}$-$C_{theme}$ pair in modern Samoan is then compared against this distribution.

The POc corpus has 1023 forms and the Samoan corpus has 593 stem-ergative pairs. Because the two sets of data differ in size, I scaled the Samoan $C_{prev}$-$C_{theme}$ counts by randomly sampling 1023 forms 10,000 times and taking the average count from all trials.

Fig. 4.10 demonstrates how interpret the Monte Carlo results. The interval shows the 95% confidence interval for [COR, SON]-[DORS, SON] pairs derived from the Monte Carlo test. It represents the expected distribution of data in POc, pre-reanalysis. The dot represents the actual attested counts in Samoan of stems where the ergative allomorph /-ŋia/ is preceded by a coronal sonorant. In this specific example, the Samoan count is larger than the 95% confidence interval, meaning that stems of the type [ina-ŋia] and [ila-ŋia] are over-attested in Samoan, given the historical POc distribution.

Fig. 4.11 visualizes the Monte Carlo results for the subset of $C_{prev}$-$C_{theme}$ pairs where at least one segment is a coronal sonorant. This figure essentially compares the expected distribution given POc against the observed counts in Samoan for these $C_{prev}$-$C_{theme}$ pairs. Most $C_{prev}$-$C_{theme}$ pairs are either over-attested or within the expected range given chance.
For each POc form, the most frequent reflex is shown in bold

LAB,OBS][COR,SON] pairs (e.g. [ipa-lia], [ifa-na]) are slightly underattested. Most strikingly, however, [COR,SON][COR,SON] pairs are highly under-attested.

Overall, comparison of POc and Samoan suggests that reanalysis is generally in the direction of the statistically most common variants (/a/, /-ina/). However, I propose that reanalysis is additionally sensitive to OCP-place effects. In particular, stems like [ino-lia]
and [ilo-na] are more likely to be reanalyzed because violate the markedness constraint OCP-COR-SON.

### 4.3.3 Direct evidence of reanalyses

In this section, I consider the subset of stem-ergative pairs which have known POc protoforms (n=147). These forms provide direct evidence for reanalyses that have occurred. Table 4.6 summarizes the proportion of forms that have undergone reanalysis based on what allomorph they would have taken historically. Fig. 4.12 visualizes this same data. Overall, results are consistent with the conclusions of the previous section.

In particular, reanalysis mostly is towards /-a/ and /-ina/ (labeled here as /-(in)a/). First, Samoan stems that are expected to take /-(in)a/ have undergone the least amount of reanalysis; just 8% of these have been reanalyzed. In contrast, for stems that historically took a /-Cia/ allomorph, there has been more extensive reanalysis. Finally, where reanalysis has occurred, it is most often towards /-(in)a/ rather than another allomorph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POc</th>
<th>Samoan</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>POc</th>
<th>Samoan</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(in)a (n=72)</td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>na (n=9)</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñia (n=8)</td>
<td>ñia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>sia (n=10)</td>
<td>sia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñia (n=9)</td>
<td>ñia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>tia (n=19)</td>
<td>tia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lia (n=9)</td>
<td>lia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>?ia (n=6)</td>
<td>?ia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mia (n=4)</td>
<td>mia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in)a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Summary of reanalyses (POc protoforms vs. Samoan reflexes)

Table 4.7 breaks down reanalysis involving /-lia/ and /-na/ forms by whether the
Figure 4.12: Summary of reanalyses (POc protoforms vs. Samoan reflexes)

stem has an immediately preceding /l/ or /n/. Again, where the expected allomorph given POc mismatches the modern Samoan one, reanalysis has occurred. Overall, results are consistent with the previous section. In all cases where the stem had a preceding /n/ or /l/, reanalysis occurred; this is true for both stems that were expected to take /-lia/ and ones expected to take /-na/. I argue that this is because words of the type /ina-lia/ and /ila-na/ violate OCP-COR-SON.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POc has /n,l/</th>
<th>Samoan</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lia yes</td>
<td>lia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[ana-lia] (&lt;*anal)(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[fono-tia] (&lt;*ponor, cf. *[fono-lia]) ‘hold meeting’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>lia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[tautau-lia] (&lt;*saur) ‘hang up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[fata-ina] (*pantar, cf. *[fata-lia]) ‘carry in bag’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na yes</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[ali-na] (&lt;*anlin)(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[talu-ina] (&lt;*talun, cf. *[talu-na]) ‘weed growth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[aŋi-na] (&lt;*haŋin) ‘to blow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[leːnifo-a] (&lt;*niron, cf. *[leːnifo-na]) ‘tooth’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Reanalyses of /lia/ and /na/

\(^a\)Hypothetical example (no real examples fall into this category)
4.3.4 Interim summary

Overall, the picture that emerges is similar to what was found for Malagasy, where a mismatch between stem phonotactics and morphophonological alternations was gradually removed over time. Modern Samoan has strong OCP-place effects, specifically of OCP-LABIAL, OCP-COR-SON, and OCP-BACK. In POc, effects of OCP-COR-SON, and OCP-BACK only emerged after omitting final consonants, suggesting that these constraints were not active in final consonants.

It is plausible that at some point in the history of Samoan following the loss of final consonants, OCP-place effects were active in stems, but there was a mismatch between stem phonotactics and thematic consonant alternations. Over time, markedness-sensitive reanalysis removed the OCP-violating alternations. In the following section, I show that markedness-biased models, specifically ones that incorporate OCP-place effects, outperform purely frequency-matching ones.

4.4 Modeling Samoan reanalysis

In this section, I test whether reanalysis of Samoan thematic consonants can be modeled as the combined effects of frequency and markedness, using the model outlined in Chapter 2. §4.4.1 and §4.4.2 describe aspects of the model implementation that are specific to Samoan and §4.4.3 presents model results.

In addition, §4.4.2 will introduce several different phonotactic models, which will then be compared on how well they predict the direction of reanalysis in Samoan. Malagasy (discussed in Chapter 3) had a relatively simple alternation pattern involving just two alternants for each environment. As a result, all phonotactic models performed equally well. Samoan, on the other hand, is a more complicated case where speakers, when given a stem, are forced to pick between many competing allomorphs. This allows us to test for more nuanced effects in how stem phonotactics influences reanalysis.
4.4.1 Choice of URs and inputs

As famously pointed out by Hale (1968, 1973), the Polynesian thematic consonant has two analyses: under the so-called phonological analysis, the thematic consonant belongs to the stem UR and is deleted in unsuffixed forms by a regular phonological rule of final consonant deletion. As shown in the third column of (43), this approach allows the ergative suffix to have one predictable allomorph. Under the second ‘morphological’ analysis, suffixes have multiple suppletive allomorphs and roots are marked for which ones they take. This approach, shown in the fourth column of (43), makes morphophonology more complex. On the other hand, stem URs are closer to their surface forms.

(43) URs under phonological vs. morphological analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRs</th>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>phonological</th>
<th>morphological</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[inu]~[inumia]</td>
<td>‘to drink’</td>
<td>/inum/+ /ia/</td>
<td>/inu/+ /mia/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ita]~[itaŋia]</td>
<td>‘to be angry’</td>
<td>/itaŋ/+ /ia/</td>
<td>/ita/+ /ŋia/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[piʔi]~[piʔitia]</td>
<td>‘to cling’</td>
<td>/piʔit/+ /ia/</td>
<td>/piʔi/+ /tia/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hale (1968, 1973) looked specifically at Māori and argued in support of the morphological analysis. Since then, there has been extensive debate about the status of thematic consonants, with some in favor of the phonological analysis (e.g. Sanders 1990; de Lacy 2002, 2003) and others in support of the morphological analysis (e.g. Blevins 1994; Lichtenberk 2001).

For Samoan (and Māori in the following chapter), I adopt the morphological analysis. The reasons, many of which follow from Hale’s analysis of Māori, are as follows: first, for the same stem, different thematic consonants may surface in different suffixal contexts. Some examples are given in (44) with the thematic consonant shown in boldface (and ∅ where no thematic consonant surfaces). This suggests that the thematic consonant underlyingly belongs to the suffix, rather than the stem.
(44) **Variation in thematic consonant across suffixal contexts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUFFIXED FORMS</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alofa</td>
<td>alofaŋia, alofaʔaŋa</td>
<td>'love, affection'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eʔe</td>
<td>eʔetia, eʔenaʔi</td>
<td>'be propped up/raised'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>auʔia, au∅aʔi</td>
<td>'flow on, continue'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tae</td>
<td>tae∅a, taeŋaʔi</td>
<td>'gather'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sua</td>
<td>sua∅ina, suatanja</td>
<td>'lever (up)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, some stems can take multiple allomorphs for the same suffixal context. In some cases, the meaning of the derived form will differ depending on the allomorph, as demonstrated in (45) for the stem [tuʔu].

(45) **[tuʔu] with different ergative suffix allomorphs**

- tuʔu-ina ‘give, grant’
- tuʔu-a ‘left, depart from, refuse’
- tuʔu-a ‘dismiss’
- tuʔu-na ‘leave behind’

An example of a model input and its corresponding candidates is given in (46). Essentially, the input is unsuffixed stems, while candidates take different suffix allomorphs. Because the thematic consonants are analyzed as belonging to the suffix, stems have a transparent UR that matches the SR.

(46) **Example of model input and candidates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>CANDIDATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[inu]~/inu/-ERG</td>
<td>inu(in)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inufia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inumia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inutia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inusia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inulia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inuŋia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inuʔia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Model inputs are 500 stems whose distribution reflect that of the POc protoforms. In selecting the model inputs, I also make several simplifying assumptions. For the suffixed form candidates, /-ina/ and /a/ are combined, since their relative historical distribution is unclear. Inputs are also pooled by the identity of the preceding consonant (/p,f,v,m,t,s,n,l,ŋ,ʔ/or ‘none’). I do not consider conditioning effects of stem shape or final vowel. Therefore, an input like /ino/ represents all stems where the preceding consonant is /n/.

Note that although I adopt the morphological approach, both the phonological and morphological approaches can be used to model reanalysis. Under the morphological approach, the learner’s goal is to pick between possible allomorphs. The choice between different allomorphs can be enforced using violable morpheme exponence constraints of the form ‘ERG = /tia/’, which demand a particular exponent for a particular morphological category (Russell 1995b; Kager 1996).

This is shown in the tableau in (47), which for illustrative purposes uses hand-fitted constraints and a simplified candidate set. In this tableau, ERG = /(in)a/ has a relatively high weight, reflecting its status as the most frequent (default) allomorph. Consequently, candidate (a) has the highest predicted probability. Exponence constraints can also interact with markedness constraints. In this example, OCP-COR-SON penalizes candidate (b), causing it to be assigned the lowest predicted probability.

(47) *Tableau: morpheme exponence constraints*
In contrast, under the phonological approach, the learner’s goal is to decide what a stem’s UR should be, given an incomplete paradigm. In other words, for a stem like [pili] ‘to be stuck’, if the learner has never heard a suffixed form, they must decide whether the stem UR is /pili/, /pilin/, /pilit/, etc. Although I do not adopt the phonological analysis, this process can be modeled using UR inference constraints (outlined in Chapter 2).

Tableau (48) illustrates what UR inference would look like for [pili]. In this model, the input is not phonological material, but rather is something like word meaning, encoded as morphosyntactic features and associated surface forms. The candidates are UR-SR pairs, and constraints enforce different SR-UR mappings. For example, [V#] requires that a final vowel be underlyingly /V/, and therefore penalizes candidates (b) and (c). Since the candidates are UR-SR pairs, they are also sensitive to surface markedness constraints. For example, candidate (b) violates OCP-COR-SON and is therefore assigned a lower predicted probability than the other candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ERG = /i/ a/</th>
<th>ERG = /a/</th>
<th>ERG = /tia/</th>
<th>OCP-COR-SON</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/pili-ERG/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. pili-a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. pili-na</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. pili-tia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.4.2 Implementing a phonotactic markedness bias

To implement markedness bias, I follow the steps schematized in Fig. 4.13. First, phonotactic grammars are trained on monomorphemic roots using the UCLA Phonotactic Learner (UCLAPL; Hayes & Wilson 2008). The UCLAPL is itself based in MaxEnt; it learns weights for phonotactic constraints and can be used to assign Harmony scores to words (where the higher the Harmony, the more phonotactically marked a word is). Using the grammar learned by the UCLAPL, I assign harmony scores to the candidate suffixed forms of the model of reanalysis. These harmony scores then become the constraint violations for a constraint USEPHONOTACTICS; this is the constraint that is given a bias towards high weight.

This single USEPHONOTACTICS constraint essentially aggregates all the constraints from the phonotactic grammar, while fixing their relative weights to be the same as they were in the phonotactic grammar. Using this method, markedness effects can be derived directly from root phonotactics, without the need to stipulate specific constraints.

The input to the phonotactic model is a corpus of 1645 PPn protoforms taken from POLLEX (Greenhill & Clark 2011); this is the same corpus used earlier in §4.2. As de-
Figure 4.13: Incorporating phonotactic markedness into morphophonological grammar described there, this corpus had polymorphemic items removed, and was modified to reflect the regular sound changes that have happened between PPN and Samoan. The model is also given a fairly standard feature set, with one major difference: each diphthong is represented as a single phoneme (with a main vowel and offglide), and diphthongs are distinguished from other vowels using the constraints [high_glide] and [back_glide], which specify the [back] and [high] features of the diphthong’s offglide. These constraints, while non-standard, are enough to distinguish between all vowel categories. There is also a feature [long], which separates short vowels ([−long]) from long vowels and diphthongs ([+long]).

The UCLAPL can discover its own constraints using a set of search heuristics, or it can learn weights on a set of pre-specified constraints. I trained the following four phonotactic models using the same corpus of 1645 roots used in §4.2:

1. **NATURAL CLASS MODEL:** This model was limited to learning 50 constraints and given no prespecified constraints. In addition, the model was given a consonant projection (which includes all [-syllabic] segments).
2. **OCP MODEL:** This model was given a set of prespecified constraints, consisting of all possible combinations of OCP-place constraints (OCP-LABIAL, OCP-CORONAL, and OCP-BACK) with the subsidiary features [sonorant], [voice], and [continuant]. Where constraints were redundant (i.e. targeted the exact same class of segments), one of the constraints was removed.

3. **OCP + HIATUS MODEL:** This model was given prespecified constraints, consisting of the same OCP constraints used in the above model, along with five hiatus-related constraints, given in (49). These constraints are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, but are included for two purposes: first, they are used to account for possible markedness effects incurred by the vowel-initial suffixes (/-ia/, /-a/, and /-ina/). Additionally, as a preview of the results in Chapter 6, vowel hiatus effects are found to be active in the reanalysis of Māori thematic consonants. Since Māori and Samoan have similar origins (both belonging to the Polynesian language family), the same effects are potentially active in Samoan.

4. **BIGRAM MODEL:** This model was given a set of prespecified constraints, consisting of all possible C1-C2 combinations.

(49) **Hiatus constraints**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Example penalized outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[+ long]</td>
<td>haː, tai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ syllabic][+ syllabic]</td>
<td>tia, tie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ word_boundary][+ syllabic]</td>
<td>aʔe, eva, ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ long][+ syllabic]</td>
<td>tia, tauaː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ syllabic][+ long]</td>
<td>tiai, teːaː</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four models are summarized in (50) by the number of parameters they each have, which is generally defined as the number of constraints. The OCP model has 19 constraints, but has one additional parameter to account for the restriction that constraints
must target C1...C2 pairs, where C1 and C2 share the same feature specifications. Notably, the OCP model has the fewest constraints and is also the most restrictive in terms of how constraints can be defined.

(50)  Summary: phonotactic grammar parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL CLASS</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP + HIATUS</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIGRAM</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These models are compared to help us gain insight into how speakers’ phonotactic knowledge can affect reanalysis. The NATURAL CLASS, OCP, and OCP + HIATUS models allow generalization to natural classes, while the BIGRAM model doesn’t. If the BIGRAM model outperforms the other models, this suggests that speakers are simply learning C1-C2 probabilities and applying this to resolve ambiguities in an alternation pattern.

On the other hand, if the NATURAL CLASS and OCP (+ HIATUS) models perform better, this suggests that speakers prefer to generalize patterns to natural classes. The OCP and OCP + HIATUS models are additionally more restrictive, in that they only allows for typologically-motivated constraints, rather than potentially arbitrary constraints learned over any natural class. If the OCP (+ HIATUS) models outperform the other models, this suggests that speakers do not pick up on any phonotactic regularity in the lexicon, but prefer to learn more well-motivated constraints.

4.4.3 Model specifications and results

All model results were averaged over 30 runs, and each model was run for 20 iterations. \( \sigma \) was set to 1 for all constraints.

In the markedness-biased models, the USEPHONOTACTICS constraint is given a \( \mu \) value of 3; \( \mu = 0 \) for all other constraints. These models are compared against a BASELINE
model where all constraints are given a \( \mu \) value of 0. For completeness, three baseline models were tested, each with an USEPHONOTACTICS constraint derived from one of the three phonotactic models. Since they all behaved very similarly (±1 in log-likelihood), the following model results show just the baseline model with an USEPHONOTACTICS constraint derived from the NATURAL CLASS phonotactic grammar.

Table 4.8 compares the log-likelihood of each model. The rightmost column (\( \Delta L \)) shows the change in log-likelihood of each model compared to the baseline. Overall, all four markedness-biased models outperform the BASELINE model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>( \Delta L )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE</td>
<td>-2448.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL CLASS</td>
<td>-2416.27</td>
<td>32.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP</td>
<td>-2385.00</td>
<td>63.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCP + Hiatus</td>
<td>-2383.20</td>
<td>65.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIGRAM</td>
<td>-2438.39</td>
<td>10.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Model results: log likelihood

Of the markedness-biased models, the BIGRAM model performs the worst, while the two models with OCP constraints do the best. This suggests that models which generalize to natural classes are better predictors of learner behavior. The OCP + HIATUS model does marginally better than the OCP model, but also has more constraints; the difference between the two models also comes out as non-significant in a Likelihood Ratio Test.

Notably, the NATURAL CLASS grammar is able to generalize to natural classes, but still does not perform as well as the OCP grammar. A closer inspection of the two (OCP vs. NATURAL CLASS) suggests that the NATURAL CLASS grammar learns constraints that are still not sufficiently general, especially for the coronal sonorants.

Based on the POc data, stems of the type [ino-na], [ino-lia], and [ilo-lia] are expected to be infrequent, but [ilo-na] stems were relatively frequent. Because of this, the NATURAL CLASS grammar does not learn a general OCP-coronal sonorant constraint, but instead learns the three separate constraints given in (51). The constraint *[^l...n] is assigned a relatively lower weight, so the model does not penalize [ilo-na] type words as heavily.
and under-predicts the rate at which they are reanalyzed. In contrast, the OCP model is forced to learn a more general OCP-COR-SON constraint, and therefore assigns a higher penalty to [ilo-na] type words.

(51) Constraints on coronal sonorant C1-C2 pairs in the NATURAL CLASS grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRAINT</th>
<th>CANDIDATES PENALIZED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[n...{l,s}]</td>
<td>1.26  ino-lia, ino-sia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[{l,n}...l]</td>
<td>0.93  ino-lia, ilo-lia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[l...n]</td>
<td>0.78  ilo-na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.14 compares predictions of the BASELINE and OCP models for stems with a preceding /l/ (i.e. inputs of the type [ilo]). For ease of interpretation, only a subset of candidates are included. For [ilo]-type stems, the biggest different between POc and Samoan is that Samoan has a much lower proportion of the candidate [ilo-na]. The baseline model is unable to predict this, while the OCP model can (since again [ilo-na] violates OCP-COR-SON).

Figure 4.14: Model predictions in stems with a preceding /l/
4.5 Chapter conclusion

Overall, results in this section complement the findings for Malagasy, where a model of reanalysis that incorporates a phonotactic markedness bias outperform purely frequency-matching models.

In this section, I also compared between three phonotactic models. All three models were based in the UCLAPL and designed to match statistical patterns in Samoan roots. However, the models differ in terms of the types of constraints that can be learned. The OCP model, which allows for generalization to natural classes but is also very restrictive about the possible range of constraints, actually performs the best. This suggests that while speakers draw on phonotactic knowledge when resolving ambiguities in paradigms, they do not pick up on all patterns, but instead are biased to pick up on more general patterns rooted in markedness motivations.
CHAPTER 5

Case study 3: Māori thematic consonants

Māori is a Polynesian language of the Nuclear Polynesian family, spoken in mainland New Zealand. Like Samoan, Māori has thematic consonant alternations. In Māori, thematic consonant alternations surface mostly in the passive suffix; like the Samoan ergative discussed in Chapter 4, the Māori passive also descends from the PPn CIA suffix. Other suffixes which historically carried the thematic consonant are either non-productive or only marginally productive.

In Samoan, the default allomorphs of the CIA suffix are the vowel-initial /-a/ and /-ina/. In Māori, however, the most common passive allomorphs are /-a/ and /-tia/. The shift towards /-tia/ as a productive allomorph is surprising because based on the historical distribution of final segments in POc, vowel-initial allomorphs should be the most frequent. In this chapter, I propose that reanalysis towards /-tia/ as a default alternant was motivated by markedness considerations. In particular, /-tia/ is adopted to avoid violation of two markedness constraints, *LONGNUCLEUS and NOONSET, which interact to penalize hiatus involving heavy syllables.

Section 5.1 introduces the Māori thematic consonant alternation pattern, with a focus on where it differs from the Samoan pattern discussed in Chapter 4. Section 5.2 presents evidence for hiatus avoidance in Māori and PPn stem phonotactics. Following this, Section 5.3 presents data on reanalysis in Māori and evidence for the effect of hiatus-related constraints on reanalysis. Section 5.4 presents modeling results which show that reanalysis towards /-tia/ can be predicted by a markedness bias rooted in stem phonotactics. Finally, §5.5 speculates on why Samoan and Māori may have undergone change towards
different default allomorphs, despite presumably starting with very similar phonological systems and stem phonotactics.

5.1 Background: Māori phonology

Māori, also known as te reo (‘the language’), is spoken by the Māori people of mainland New Zealand. The number of Māori speakers has declined rapidly since 1945, though rates of attrition have been slowed by language revitalization efforts (Jones 2012). The 2018 New Zealand census reported that about 186,000 people, or 4.0% of the New Zealand population, could hold a conversation in Māori (Stats NZ 2018). Notably, there are virtually no native speakers of Māori left, excluding some isolated regions. The Māori spoken by the majority of speakers is a second language learned from textbooks.

Māori falls into two major dialect groups, North Island and South Island, the latter of which is extinct (Biggs 1989). The North Island dialects generally have the same segmental phonology, but can further be divided into two dialect groups, Eastern and Western. Beyond this, the dialectal divisions of Māori are still not well understood (Biggs 1989).

Both Māori and Samoan belong to the Nuclear Polynesian language family. Their relationship is visualized in Fig. 5.1, which shows the standard subgrouping of Polynesian languages, with Samoan falling under Proto-Samoic-Outlier and Māori falling under Proto-Eastern-Polynesian (Pawley 1966, 1967; Green 1966).

More recent work has called for the revised subgrouping given in Fig. 5.2. Here, Tongic (Tongan and Niuean) remains the first group to have diverged from the other languages (Nuclear Polynesian). However, the Samoic-Outlier group is abandoned and instead, both Samoan and Māori fall under Proto-Ellician, with Māori being further sub-grouped under Proto-Eastern Polynesian (Wilson 1985, 2012; Marck 1996, 1999, 2000, etc.).

Māori has been documented in various work, starting with missionary documents in
the 19th century. William Williams’s (1844) *A Dictionary of the Maori Language* was the first complete dictionary of the Māori language. Since then, the dictionary has been revised multiple times, most recently as the 7th edition by Herbert Williams (1971). Other dictionaries include those by Biggs (2013), Ngata (1971), and Ryan (2012). Grammatical descriptions of Māori include Hohepa (1967), Biggs (1961), Bauer (1993, 1997), and Harlow (2007). As described in Chapter 4, the historical subgrouping of Polynesian lan-
guages has also been studied in detail (e.g. Dempwolff 1929; Pawley 1966, 1967; Clark 1973; Greenhill & Clark 2011).

The Māori passive in particular has received much theoretical attention, and is the focus of most debates around the Polynesian thematic consonants. This body of work includes: Hohepa (1967), Hale (1968, 1973), McCarthy (1981), Sanders (1990, 1991), Blevins (1994), Kibre (1998), de Lacy (2003), and Jones (2008). The focus of these studies have generally been on the representation of thematic consonants in synchronic Māori, so the patterns of reanalysis in Māori thematic consonants are still not well understood.

In the rest of this chapter, basic descriptive facts about Māori phonology will be taken from Harlow (2007). Additionally, I draw on Hale (1973), Blevins (1994), and de Lacy (2003) for generalizations about the synchronic distribution of passive allomorphs in Māori. Finally, all examples come from the Williams 7th edition dictionary (Williams 1971), which covers a range of North Island dialects, but is primarily based off of speakers from Ngāpuhi, which falls under the Western dialect region.

5.1.1 Phoneme inventory and phonotactics

Māori has a (C)V(V) syllable structure; codas and final consonants are not allowed, and the rhyme can be either a short vowel, long vowel, or diphthong. Vowels hiatus is also allowed (e.g. [ta:no:a] ‘to belittle’). The status of stress in Māori is controversial and speakers do not have strong stress judgments (Harlow 2007), but most analyses agree that stress is assigned on the leftmost heavy syllable (where a heavy syllable has a diphthong or long vowel nucleus). Otherwise, all else being equal, stress is assigned on the leftmost syllable.

Māori has five phonemic vowel qualities /a e i o u/, all of which contrast in length. Additionally, diphthongs are any sequence of two vowels where the second vowel is higher (/ai, ae, ao, au, ei, eu, oi, ou/). In some dialects, vowel sequences of equal sonority (e.g. [eo], [ui]) also count as diphthongs (Harlow 2007; de Lacy 2003). Other vowel sequences
(e.g., [oa]) form separate syllables.

The Māori consonant inventory is given in (52). Note that /w/ is contrastive with /u/, as evidenced by minimal pairs like [uara] ‘desire, value’ and [wara] ‘murmur’. The labial fricative phoneme is written as /f/ here, but has variable phonetic realization, and is typically realized as [f] or [ϕ]. Finally, the alveolar tap phoneme /ɾ/ is written as <r> throughout the rest of this chapter.

In terms of stem phonotactics, there are several restrictions motivated by local rounding dissimilation. First, the sequences /fo, fu, wo, wu/ (i.e. labial consonants before round vowels) only exist in a few English borrowings. Similarly, /uo/ sequences are never observed except in a few borrowings (Harlow 2007).

(52)    **Māori consonant inventory**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABIAL</th>
<th>ALVEOLAR</th>
<th>VELAR</th>
<th>GLOTTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f(∼Φ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r &lt;ɾ&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.2 The Māori passive and thematic consonant alternations

In Māori, thematic consonant alternations are observed in two suffixes, the nominative (-ŋa, -Caŋa/) and the passive. Because the nominative suffix is less frequent and not fully productive, I focus on the passive suffix.

The passive suffix has allomorphs /-a/, /-ia/, /-Cia/, /-ina/, and /-na/. The Williams dictionary (1971) contains occurrences of the following /Cia/ passive allomorphs: /-hia, -kia, -mia, -nia, -ria, -tia/; examples of each are given in Table 5.1. Of all the passive allomorphs, /-a/ and /-tia/ are the most frequent and often analyzed as the ‘default’
passives. Note also that in some dialects of Māori, the default allomorph is /-hia/ instead of /-tia/ (Blevins 1994).

de Lacy (2003) analyzes the distribution of /-a/, /-ia/, and /-tia/ as phonologically predictable, and Jones (2008) similarly finds that their distribution correlates with factors such as identity of the stem-final vowel and prosodic shape of the stem. However, as will be discussed in §5.3, /-tia/ is often observed where we might instead expect /-ia/.

Three other allomorphs, /-hina, -fia, -nia/, are extremely rare and were each observed for 1-2 words. In all cases, the stems were also listed with variants that took regularly occurring allomorphs (e.g. [roko-hina]~[roko-hia] ‘to be found’).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>allomorph</th>
<th>stem</th>
<th>suffixed</th>
<th>POc</th>
<th>gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a/ia</td>
<td>fao</td>
<td>fao-a</td>
<td>*paRo</td>
<td>perforate, chisel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pa:</td>
<td>pa-ia</td>
<td>*paRa</td>
<td>'stockade'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mia</td>
<td>inu</td>
<td>inu-mia</td>
<td>*inum</td>
<td>‘to drink’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tia</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ai-tia</td>
<td>*qait</td>
<td>‘to copulate’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na/ina</td>
<td>anji</td>
<td>anji-na</td>
<td>*qatin</td>
<td>‘to blow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uta</td>
<td>uta-ina</td>
<td>*qutan</td>
<td>‘interior, inland’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ria</td>
<td>matakū</td>
<td>matakū-ria</td>
<td>*matakut</td>
<td>‘to be feared’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kia</td>
<td>rere</td>
<td>rere-kaia</td>
<td>*rere</td>
<td>‘carried by wind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njia</td>
<td>ku:</td>
<td>ku-njia</td>
<td>*guRuŋ</td>
<td>‘to coo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hia</td>
<td>motu</td>
<td>motu-hia</td>
<td>*motus</td>
<td>‘to separate’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these forms, this POc final consonant actually does *not* match the modern one, indicating reanalysis.

Table 5.1: Passive suffix allomorphy in Maori

The passive suffix descends from the Proto-Polynesian CIA suffix. Allomorphy of this CIA suffix (between /-a/, /-ia/, /-ina/, /-na/, /-Cia/) dates back to regular sound changes between POc and PPN (Pawley 1962; Evans 2001); these changes were introduced in Chapter 4, but are given again here and summarized in (53).

In POc, the ergative was originally two suffixes: the short transitive marker *-i followed by the third person pronominal clitic, which was realized as *-a and sometimes *-na (e.g. POc *kila-i-a ‘know it’). When *-a/-na ceased to be productive, the suffixes were reanalyzed as a single unit *ia/ina, corresponding to the Māori passive. In Māori, /-ina/ is relatively infrequent and observed mostly as a reflex of POc stems that ended in
Additionally, the POc transitive *-i had phonologically conditioned allomorphy, and was deleted after stems ending in *i and *e (e.g. POc *kani-∅-a ‘eat it’ vs. *kila-i-a ‘know it’). *i is potentially also deleted after *o and *u (Pawley 2001), but the evidence for this is less clear. Either way, *i-deletion derives the -/a/ passive allomorph, which regularly surfaces after most historically vowel-final stems.

Following *n-final POc words, the observed suffix allomorphs are -/ina/ and -/na/, rather than /nia/. -/ina/ arose by metathesis from pre-Polynesian *-nia, mainly when the verb base ended in *a. -/na/ likely also arose by metathesis of *-nia to *ina, followed by deletion of the *i vowel.

Following *n-final POc words, the observed suffix allomorphs are -/ina/ and -/na/, rather than /nia/. -/ina/ arose by metathesis from pre-Polynesian *-nia, mainly when the verb base ended in *a. -/na/ likely also arose by metathesis of *-nia to *ina, followed by deletion of the *i vowel.

(53) **Development of Māori ergative suffix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suff.</th>
<th>/ia/</th>
<th>/a/</th>
<th>/Cia/</th>
<th>/ina/</th>
<th>/na/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POc</td>
<td>*nofo-i-a</td>
<td>*tari-i-a</td>
<td>*bikit-i-a</td>
<td>*koran-i-a</td>
<td>*ajin-i-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>talia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>koraina</td>
<td>anjiina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao.</td>
<td>noho-ia</td>
<td>(ta)tari-a</td>
<td>piki-tia</td>
<td>(faka)kora-ina</td>
<td>anji-na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. *i-deletion: *i is deleted after *i,*e. **Note:** Evans (2001) argues that deletion of *i happens after stems ending in all vowels other than *a, but Pawley (2001) proposes that the evidence for deletion after *o and *u is less conclusive, citing forms like [nofo-ia] (<*nofo) ‘to sit’, where *i is maintained after the back vowels.

B. Metathesis of *nia to *ina after *a

In summary, PPn *-a, *-ia and *-ina correspond to stems that were vowel-final in POc, with the additional wrinkle that *-ina is homophonous with the allomorph that occurs after stems ending in *an. In Samoan, -/a/ and -/ina/ were passed down and are the productive allomorphs of the ergative suffix, while -/ia/ is relatively rare. In contrast, for Māori, of the allomorphs corresponding to vowel-final stems, -/a/ and -/ia/ are observed while -/ina/ is relatively uncommon.
Table 5.2 summarizes the regular sound correspondences between POc and Māori. Based on these, we can infer the passive allomorph that should surface based on the POc final segment. Notably, POc stems ending in *p, *pw, and *s are all expected to take */-hia/ in Māori as a result of two sound changes. First, PPn *s became Māori [h] in all environments. The changes that affected PPn *f (i.e. POc *p/pw) are more complicated; in general, *f stayed as [f] word-initially before rounded vowels ([u, o]), and changed to [h] elsewhere. Based on this distribution, stem-final *f, which is intervocalic in suffixed forms, should reflect as */-hia/. However, Harlow (2007) notes that there is some variation in how PPn *f is reflected, where [h] is sometimes observed in the environments where [f] should surface and vice-versa. In modern Māori, */-fia/ is almost never observed (N = 2), so I assume that stem-final PPn *f always reflects as */-hia/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POc</th>
<th>PPn</th>
<th>Mao</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*p, *pw</td>
<td>*f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>hia²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t, *j, *d</td>
<td>*t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>tia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*l, *r, *dr</td>
<td>*l, *r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>ria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k, *g</td>
<td>*k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>kia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*m</td>
<td>*m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>mia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n, *ñ</td>
<td>*n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>na, ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ŋ, *mw</td>
<td>*ŋ</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>ŋia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s</td>
<td>*s</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>hia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*c</td>
<td>*h</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>(i)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*q</td>
<td>*ʔ</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>(i)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*y, *R</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>(i)a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1POc *b/*bw and *w, whose Māori reflexes are [p] and [w], are excluded here because they are not found word-finally in POc, and therefore never reflect as thematic consonants.
2In Māori, PPn *p generally became [f] word-initially before unrounded vowels, and [h] elsewhere.

Table 5.2: Māori reflexes of POc final consonants

5.1.3 Predictable allomorphy

Although the Māori passive has many allomorphs, the relative distribution of some of them is phonologically predictable. In this section, I discuss these generalizations, drawing on de Lacy’s (2003) analysis of the Māori passive. All generalizations are based on
a set of 1167 stem-passive pairs (de Lacy, p.c.), which are primarily sourced from the Williams 7th edition dictionary and supplemented with data from de Lacy’s fieldwork with the Ngāti Pōrou and Ngāti Awa tribes (who speak North Island dialects).

First, the relative distribution of /-na/ and /-ina/ is predictable, with /-ina/ surfacing after [a]-final stems and /-na/ surfacing elsewhere (e.g. [tipako-na] ‘to select’ vs. [kata-ina] ‘to laugh at’). Of the 80 stems that take either /-na/ or /-ina/, there is only one exception to this generalization, [eke]∼[eke-ina] ‘to climb’ (cf. *[eke-na]).

The relative distribution of /-a/ and /-ia/ is also mostly predictable, with /-ia/ surfacing after [a]-final stems and /-a/ surfacing elsewhere (e.g. [apu-a] ‘cover’ vs. [tapa-ia] ‘recite’). As noted above, this distribution is thought to date back to allomorphy already present in POc (Evans 2001; Pawley 2001). de Lacy (2002, 2003) analyzes the distribution of /-a/ vs. /-ia/ as motivated by a constraint *OCP-V, which penalizes adjacent identical vowels across morpheme boundaries.

Around 5.6% of stems that take /-ia/ or /-a/ (n = 30/534) do not follow this generalization; as seen in Fig. 5.3 below, most exceptions involve stems of the type [uŋa]∼[uŋa-a] ‘to send’, where an [a]-final stem is followed by the passive allomorph /-a/.

Figure 5.3: Distribution of /-a/ and /-ia/ by stem-final vowel
5.1.4 Distribution of \(-(i)a/\ and \/-tia/\n
The relative distribution of \(-(i)a/\ and \/-tia/\ is partially predictable from several phonological factors (that are incidentally similar to the ones present in Samoan suffix allomorphy): identity of the stem-final vowel, quantity, and prosodic shape. A formal analysis of these patterns is given in de Lacy (2003). In this section, I take a different approach and focus on surface distributions, where they might be relevant to reanalysis.

First, as already discussed in the previous section, the distribution of \/-a/\ and \/-ia/\ is predictable from the identity of the stem-final vowel, in a way that is transparently motivated by an OCP-V constraint. Additionally, as noted by Blevins (1994), the passive which surfaces is sensitive to the quantity of the base of suffixation. Fig. 5.4 shows the distribution of suffixes by the number of moras in the base. As a word increases in length, the tendency to take \/-tia/\ as a suffix also increases. The corpus I use does not include recent borrowings, but Blevins (1994) further notes that in longer loanwords, \/-tia/\ is always the suffix that surfaces.

![Figure 5.4: Distribution of \/-a/, \/-ia/, and \/-tia/\ by number of moras in stem]

Finally, prosodic shape influences the passive which surfaces. Fig. 5.5 shows the distribution of \/-a/, \/-ia/, and \/-tia/\ by prosodic shape. This figure includes the subset of forms that are under five moras. H(eavy) syllables have a long vowel or diphthong
nucleus, while light syllables have short vowel nuclei. Additionally, [a]-final stems are presented separately because they behave differently from other stems; that is, they take /-ia/ instead of /-a/ due to avoidance of OCP-V.

For the [a]-final stems, there is a generally greater tendency to take /-tia/ instead of /-ia/. Notably, analyses of passive allomorphy in Māori generally predict that all bimoraic stems (i.e. H and LL stems) should take /-a/ or /-ia/ as the passive suffix. We also see some difference between the [a]-final stems and other stems; when a bimoraic stem is [a]-final, it is slightly more likely to take /-tia/.

For the longer stems (i.e. 3+ moras), there is more variation in the suffix that is selected. This could be because most longer words are either prefixed or reduplicated, but there is lexical variation in whether this extra morphological material is fossilized (and analyzed as belonging in the same prosodic word as the root), or still parsed into separate morphemes (belonging to separate prosodic words).

![Figure 5.5: Distribution of /-(i)a/ and /-tia/ by prosodic shape](image)

Note that de Lacy (2003) treats stems which take a /-Cia/ allomorph as underlyingly consonant-final (e.g. [inum]~[inumia] /inum-ia/ ‘to drink’). Under this analysis (which recapitulates the historical development of thematic consonants), consonant-final stems
always take a predictable passive allomorph /-ia/. However, if we consider forms that take a /-Cia/ allomorph, it turns out that their distribution is asymmetrical.

Fig. 5.6 shows the distribution of /-(i)a/, /-tia/, and /-Cia/ by prosodic shape; it is essentially the same figure as Fig. 5.5, with the addition of /-Cia/ (where /-Cia/ is any allomorph beginning with a consonant other than /t/). In the bimoraic forms, there is a discrepancy between the [a]-final stems and other stems, where [a]-final stems are more likely to take /-Cia/ compared to other stems. Overall, [a]-final stems generally take a higher proportion of consonant-initial passive allomorphs, including both /-tia/ and other /-Cia/ allomorphs. This point becomes important in §5.3 below.

5.1.5 OCP-place avoidance and /-tia/

Recall that in Samoan, the distribution of /-Cia/ allomorphs was conditioned by OCP-place constraints. In particular, there was a strong effect of OCP-COR-SON, which penalizes sequences of coronals that share the same sonorancy specification (e.g. *[ranu] and *[tatu], but not [tanu]).

/-tia/ has a much more general distribution in Māori than in Samoan. Despite this, the
distribution of /-tia/ in Māori appears to be somewhat sensitive to OCP-place restrictions. In particular, /-tia/ occurs at a lower proportion when the nearest preceding consonant is a /t/; Māori does not have /s/ owing to the historical change of PPn*s > [h], so /t/ is the only consonant that could trigger OCP-COR-SON effects when the passive allomorph is /-tia/.

This OCP-COR-SON effect is demonstrated in Fig. 5.7. The leftmost subfigure shows the proportion of passive allomorphs in the lexicon, separated by whether or not the nearest preceding consonant is /t/. When the stem has a preceding /t/, /-tia/ occurs at a lower proportion.

Importantly, /-tia/ is less frequent specifically when the preceding consonant is /t/, and not just when the stem contains any preceding consonant. To demonstrate this, two other subfigures are shown in Fig. 5.7; these respectively group stems by whether they have a preceding coronal sonorant (/n, r/) , and whether they have a preceding labial (/p, f, m, w/). In both figures, the proportion of stems that take /-tia/ is relatively uniform regardless of the preceding consonant.

Figure 5.7: Distribution of /-(i)a/, /-tia/, and /-Cia/ by preceding consonant of stem
5.2 Stem phonotactics

In this section, I discuss the stem phonotactics argued to be the basis of reanalysis in Māori. As a preview, Māori is shown to have a dispreference for vowel hiatus, particularly when hiatus involves long vowels and diphthongs. I argue that this pattern can be explained as the cumulative effect of two constraints, which respectively penalize vowel hiatus and heavy syllables (i.e. ones with long vowels or diphthongs).

5.2.1 Vowel hiatus and correption

The examples in (54) demonstrate how constraints against hiatus and heavy syllables can motivate reanalysis towards /-tia/ (or more generally any consonant-initial allomorph). For now, I use *HIATUS to penalize vowel hiatus, and *LONGNUCLEUS (henceforth *LONGNUC) to penalize long vowels and diphthongs; options for how to enforce hiatus are discussed below.

When an [a]-final stem takes passive /-a/, the resulting stem, exemplified by (54c), violates OCP-V. Violations of OCP-V are very rare in Māori, and this option is presumably the most marked. This leaves us with the other three possibilities.

When an [a]-final stem takes /-ia/ as the passive allomorph, the resulting suffixed form violates both *HIATUS and *LONGNUC; an example of this is given in (54a). Note that in words like /faka-ia/, the resulting /a-i/ sequence is syllabified together as a diphthong (i.e. [fa.kai.a], not *[faka.i.a]) (de Lacy 2003; Harlow 2007). In contrast, [a]-final stems which take /-tia/ violate *HIATUS but not *LONGNUC; all other /-Cia/ allomorphs would have the same violation profile as /-tia/. In (54d), the stem which takes /-ina/ avoids violations of *HIATUS. However, the resulting suffixed form has a diphthong [ai], and therefore incurs a violation of *LONGNUC. Importantly, because stems which take /-ia/ violate both *HIATUS and *LONGNUC, they are more marked than stems that take either /-ina/ or /-tia/.
Hiatus in passive forms of [a]-final stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUFFIXED</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>MARKEDNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/STEM-tia/</td>
<td>[wa.ha]</td>
<td>[wa.ha.ti.a]</td>
<td>‘raise up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/STEM-ia/</td>
<td>[ho.ka]</td>
<td>[ho.kai.a]</td>
<td>‘run out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/STEM-a/</td>
<td>[pa.na]</td>
<td>[pa.na.a]</td>
<td>‘expel’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/STEM-in-a/</td>
<td>[ka.ta]</td>
<td>[ka.ta.i.na]</td>
<td>‘laugh at’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In stems that are not [a]-final, the allomorph that surfaces is typically /-a/ rather than /-ia/. As demonstrated in (55), this means that all suffixed forms incur a violation of *HIATUS. All else being equal, there isn’t a markedness motivation to prefer one allomorph over another. These generalizations, taken together, mean that if reanalysis is motivated by *HIATUS and *LONGNUC, it should target the [a]-final stems that take /-ia/. As discussed in the following section, this turns out to be the case.

Hiatus in passive forms of stems that do not end in /a/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUFFIXED</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>MARKEDNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/STEM-a/</td>
<td>[pe.pe]</td>
<td>[pe.pe.a]</td>
<td>‘to flutter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/STEM-tia/</td>
<td>[pi.ki]</td>
<td>[pi.ki.ti.a]</td>
<td>‘downwards’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The marked status of vowel hiatus is well-substantiated. Hiatus avoidance is widespread (e.g. Casali 1997; Siptár 2003), and often argued to be aimed at removing onsetless syllables (Blevins 1995). In Optimality Theory, hiatus avoidance is typically enforced with a constraint NOONSET (McCarthy & Prince 1993, 34-37).

Hiatus specifically involving long vowels (in this case VV.V sequences) is less well-understood than general hiatus effects, but there is some evidence that VV.V hiatus behaves differently from hiatus of two short vowels. In particular, coreption, or the pre-vocalic shortening of long vowels, has been observed in various languages like Latin (Mester 1994), Greek (Sihler 1995, 74), Hungarian (Siptár & Tőrkenczy 2000, 125-128), Korean (Kim 2000, 61-64), and Kikamba (Roberts-Kohno 2000). Coreption is also well-attested in poetic meter (e.g. Kiparsky 1989; Clapp 1906; Hanson 2001; Gunkel & Ryan 2011).
There is also cross-linguistic evidence for the markedness of long vowels and diphthongs. Diphthongs, in particular, are representationally complex and face conflicting demands between maximizing perceptual distinctiveness and minimizing articulatory effort (Minkova & Stockwell 2003; Flemming 2004; Petersen 2016).

As mentioned above, I argue that for Māori, the dispreference for VV.V sequences can be modeled as the cumulative effect of two intersecting constraints, a constraint against long vowels/diphthongs, and a constraint against hiatus. The following section uses a quantitative account of Māori stem phonotactics to substantiate this claim.

5.2.2 Hiatus avoidance and *LONGNUC in Māori phonotactics

Generalizations made in this section are all based on 7430 headwords taken from the Williams 6th edition dictionary (Williams 1957). In pre-processing, forms were removed if they took one of the common prefixes (/kai-/ ‘agentive noun’, /ma-/ ‘adjective’, /faka-/ ‘causative’, /tua-/ ‘ordinal’), if they were reduplicated, or if they were clearly compounded. Patterns were also confirmed separately with a list of 1000 frequent words taken from the Ministry of Education (Te Kete Ipurangi). This list was based on two Māori corpora: the Corpus of Māori Texts for Children, compiled by Huia Publishers, and the Māori Broadcast Corpus (MBC; Boyce 2006).

Table 5.3 shows the distribution of vowel nuclei in the Williams corpus. Monophthongs account for almost 90% of the lexicon and are evidently much more frequent than both long vowels and diphthongs. This general dispreference for long vowels and diphthongs can be enforced using the constraint *LONGNUC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monophthong</td>
<td>6047</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long vowel</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthong</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Distribution of vowel nuclei in the Williams corpus

Fig. 5.8 shows the distribution of syllable-syllable pairs in Māori (using the Williams
corpus), and in particular demonstrates the effects of both *LONGNUC and the dispreference for hiatus. Forms are grouped by whether syllables were light (V) or heavy (VV), and by whether or not there was vowel hiatus at the syllable boundary. For example, [ke.a] ‘phlegm’ contains a V.V sequence, while [a:he.a] has both a VV.CV sequence and a V.V sequence. Both diphthongs and long vowels are represented as VV.

![Figure 5.8: Counts of syllable-syllable combinations in the Williams dictionary](image)

One clear pattern that can be observed here is the dispreference for hiatus; syllable-syllable sequences with hiatus (shown in the left-hand figure) are overall much lower in frequency. Within each figure, we also see that syllable-syllable sequences which include long nuclei are generally dispreferred. This pattern is observed for both the ‘hiatus’ and ‘no hiatus’ conditions, suggesting that it may be an effect of the generally low frequency of VV syllables.

Interestingly, V.(C)VV sequences (i.e. short vowels followed by long vowels) are also lower in frequency than VV.(C)V sequences. This pattern is observed in both the ‘hiatus’ and ‘no hiatus’ conditions, suggesting that it is not specific to hiatus. Nevertheless, it should be noted that dispreference for V.VV relative to VV.V sequences is typologically unusual, as in the literature, a dispreference for VV.V (motivating correction) is more well-attested.

These patterns are once again confirmed using a MaxEnt phonotactic model, following
the procedure laid out by Wilson & Obdeyn (2009). The phonotactic grammar shown here is relatively simple and aimed at illustrating the effect of hiatus and syllable weight in Māori phonotactics. Subsequent modeling results (§5.4.2) are based on a more nuanced phonotactic grammar that accounts for other constraints (Hayes & Wilson 2008).

Model input counts were derived from the same corpus of 7430 headwords used above, taken from the Williams 6th edition dictionary. Words with five or more syllables were excluded, leaving 6939 items. Additionally, inputs were simplified to reflect only their syllable structure. For example, a stem like [apai] is coded as ‘V.CV.V’. The input was all possible stem shapes with four or less syllables, where each syllable can vary in terms of whether it has an onset (C vs. ∅), and whether it has a heavy or light nucleus (V vs. VV).

The constraint set includes singleton constraints penalizing each nucleus type (i.e. *SHORTNUC and *LONGNUC). Additionally, I tested four constraints for hiatus: *HIATUS, NOONSET, *VV-V, and *V-VV. As discussed above, hiatus is often argued to be motivated by avoidance of onsetless syllables. To see whether this is the case for Māori, I test both HIATUS and NOONSET.

*VV-V targets the environment for correction, while *V-VV targets the opposite hiatus environment. I also include two constraints *VV-(C)V and *V-(c)VV which penalize the respective syllable-syllable combinations in both hiatus and non-hiatus environments. These constraints are included because, as seen in Fig. 5.8, V.(C)V sequences appear to be dispreferred regardless of whether or not there is hiatus.

Finally, longer words are generally less frequent than shorter words. The model could learn spuriously high weights for *SHORTNUC and *LONGNUC to account for the lower frequency of long words. To prevent this, a constraint *STRUC-µ is included; this constraint assigns a violation for every mora in a word, and therefore penalizes long words.

Just like in previous chapters, constraints were tested for significance using Likelihood Ratio Tests (Hayes et al. 2012). The results of these tests are given in Table 5.4.

NOONSET was found to be highly significant (as evidenced by the large change in log
Table 5.4: Likelihood Ratio Test results for a model of Māori syllable phonotactics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>ΔL</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*STRUC</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>199.1</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10⁻¹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*SHORTNUC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>n.s. (0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*LONGNUC</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>408.0</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10⁻¹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOONSET</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1285.2</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10⁻¹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATUS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n.s. (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV.V</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n.s. (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.VV</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>n.s. (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV.(C)V</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n.s. (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.(C)VV</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1043.1</td>
<td>&lt;1 × 10⁻¹⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, HIATUS was non-significant and assigned zero weight by the model. These results suggest both that hiatus avoidance is active in Māori stem phonotactics, and that this behavior is best characterized as avoidance of onsetless syllables.

Looking at the other constraints, *LONGNUC was also found to be strongly significant, while *VV.V and *VV.(C)VV were both non-significant. Taken together, these results suggest that Māori’s dispreference for VV.V sequences is best characterized as the effect of two interacting constraints (NOONSET and *LONGNUC), rather than the effect of a constraint that specifically targets the environment for correction.

Interestingly, *V.(C)VV was also found to be significant, while *V.VV was not. In other words, the dispreference for light-heavy syllable sequences is best captured by a constraint that penalizes both hiatus and non-hiatus environments. One possible explanation for this is that V.VV and V.CV sequences often result in a conflict of stress assignment constraints. Recall that in Māori, stress is weight-sensitive (falling on the heaviest syllable), but otherwise aligned to the left edge of a word. Words of the shape V.VV, such as [itáu] ‘girdle’, will therefore incur violations of a constraint that requires left-alignment.
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5.3 Patterns of reanalysis in Māori

In this section, I look at the distribution of final consonants in POc and compare this to modern Māori, in order to probe at the patterns of reanalysis in Māori weak stems. The POc data is the same set of 1,023 protoforms used for Samoan; forms were sourced from the ACD (Blust & Trussel 2010) and must have at least 6 cognates within the Oceanic language family. The Māori data is the same corpus of 1167 stem-passive pairs used in §5.1 above (de Lacy, p.c.).

5.3.1 Historical distribution of thematic consonants (POc)

Table 5.5 shows the distribution of final segments in POc, organized by their corresponding passive suffix reflex in Māori. Vowel-final stems, corresponding to /-a/ and /-ia/, were by far the most frequent type of stems. This means that in a frequency-matching model, reanalysis should be towards /-a/ and /-ia/.

/-tia/ and /-hia/ are the most frequent alternants after /(i)a/, each occurring in around 7% of the POc corpus. This is interesting especially since in modern Māori, the default allomorph is generally /-tia/, but also /-hia/ in some dialects (Blevins 2008). Note also that in Māori, the merger of POc *s and *p to [h] means that /-hia/ may be more frequent than in languages like Samoan, where the merger did not happen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POc</th>
<th>Allomorph</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*vow (or *q, R)</td>
<td>(i)a</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*m</td>
<td>mia</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*t,j, d</td>
<td>tia</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n, ŋ</td>
<td>na/ina</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*r,l,dr</td>
<td>ria</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k</td>
<td>kia</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ŋ, mw</td>
<td>ŋia</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*s, p</td>
<td>hia</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Distribution of final segments in POc

Even if /-a/ and /-ia/ are treated as separate allomorphs, both are individually more
frequent than the other allomorphs. Recall that /-ia/ is occurs after [a]-final stems, while /-a/ occurs elsewhere. Because /a/ is the most common vowel in POc, /-ia/ is expected to occur very frequently. Specifically, based on the distribution of final vowels in POc, /-a/ would be the most frequent allomorph (n = 347, p = 0.34), closely by /-ia/ (n = 325, p = 0.32).

Fig. 5.9 shows the distribution of passive allomorphs in POc by the identity of the stem-final vowel. /-a/ and /-ia/ are combined into one category here and assumed to be in complementary distribution (with /-ia/ appearing after [a]-final stems). From this figure, we see that /-tia/ is slightly more frequent after /i/-final stems, but otherwise relatively evenly distributed across each vowel. Likewise, the /-Cia/ allomorphs occur roughly evenly across each vowel category. In other words, there is no strong distributional evidence for reanalysis based on identity of the stem-final vowel.

![Figure 5.9: Distribution of passive allomorphs by stem-final vowel in POc](image)

### 5.3.2 Comparison of POc and Māori

In this section, the distribution of passive allomorphs in POc and Māori are compared. This comparison gives us insight into whether reanalysis has occurred towards more fre-
quent alternants, as is predicted by frequency-matching approaches. §5.3.3 gives a form-by-form comparison of observed reanalyses.

Fig. 5.10 compares the overall proportion of allomorphs in POc and Māori; /-na/ and /-ina/ are both grouped together with the other /-Cia/ allomorphs. The proportion of stems taking /-Cia/ allomorphs has decreased between POc and Māori, which is not surprising given the historical POc distribution, where /-Cia/ allomorphs were already the least frequent. However, there has been a decrease in /-(i)a/ and increase in /-tia/ that is not predicted by historical distributions. This discrepancy suggests that there has been reanalysis away from /-(i)a/ and towards /-tia/.

As discussed above, in modern Māori, the distribution of /-(i)a/ and /-tia/ is in part conditioned by the prosodic shape of stems. Generally speaking, bimoraic stems are expected to take /-(i)a/, while longer stems are expected to take /-tia/. Stems of the shape LLLL (with four light syllables) fall somewhere in between.

To see if reanalysis towards /-tia/ has affected the lexicon in general, or just longer words, I also look at the distribution of passive allomorphs in the subset of stems expected to take /-a/ or /-ia/, based on prosodic shape. Fig. 5.11 is identical to Fig. 5.10 above, with the difference that the column titled ‘Maori (µ <= 4) shows the subset of Māori
stems expected to prefer /-(i)a/ instead of /-tia/ (i.e. ones with a shape HL, LH, or LLLL). For this subset of stems, the preference for /-tia/ is less skewed, but still present. There is still a decrease in /-(i)a/ compared to POc, suggesting that reanalysis away from /-(i)a/ has happened across the board.

Figure 5.11: Distribution of passive allomorphs in POc vs. Māori, by prosodic shape of stem

Finally, Fig. 5.12 shows the distribution of passive allomorphs by identity of the stem-final vowel. We can observe an effect of the stem-final vowel, such that the shift away from /-(i)a/ has primarily happened in [a]-final stems. Notably, of the consonant-initial allomorphs, /-tia/ is the most frequent (and this is true regardless of the identity of the stem-final vowel). For the /a/- and /o/-final stems, the proportion of consonant-initial allomorphs (i.e. /-Cia/) has also stayed relatively high.

5.3.3 Direct evidence of reanalyses

The results of the above section suggests that there has been reanalysis away from the vowel-initial allomorphs, particularly when the stem-final vowel is /a/. In other words, reanalysis has mostly targeted /-ia/. Recall from §5.2 that this is the direction predicted by a markedness account, if *LONGNUC and NOONSET are active in Māori reanalysis.

In this section, I present case-by-case comparisons of protoforms with their Māori
Figure 5.12: Distribution of passive allomorphs in POc vs. Māori by stem-final vowel reflexes; these comparisons are consistent with the results so far suggesting that reanalysis has targeted /-ia/ more than other allomorphs.

The table in Table 5.6 shows form-by-form comparisons (of POc vs. Māori) for the subset of stems that were expected to take /-a/ or /-ia/. The column named ‘match’ shows whether the Māori allomorph matches POc (i.e. is /-a/ or /-ia/), or does not match (indicating that reanalysis has occurred). When the expected allomorph is /-ia/, there is a much larger degree of reanalysis; around 63% of forms (n = 19/30) have been reanalyzed, compared to 29% for stems expected to take /-a/ (n = 22/75).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POc</th>
<th>match</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ia/</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Mismatches between POc and Māori
5.3.4 Interim summary

Overall, results of this section suggest that /-ia/ has been reanalyzed more than would be expected given its high frequency in the historical POc distribution. This discrepancy between the POc and Māori distributions is summarized in Table 5.7.

In general, across vowel contexts, there has an increase in the proportion of words that take /-tia/. However, this difference is particularly striking for the [a]-final stems. Based on the POc distribution, around 66% of stems are expected to take the vowel-initial allomorph /-ia/. In Māori, however, only 22% of [a]-final stems take /-ia/. Instead, most of these stems (57%) have /-tia/ as the passive allomorph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>final V</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>POc</th>
<th>Maori</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>(i)a</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>Cia</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>tia</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>(i)a</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>Cia</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>tia</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Summary: distribution of allomorphs in POc vs. Samoan

I propose that reanalysis of /-ia/ → /-Cia/ occurred in order to avoid outputs that were phonotactically marked in terms of violating both *LONGNUC and NOONSET. Because /-tia/ was the most frequent of the /-Cia/ allomorphs, it was most frequently the result of reanalysis. Over time, as reanalysis made /-tia/ more and more frequent, it overtook the other allomorphs and was extended to more general environments. This resulted in the state of Māori passive allomorphy that we see today, where /-a/ and /-tia/ are the productive allomorphs.

5.4 Modeling reanalysis in Māori

In this section, patterns of reanalysis in Māori are modeled as the result of frequency-matching combined with a markedness bias, specifically against heavy vowels and hiatus.
The model implementation is very similar to what was adopted in Chapter 4 for Samoan. In §5.4.1 and §5.4.2, I discuss points where the model implementation is specific to Māori. §5.4.3 presents model results.

5.4.1 Choice of URs and inputs

As pointed out in Chapter 4, Polynesian thematic consonants can analyzed in two ways. Under the phonological analysis, adopted by Sanders (1990, 1991) and de Lacy (2003) among others, the thematic consonant belongs to the stem UR, and the passive suffix has just a few predictable allomorphs. For example, [inu]∼[inumia] ‘to drink’ can be derived from the URs /inum/ ‘to drink’ and /ia/ ‘PASSIVE’.

Under the morphological analysis, which was first proposed by Hale (1968, 1973), the passive has multiple allomorphs, while stems are always underlingly vowel-final. For example, [inu]∼[inumia] ‘to drink’ has the URs /inu/ and /-mia/. In the morphological approach, the task of UR learning is simpler because stem SRs and URs are closely matched. On the other hand, morphophonology is more complex, as the grammar now has multiple passive suffix allomorphs with partially unpredictable distribution.

I follow Hale in adopting the morphological approach, for reasons discussed in Chapter 4. Note, however, that the issue of how Māori thematic consonants should be analyzed does not directly affect the question at hand. A model of markedness-driven reanalysis can be implemented regardless of how thematic consonants are represented in the underlying forms.

Examples of an input and its corresponding candidates are given in (56). Following Hale’s analysis of Māori, the input stem is vowel-final, and candidates take different suffix allomorphs. In other words, stem URs always match SRs, and the thematic consonants belong to the suffix.
(56) Example of candidates for [inu]~/inu/-PASS

inua
inumia
inutia
inuna
inuria
inuŋia
inukia
inuhia

Model inputs are 500 stems whose distribution model that of the POc protoforms. Inputs are pooled by the identity of the stem-final vowel (/a e i o u/) and identity of the immediately preceding consonant (/p,f,m,w,t,n,r,k, η,h/ or ‘none’). I do not consider conditioning effects of prosodic shape. Therefore, an input like /ito/ represents all stems where the preceding consonant is /t/ and the final vowel is /o/.

Consonant information is included because in Samoan, reanalysis was found to be sensitive to OCP-place effects, which are conditioned by the preceding consonant. I therefore also test for these effects in Māori. As a preview, I find that in Māori, OCP-place effects don’t have strong predictive power. Later on in §5.5, I speculate on causes of this discrepancy.

5.4.2 Implementing a phonotactic markedness bias

To implement markedness bias, I follow the same procedure adopted in Chapter 4, which is schematized again in Fig. 5.13. In summary, a phonotactic grammar is trained on monomorphemic roots using the UCLA Phonotactic Learner (UCLAPL; Hayes & Wilson 2008). With the resulting grammar, candidates in the model of reanalysis (e.g. [inumia], [inua], etc.) are assigned harmony scores. These harmony scores then become the constraint violations for a constraint USEPHONOTACTICS, which is biased to have high weight. The input to the phonotactic model was a set of Proto-Polynesian (PPn) roots.
I trained three phonotactic models:

1. **NATURAL CLASS MODEL**: The model was limited to learning 50 constraints and given no prespecified constraints. In addition, the model was given a consonant projection (which includes all [-syllabic] segments).

2. **HIATUS MODEL**: This model was given five prespecified constraints aimed at capturing both the dispreference for heavy vowels and hiatus avoidance. It was then allowed to learn 45 more constraints. The hiatus-related constraints are listed below in (57). Note that the inputs to the phonotactic model are not coded for syllable structure, so the constraint NOONSET cannot be directly implemented. Instead, the constraint *[+syll][+syll]* is included to account for word-medial hiatus, and *[+word_boundary][+syll]* penalizes initial onsetless syllables.
3. **HIATUS + OCP MODEL**: This model was given only pre-specified constraints, consisting of the same OCP-place constraints used in the Samoan model, along with the five hiatus-related constraints used in the HIATUS model. OCP-place constraints were included because they are known to be present as a statistical tendency in PPN, and because they were active in the reanalysis of Samoan thematic consonants.

\[
\begin{array}{|l|l|}
\hline
\text{Constraint} & \text{Example penalized outputs} \\
\hline
* [+long] & haː, peː, hai \\
* [+syllabic][+syllabic] & pia, tie \\
* [+word_boundary][+syllabic] & ake, eiwa, ea \\
* [+long][+syllabic] & hia, heia: \\
* [+syllabic][+long] & hia:, haia: \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\section*{5.4.3 Model specifications and results}

All model results were averaged over 30 trials, and each model was run for 20 iterations. \(\sigma\) was set to 1 for all constraints.

Just as in Chapter 4, the constraint USEPHONOTACTICS is given a bias towards high weight \((\mu = 3)\) in the markedness-biased models; \(\mu = 0\) for all other constraints. These models are each compared against a BASELINE model where all constraints are given a \(\mu\) value of 0. Each baseline model has the same constraint set as its corresponding markedness-biased model (NATURAL CLASS, HIATUS, and HIATUS + OCP). Because all three baseline models behaved similarly, I show just the baseline model corresponding to the HIATUS + OCP model.

Table 5.8 compares the log-likelihood of each model. The rightmost column \((\Delta L)\) shows the change in log-likelihood of each model compared to the baseline. Overall, all three markedness-biased models outperform the BASELINE model.
The **NATURAL CLASS** model does only slightly better than the baseline model. On the other hand, both of the models which include hiatus constraints do much better than the **BASELINE** model. This comparison suggests that the improvement in model fit is mainly driven by the hypothesized markedness constraints, *LONGNUC* and NOONSET.

Additionally, the **HIATUS + OCP** model actually performs slightly better than the **HIATUS** model. This suggests that while OCP-place constraints do not play a strong role in Māori reanalysis, the directions of reanalysis are consistent with OCP-place constraints.

The two **HIATUS** models differ from the **BASELINE** primarily in their prediction for [a]-final stems. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.14, which compares predictions of the **BASELINE** and **HIATUS + OCP** models for [a]-final stems. For ease of interpretation, I show predicted probabilities averaged over all preceding consonant conditions. In this figure, [iha-ia] therefore represents all [a]-final stems followed by /-ia/.

Additionally, this figure shows only predictions for /-ia/ and /-tia/, since these are the main candidates of interest. We see that between POc and Māori, there is a drop in the proportion of stems which take /-ia/ and conversely, an increase in stems which take /-tia/. Because the POc inputs show a strong preference for /-ia/, the frequency-matching model is not able to predict this shift towards /-tia/. On the other hand, the **HIATUS + OCP** model is able to predict change in the right direction.

Note that while the **HIATUS + OCP** model does trend in the right direction, it does not match the magnitude of change observed in Māori. Future work should consider how this greater magnitude of change should be modeled. For example, in modern Māori, the preference for /-tia/ is much stronger in longer words as opposed to bimoraic words.

**Table 5.8: Model results: log likelihood**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>ΔL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE</td>
<td>-1882.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL CLASS</td>
<td>-1815.21</td>
<td>67.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATUS</td>
<td>-1702.12</td>
<td>180.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATUS + OCP</td>
<td>-1695.499</td>
<td>187.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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model which accounts for prosodic shape of inputs may be able to do better at predicting the observed patterns of reanalysis.

5.5 Comparison of Samoan and Māori

Samoan and Māori CIA suffix allomorphy (and more generally thematic consonant alternations), presumably started out with the same (or at least, very similar) distributional patterns. However, the two languages have settled on different phonological systems. In Samoan, the most frequent (and productive) allomorphs are /-a/ and /-ina/, while in Māori, the most frequent allomorphs are /-a/ and /-tia/. Here, I speculate on possible reasons for this divergence; fully understanding the reasons behind this divergence is beyond the scope of the current project and should be explored in future work.

We can first consider the markedness of different ‘default’ output forms, as summarized in (58). For the [a]-final stems, stems which take /-ina/ and /-tia/ each violate some relevant markedness constraint, respectively *LONGNUC and NOONSET. On the other hand, /-ia/ violates both constraints. From a markedness perspective, /-ia/ is the most marked, while /-a/ and /-ina/ are more closely matched. As such, reanalysis in
the direction of either /-ia/ → /-ina/ or /-ia/ → /-tia/ would be markedness-reducing. In fact, both Samoan and Māori have undergone reanalysis away from /-ia/. In the case of Samoan, /-ia/ is expected to be productive based on the historical development of the CIA suffix. However, it is rarely observed in modern-day Samoan. For Māori, I also show that reanalysis has primarily been away from /-ia/ (and towards /-tia/).

(58) Markedness of different CIA allomorphs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SUFFIXED</th>
<th>NOOONSET</th>
<th>*LONGNUC</th>
<th>OCP-COR-SON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>paka</td>
<td>pa.tai.a</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pa.tai.na</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patati.a</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.15: Hypothesized divergence of CIA allomorphy in Samoan and Māori

While Samoan and Māori have both undergone reanalysis away from /-ia/, they diverge in terms of which allomorph they reanalyzed towards. Fig. 5.15 summarizes a tentative proposal for how this might have happened. First, recall that the CIA allomorph developed from two suffixes, respectively *-i ‘TRANSITIVE’ and *-a/na ‘3P.CLITIC’
(3rd person pronominal clitic). When the pronominal clitic ceased to be productive, these two suffixes were reanalyzed as a single suffix *ia (and sometimes *ina). It is possible that in Samoan, both *i-a and *i-na were passed down as /-ia/ and /-ina/, while /-ina/ was not productively extended in Māori. As a result, Samoan started with two ‘default’ vowel-initial suffixes *ia and *ina, while Māori did not. As a result, /-ia/ was reanalyzed to /-ina/ in Samoan, and to /-tia/ in Māori.

Additionally, Samoan and Māori underwent different regular sound changes, which in turn affected the stem phonotactics which served as the basis of reanalysis. In particular, OCP effects are likely to be stronger for coronal obstruents in Samoan than in Māori, where the merger of *s, *f>h would have obscured evidence for OCP effects. This is demonstrated in Table 5.9, which compares a subset of the constraint weights learned by the UCLA Phonotactic Learner for Samoan and Māori. The input to both grammars was a corpus of PPn roots, which were modified to reflect the respective sound changes in Samoan and Māori.

Crucially, while the two phonotactic grammars learn similar weights for the most part, they assign very different weights to *[+ cor, -son][+ cor, -son], which penalizes OCP-place in coronal obstruents. This constraint has a relatively high weight in Samoan, but no weight at all in Māori. Because OCP effects are weaker for coronal obstruents in Māori, /-tia/ may have had a less restricted distribution. This would have allowed /-tia/ to generalize more easily, to a broader range of environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Segments targeted</th>
<th>Samoan</th>
<th>Māori</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[+ cor, + nasal][+ cor, + nasal]</td>
<td>*n...n</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ cor,-son][+ cor,-son]</td>
<td>{*t,s}...{*t,s}</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ cor, + son][+ cor, + son]</td>
<td>{*n,l}...{*n,l}</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[+ cor,-cont][+ cor,-cont]</td>
<td>{*t,n}...{*t,n}</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9: Weights learned by UCLA Phonotactic Learner (Input = PPn roots, reflecting respective sound changes in Samoan and Māori)

In sum, although Māori and Samoan started with what was historically a very similar system of CIA-allomorphy, small divergences in regular sound change may have resulted
in the two different systems we observe today. Although it is not the focus of the current project, models of reanalysis could also be helpful for testing hypotheses about how historically similar morphophonological systems diverge.
CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary of results

In this dissertation, I investigated the effects of markedness bias (i.e. constraints on output forms) on the reanalysis of morphophonological paradigms. Existing models of reanalysis are frequency-matching; that is, they predict that reanalysis should occur in a way that matches probabilistic distributions within a paradigm. I propose that in fact, reanalysis responds to (at least) two factors: both frequency-matching and the reduction of markedness.

Chapter 2 outlines a model of reanalysis which is used in subsequent chapters to quantitatively test hypotheses about how reanalyses has occurred in different languages. This model uses MaxEnt, a probabilistic implementation of Optimality Theory (Smolensky 1986; Goldwater & Johnson 2003). Bias is implemented as a Gaussian prior following Wilson (2006) and White (2013, 2017). More concretely, I vary \( \mu \) for constraints, and give the relevant markedness constraints a higher \( \mu \) than competing faithfulness constraints. The model also has an iterative component to simulate the cumulative effect of reanalysis over generations of speakers.

I additionally make the distinction between ‘universal’ markedness and ‘active’ markedness, or markedness effects already active in language-specific phonotactics. I propose that only active markedness can affect reanalysis. All the case studies presented in this dissertation are consistent with the principle of active markedness.

This dissertation reports three case studies (Chapter 3-5) where reanalysis is argued
to be modulated by the effects of a markedness bias. The first case study, Malagasy weak stems (Chapter 3), shows a clear case of reanalysis towards the statistically dispreferred alternant, which I argue to be motivated by avoidance of intervocalic stops. The results of this chapter are consistent with the active markedness proposal, as intervocalic stops are also dispreferred in Malagasy stem phonotactics.

The second and third case studies concern reanalysis of thematic consonant alternations in Samoan and Māori. Allomorphy involving thematic consonants is more complex than the Malagasy example. While this makes trends in reanalysis more difficult to observe, it also allows for testing of more nuanced hypotheses about which markedness generalizations speakers can extract from stem phonotactics.

In Samoan (Chapter 4), reanalysis is generally towards the vowel-initial allomorphs, as predicted by frequency-matching models. However, reanalysis is also modulated by markedness effects, such that suffixed forms which violate OCP-place are more likely to be reanalyzed.

I also test several phonotactic grammars and find that grammars which are restricted to learning OCP constraints over natural classes outperform less restrictive alternatives. This result suggests that speakers are not just picking up on any statistical regularity in the stem to inform the direction of reanalysis. Instead, they may be biased towards picking up patterns that are typologically motivated or rooted in phonetic naturalness.

In Māori (Chapter 5), I find that reanalysis is towards the consonant-initial /-tia/ allomorph, rather than the vowel-initial allomorphs (which are the expected targets of reanalysis based on historical distributions). I argue that this change is driven by avoidance of long syllables in hiatus. Interestingly, Samoan and Māori started out with the same system of CIA allomorphy, but diverged in how reanalysis took place. In Section 5.5, I discuss some possible reasons for this, such as differences in stem phonotactics that emerged as a result of regular sound changes.
6.2 Markedness effects as synchrony vs. diachrony

The case studies discussed in this dissertation provide novel evidence for markedness bias in phonological learning. In my modeling implementation, I assume that markedness bias is present in the synchronic grammar; reanalysis arises because at each generation of speakers, bias in the learner’s synchronic grammar causes mislearning of paradigms. Over time, generations of incremental change result in the restructuring of a pattern.

However, as Glewwe (2019) points out, these types of markedness effects are hard to find in experiments, where the evidence for markedness in learning is mixed. This has led some people to argue that there is no synchronic bias for less marked outputs, and that shared cross-linguistic tendencies in avoiding marked structures are only the result of sound change (Ohala 1993; Hale & Reiss 2000; Blevins 2004).

Another possibility is that markedness effects do exist in the synchronic grammar, but are of such a small magnitude that they cannot be reliably found in an experimental setting. Instead, it takes more robust data, such as findings from change over time, to observe markedness bias in phonology.

Additionally, my results suggest that markedness effects in morphophonology may be stronger when they are supported by stem phonotactics. Put another way, future research on markedness bias should make a distinction between markedness effects that have support from stem phonotactics, and ones that don’t. There is some recent experimental work supporting this distinction. For example, in a recent AGL study, Chong (2021) find evidence that speakers can extend static phonotactic generalizations to alternation patterns.

6.3 Future directions

In principle, there are various ways in which markedness and stem phonotactics could influence morphophonology. On one hand, there is the question whether a markedness
constraint needs to be active or not in the phonotactics to influence reanalysis; throughout this dissertation, I have characterized this distinction as one of ‘active’ vs. ‘inactive’ markedness. On the other hand, when speakers draw on stem phonotactics to aid in the learning of alternations, are they extracting principles rooted in phonetic naturalness, or any sort of statistical generalization present in stems? These two parameters (‘active’ vs. ‘inactive’ and ‘natural vs. ‘unnatural’) are summarized in (59) below.

(59) Typology of possible reanalyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Inactive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unnatural</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As summarized in (59), my results are consistent with the idea that reanalyses are constrained by both parameters, in that markedness effects must both be active in phonotactics and phonetically natural. First, in all three case studies, the markedness effects present in reanalysis are also active in the stem phonotactics, supporting the active markedness restriction. Additionally, in my model of Samoan reanalysis, an OCP phonotactic grammar outperformed other less restrictive phonotactic grammars. This suggests that speakers are restricted in which phonotactic principles they can extract and make use of. Future work should expand on the typology of markedness effects in reanalysis, to confirm whether both restrictions hold true crosslinguistically. Experimental work could also be done to supplement findings from reanalyses over time, to see if similar restrictions are present in learners’ synchronic grammars.

In general, if an active markedness restriction is present in reanalysis, then other aspects of morphophonology could be similarly constrained by phonotactics. One potential area to examine is apparent cases of The Emergence of the Unmarked (TETU; McCarthy & Prince 1994), where some marked structure is generally allowed in a language, but
banned in particular contexts; in other words, the effects of a markedness constraint are obscured in some contexts, but “emerge” in other contexts. For example, a language may allow codas within stems, but disallow them in reduplicants. In their discussion of TETU effects, McCarthy & Prince (1994) characterize the relevant markedness constraints as universal (i.e. part of a universal constraint set present in all grammars). If future work finds a correlation between stem phonotactics and TETU effects, this could challenge the universal markedness approach.

My model of reanalysis also predicts that the certainty of a generalization interacts with the strength of markedness effects. In particular, markedness effects should be stronger when there is more uncertainty in a paradigm. This prediction is hard to confirm using data on language change, but could potentially be teased apart in experimental settings.

Finally, this dissertation briefly touches on how a model of reanalysis can be used to not just predict the direction of reanalysis, but also model the divergence of morphophonological systems over time. In particular, Māori and Samoan started with the same input distributions, but ended up with different synchronic patterns of allomorphy. These results could be compared against reanalysis in other Polynesian languages. For example, Māori and Samoan remain relatively conservative in maintaining thematic consonants. In Hawaiian, on the other hand, the CIA suffix has leveled to just one predictable suffix (/ʔia/). This crosslinguistic variation makes the CIA suffix allomorphy a valuable case study for testing predictions about how markedness bias can affect reanalysis.
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